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Abstract
The reflection of weakly nonlinear Rossby waves (RWs) from a vertical wall has

been studied analytically using perturbation methods with the ~-Rossby number (~)

being the small parameter. A uniformly valid solution up to O(~3) was constructed

using multiple scales.

At O(~), the nonlinear interaction between an incident and a reflected RW leads

to: 1) an Euleriansteady flow, U~l), parallel to the (non-zonal) wall; 2) a transient

flow oscillating with a frequency of twice (2w) that of the RW pair. The steady

forcing, whose response is U~l), can never be resonant, implying that U~l) is stable

for ~ < 1 since instability proceeds only via resonant interactions. The transient

forcing can be resonant only if 0 < Isin QI < 1/3, where a is the angle between

the wall and the circles of latitude; the wave amplitudes are then slowly varying

periodic functions of y, the offshore coordinate.

At the next order, the nonlinear interaction between the RW pair and u~l) plus

the transient flow produces, in general, resonant forcing, leading (using multiple

scales) to a modification of the RWs' phases: a shift in their wavenumbers. When

ever the leading order solution ..p(0) is anlf superposition of RW5, the second order

perturbation equation for ..p(2) will almost always have resonant forcing.

The steady flow occurring at O(~3) is driven by the modified RWs as well as

through interactions of several components of the solution up to second order. The

correction to U~l) can be negligible, of the order of U~l), or unrealistically large.

To make a fair comparison between the theoretical steady current and obser

vations, it is necessary to have data that would allow elimination of all transients.

The transients that appear at orders one to three have been disregarded in previous

studies. The transient flow at O(~) is of the same order of magnitude as U~l) and

could very well be the reason why the agreement between the predicted mean cur

rent and occasional observations is not equally good in all cases (for the Hawaiian

Ridge). The comparisons made so far are inconclusive.
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Preface
The pathway in time f'or me to get here has had, no doubt, many meanders.

Think of the Gulf Stream (GS) as my pathway, without necessarily matching the

relatively meander-f'ree GS from the Florida Straits to Cape Hatteras with my first

years here. The effort, sacrifices, etc. that I have gone through as a PhD student,

and of' course the academic world, have been a remarkable experience. I can now

look back and learn from the errors that I made which contributed to increase my

residence time as a student. It has been worth the effort!

I would now like to change gears and communicate general thoughts about my

work. In a dissertation like this one, which is theoretical and which involves quite

a bit of' mathematics, there is a compromise between being overly detailed (say as

in an elementary book) and overly brief' (say as in an article) in a given sequence of'

mathematical steps. I think that a dissertation should be somehow in the middle. At

times, if'the procedure to give a proof' or to arrive at certain equation is algebraically

involved, I have put it on an appendix; in this way the flow of ideas does not get

off the track too much.

If'I do a detailed derivation it is either because of being original or because even

if the derivation has been done somewhere else, I felt that some steps in it needed

further clarification. I have tried to justify every mathematical step in my work.

For example, the distinction between necessary and sufficient conditions between

steps will be pointed out whenever it is relevant. The physics is harder. If I can, I

will try to give a physical and/or geometrical [e.g, using figures) interpretation of

a mathematical result.

I have introduced several abbreviations in my dissertation, some of which are

not standard in the literature. The reason for their introduction is twofold:

1. The sequences of words being abbreviated will appear frequently in the text.

2. Most of the sequences are long.

:xv



Finally, as it probably happens in any research topic, there are some gray areas

that I feel I have not "entirely" understood and yet, I have written about them

in this dissertation. The level of understanding on any subject depends on the

individual's feeling and interest about it; how much and how deep one understands

something, I believe, it is a very subjective issue. But this is somehow philosophy

and I don't want to discuss it further here. The point is that by writing, elucidating

and raising questions about such gray areas, I just hope to motivate me and others

(the readers) in pursuing a deeper understanding or clarification of these areas,

whatever that means.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation is about the reflection of weakly nonlinear Rossby waves (RWs)

at a non-zonal boundary and the driving of secondary mean flows.

The importance of Rossby waves in the ocean as carriers of large scale variability

gained more interest with the observational evidence of baroclinic RWs, especially

in the Pacific Ocean. Some of these observations, that appeared in several papers

during the period 1976-1982, have been summarized by Magaard (1983). For ex

ample, Kang and Magaard (1980) presented convincing evidence for annual period

baroclinic RWs in the central North Pacific. The waves were of first baroclinic

mode with their phase propagating northwestward; their typical phase speed was 1

em/sec with group velocity towards the southwest.

There have been a few articles about the linear theory of propagation of RWs in

an ocean with boundaries. Longuet-Higgins (1964,1965) has studied the reflection

of RWs from a straight wall both on the ,a-plane and on the sphere. A discussion

about the linear reflection problem of RWs can be found in Pedlosky (1979) and in

LeBlond and Mysak (1978). In reviewing this problem, I felt that there were some

subtleties that needed some clarification; for example the case when the Rossby

waves have their wavenumber vector perpendicular to the wall. Rhines (1969) has

discussed the scattering of a plane RW by a circular island.

The effects ofpartial barriers on RWs, i.e. scattering (e.g. by the tip of a barrier),

has been investigated by McKee (1972), Siew and Hurley (1972) and Mysak and

1



LeBlond (1972). These papers illustrate the mathematical complexity of a linear

problem introduced by the simple fact that the reflecting barrier is finite.

There is only one paper that I am aware of which suggests that observations

are consistent with interference of RWs by reflection: Beckerle and Delnore (1973).

Bathythermograph observations reveal an array of depressions of an isothermal

surface in the seasonal thermocline with horizontal scales in the pattern between

200 and 500 km; this is also the range of abrupt changes in the bathymetry. The

authors suggest that the observed pattem is possibly the result of the interference

of RWs reflected from the Bahama Banks and the Blake-Bahama Outer Ridge.

As mentioned before, Dr. Magaard and collaborators observed RWs in the North

Pacific. The Hawaiian Ridge is a prominent feature of the North Pacific, with a

length of about 2500 km from the island of Hawaii to Kure Island at its northwestern

end (see Figure 1). What would happen when these Rossby waves, believed to be

generated at the eastem boundary [off Baja California, California and even as far

north as Vancouver Is., according to a theory by Mysak (1983)] impinge upon

the Hawaiian Ridge? To try to answer this question Mysak and Magaard (1983;

hereinafter MM) developed an analytical model in which the first idealization was

to regard the Hawaiian Ridge as a vertical wall. This simplification in the model

actually leads to a generalization: the model could then be applied to any mid

latitude coastline, not only to the Hawaiian Ridge.

MM showed that the reflection of baroclinic RWs from a non-zonal wall leads

to the generation of a steady Eulerian mean flow parallel to the wall. The authors

incorporated Rayleigh friction in their analytical model to reduce the inviscid flow

to realistic values; however it is not a necessary ingredient for the production of

the steady flow. The theoretically predicted current was computed using the field

of baroclinic RWs incident on the Hawaiian Ridge (Magaard, 1983) and compared

iairly well with the surface flow field found in White's (1983) analysis of historical

hydrographic and XBT data.

2
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Figure 1: Map or the North Pacific, showing the idealized Hawaiian Ridge.
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Oh and Magaard (1984) added lateral friction to MM's model; compared to the

case of no lateral friction the Eulerian mean flow has smaller current speeds and

wider current bands.

Sun et ala (1988) took Oh and Magaard's model and apply it to the Hawaiian

Ridge with values of the friction coefficients (Rayleigh and lateral) determined by a

least-squares fit to the high resolution hydrographic observations of Roden (1985).

Figure 2 shows a comparison between theory (model fit) and observations. The

authors concluded that the model fits the data reasonably well.

However, there have been instances where the comparisons between theory and

observations are not good (Dr. Lorenz Magaard; personal communication). The

theory developed in this work offers a possible explanation for these discrepancies.

Furthermore, it is contended that the comparisons made so far are inconclusive.

One of the main shortcomings of MM's theory (and Oh and Magaard's) is the

partial neglect of the nonlinear wave-mean flow interaction; more specifically, the

influence of the secondary steady mean flow on the driving Rossby wave fields

(incoming and reflected). This influence is thought to be a second order effect. In

MM the steady flow is produced by the (given) RW fields; in fact, it is the nonlinear

interaction of the incoming and reflected RWs which produces the steady mean flow.

It is the purpose of this dissertation to study the influence of the steady RW

driven flow on the incoming and reflected wave fields. One should be able then to

answer the following question: v/hat is the "effect" of the steady mean circulation

on the driving wave fields? In so doing, one might be able to say something (or

a lot) about the stability and existence of the Rossby wave driven steady flow.

Furthermore, one might learn, in a more general framework, about the stability of

a Rossby wave driven steady circulation, which will occur whenever there is at least

one lateral boundary.

To attack this problem, I will use the approximate method of solution of a

perturbation expansion to the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation. This
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Figure 2: Comparison between the predicted Eulerian mean flow and observations
along the northern sideof the Hawaiian Ridge: a) at the surface; b) at 300 m depth.
The ordinate axis is distance from the ridge (in km). The solid curves represent
the theoretically predicted flow determined by & least-squares fit to the geostrophic
current observed in October 1975, indicated by large dots, connected by the dotted
curves. (After Sun et al. 1988)
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implies the existence of a smallnon-dimensional parameter ~ which in my case is the

beta-Rossby number. Thisparameter crudely speaking is a measure of the strength

of the nonlinear terms.

To see how MM's theory fits into the perturbation expansion game that I will

use, the superposition of the incident and the reflected wave (which MM called .,pI)

will be the zeroth or leading order solution; their steady flow parallel to the wall

(called i/j by MM) will be part of the first order perturbation expansion solution.

MM then stopped at first order(although they did not use explicitely a perturbation

expansion) and disregardedthe transient part of the first order solution. A thorough

analysis of the first order solution will shed light on our basic understanding of the

nonlinear interaction of an incoming and outgoing RW field.

Roughly speaking, mydissertation is an extension of the work initiated by MM.

It will involve studying analytically the nonlinear interaction of an incident and a

reflected RW using the theory of weak interactions.

The theory to be developed here is, of course, not limited to the Hawaiian

Ridge but could be applicable to any mid-latitude ocean barrier, perhaps with

the restriction that there should not be a continental shelf along the coastline of

interest, since incoming RW energy will most likely be reflected before reaching the

shelf (Huthnance, 1981).

The fact that the nonlinear interaction of an incident and a reflected RW pro

duces a steady flow is relevant because it will contribute to the steady circulation.

In a closed basin, an oscillatory wind forcing with a zero time mean will produce,

in addition to the direct fluctuating response, a steady time independent circula

tion due to the nonlinearityof the governing dynamics; thus the total steady ocean

circulation cannot be described by only the steady component of the wind forcing

(Pedlosky,1965). It is therefore important to study whether such steady flows are

stable or not.
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In order to focus attention on the complications introduced by higher order

nonlinearities, the ocean model is very simple. One should always keep in mind

that an analytical model necessarily involves unrealistic assumptions. Some of the

assumptions, to be discussed in the next chapter, include an infinite lateral straight

boundary on an infinite beta-plane, a :8.at bottom, no friction, no external forcing,

etc. All these assumptions are certAinly unrealistlc (in general) but they allow us to

make analytical progress if we want to study the effect of nonlinearities. I am not

claiming that all these assumptions are necessary to make progress, but certainly

leaves the problem in its simplest form without sacrificing the essentials of this

study which are the nonlinear effects.

It is always useful to have analytical solutions to a particular problem. Why?

1. It provides numerical modelers a means to check their numerical codes. No

matter how simplistic the assumptions of the analytical model are, the nu

merical modeler could in principle run his/her model making the necessary

simplifications to be able to test the code. I should point out that in some

cases, e.g, for unbounded domains, the simplifications in the numerical code

could in fact translate into complications!

2. It might help interpreting and/or explaining observations.

3. It may motivate further research, specifically:

(a) further analytical studies

(b) carry on observational programs

(c) construct numerical models.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the formulation

of the reflection problem with careful attention to the appropriate boundary con

ditions, plus the scaling and the perturbation expansion. In Chapter 3, the linear

problem of reflection of RWs is thoroughly reviewed. It is my opinion that there
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are some gaps in the basic understanding of this problem; to be specific, let me

just throw in the following statement: "a single RW, regardless of it being inci

dent or reflected, whose wavenumber vector is perpendicular to the wall, satisfies

the nonlinear quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation and the boundary con

dition of no normal flow at the reflecting wall". (Actually the statement is true for

an arbitrary superposition of such RWs.) Is this a physically acceptable solution?

Two different answers are discussed, depending on whether or not an additional

boundary condition is imposed.

In Chapter 4 the first order perturbation equations are solved. My main con

tribution to the reflection problem at first order is the study of the transient part

of the solution, which oscillates with a frequency of two times the frequency of

the incident-reflected RW pair. As it turns out, the transient solution is very in

teresting by itself, For example, the velocity component along the wall associated

with the transient flow is of the same order of magnitude as the MM steady flow.

This has important implications on the comparisons made so far between theory

and observations. An interesting case is when the transient forcing is a free RW,

i.e. when there is resonance. Due to the constraint on the motion imposed by the

presence of the reflecting wall, the wave amplitudes of the resonant triad have to

be slowly varying functions of the offshore coordinate. By definition, the "effect" of

the RW driven steady flow on the waves themselves occurs at second order in our

perturbation scheme. Thus the necessity to go at least one order higher.

In Chapter 5 the second order perturbation equations are solved and the mod

ification to the driving RWs is found. To obtain a uniformly valid solution in the

fluid domain (halt plane) it was necessary to introduce multiple scales. A general

result in second order weak nonlinear wave-wave interactions is derived. It turns

out that, although the RWs are modified at second order, there is no steady forcing.

To see the next higher order correction to MM's steady flow it was then necessary

to go to third order; in Chapter 6 the third order problem is posed. The formidable
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task of calculating the forcing was carried out and then I calculated only the steady

response. There are several third order contributions or corrections to the steady

flow of MM. The first order steady flow (MM's flow in the absence of friction) is

compared to the steady flow up to third order in e for various cases. Chapter 7 is

devoted to discussion and conclusions.

Two different derivations of the energy equation in quasigeostrophic dynamics

are presented in Appendix A and then compared. In Appendix B the question

as to whether or not there is an additional boundary condition for our reflection

problem is studied. Appendix C contains general properties of an incident-reflected

Rossby wave pair, which is our leading order solution. For example, there I show

that it is possible to unambiguously determine the incident and the reflected Rossby

wave for all possible orientations of the reflecting wall. Appendix D deals with the

calculation of the energy and energy flux for different wave fields: e.g. one RW, the

sum of any two RWs, etc.
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Chapter 2

Formulation of the problem:
governing equations and

boundary conditions

2.1 Assumptions

The analytical theory to be developed here assumes:

• Quasigeostrophic dynamics on a semi-infinite oceanic ,a-plane. In terms of

vorticity dynamics, the introduction of a ,a-plane is irrelevant. Why? First,

if the ,a-plane idea is not assumed a priori, there appear terms in the O(Ro)

equations (where Ro is the Rossby number) due to the variation of the metric

term cos8 (8 is latitude) relating longitude variations and eastward length

changes. Second, when the vorticity equation is formed, such terms drop

out. However, for the O(Ro) horizontal momentum and continuity equations,

it does make a difference whether a ,a-plane is introduced or not. [See the

discussion on pp. 327 of the book Geophysical Fluid Dynamics (1979) by

J. Pedlosky]. Nevertheless, people dealing with the QG equations normally

introduce the ,a-plane idea at the outset.

• No external forcing, i.e. there will be no fluxes of heat, mass and momentum

across the air-sea interface, nor will there be any fluxes of heat and mass at

the reflecting wall and at the sea bottom.
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• A rigid lid at the sea surface, Le. we will set the vertical velocity 10 [O(Ro)]

equal to zero at the surface. At times, in the barotropic case, I will point out

the corresponding changes to a formula obtained for the case of a free surface.

• A flat bottom.

• The reflecting wall or barrier is modelled by a vertical plane of infinite extent.

Had I relaxed this assumption, I don't think I could do any analytical progress.

The reader is invited to see the tremendous mathematical complications that

are brought about by Rossby wave scattering at a tip of a barrier [i.e, when

the barrier is semi-infinite) in the papers by Mysak and LeBlond (1972) and

McKee (1972), for example. And in fact, these papers deal only with the

linear problem.

• For mathematical simplicity, I will treat the barotropic case in the second and

third order perturbation problems.

2.2 Quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation
(QGPVE)

At the outset I start with the dimensional quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equa

tion (QGPVE). A rigorous derivation of this equation is given in Pedlosky (1979),

henceforth referred to as Pedlosky GFD. The equation is

In ( 2.1), J is the Jacobian operator, defined as

J(A,B) = (8xA)(8yB) - (8yA)(8xB),

(2.1)

(2.2)

t is the time, tP the QG streamfunction, {3 = 20 cos 90 / Re is the northward gradient

of the planetary vorticity (where n is the magnitude of the earth's angular velocity,
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60 is the reference latitude and R.. is the mean earth's radius),

v 2 = 8x8x + 8y8y, (2.3)

r 2( ) - fl (2 4)
z = N2(z)' .

(where fo =20 sin 60 is the Coriolis parameter and N(z) is the Brunt-Vaisala fre

quency). The coordinate system being used in ( 2.1) has (X, Y,z) with X towards

the east, Y towards the north and z pointing vertically upwards. The origin is

somewhere in a mid-latitude region.

The (geostrophic) zonal and meridional velocity components, the pressure, the

density and the O(Ro) vertical velocity can be computed from the QG streamfunc

tion .,p via the following relations

u - -8y1/J (2.5)

V - 8x.,p (2.6)

P - p.fo1/J (2.7)
1

(2.8)P - --p.fo8~.,p
9

w -N!(z) [8t + J(,p, •)l8~.,p , (2.9)-

where P. is a reference density and 9 is the acceleration of gravity. In general, the

relation between the geostrophic velocity field it and the QG streamCunction ,p in

vector invariant form is given by

(2.10)

where k is the unit vertical vector.

To better understand the physical meaning of the QGPVE we note that the

operator J(.,p,.) is

J(.,p,.) == 8x 1/J8r - 8-f .,p8x = V8y +U8x = it· V,

12
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where it is the geostrcphie velocity field whose eastward and northward components

are U and V, respectively. Then we can write another version of the QGPVE:

(2.12)

Physically, the QGPVE says that fluid elements conserve their QG potential vor

ticity following the horizontal (geostrophic) projection of the motion.

2.2.1 A single Rossby wave is an exact nonlinear solution
of the QGPVE

Imagine a horizontally unbounded ,8-plane ocean with a rigid lid at the surface and

a fiat bottom. The boundary conditions in z are no normal flow at the surface and

at the bottom, i.e.

10 = 0 at z = -H,O , (2.13)

where H is the depth of the ocean. To write the b.c.'s (2.13) in terms of the QG

streamfunction, we use ( 2.9); the resulting b.c.'s are

(2.14)

Now we try as a putative solution to the QGPVE a wave-type streamfunction:

(2.15)

(2.17)

Then

J(t/J,.) [V2'l/J + 8z(r 28
z'l/J)] = (2.16)

'1'2J[cos8, -(ki + k:") cos 9] + '1' :z (r2~~) J(C08 0, cos 9) =0,

since by definition JU, f) =0 for any function f. Thus, the nonlinear term in the

QGPVE identically vanishes for a separable wave-type solution of the form (2.15).

The remaining terms in the QGPVE for our ansatz solution 'l/J yield

- W [(ki + k;.r)'ii(z) - ~ (r2~~)1sine - ,8kEw(z) sine =0;
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dividing by ",sine and rearranging yields the ODE that the function '1'(z) must

satisfy:

where

f: ~ =- (kl; +k~ + ~kE ) •

The b.c.'s (2.14) become, after substituting .,p given by (2.15):

d'1'
dz = 0 at z = -H, o.

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

Equation (2.18) is of the Sturm-Liouville (S-L) type; (2.18) and the b.c.'s (2.20)

form what is called a Sturm-Liouville problem (SLP) or S-L system. If r 2 > 0 in

-H ~ z ~ 0 then it is called a regular SLP.

We shall call 'I1n ( : ) the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue ~n' From

the general theory of regular S-L problems (Birkhoff and Rotta, 1969; henceforth

referred to as ODE by BR) the following is true:

• The eigenfunctions '1'n(z), '1'm(z) belonging to different eigenvalues ~n, ~m are

orthogonal in (-H, 0) with weight function 1, i.e.

10 '1'n(Z)'lfm(z)dz = O.
-8

• The eigenvalues ~n are real and form a monotonically increasing sequence:

~o < ~1 < ~2 < ... with liIDn-+oo ~n = 00. The eigenfunction '1'n(z) belonging

to the eigenvalue ~n has exactly n zeros in the interval -H < z < 0, and is

uniquely determined up to a constant factor.

• The eigenfunctions are complete, in the Euclidean vector space of square-

integrable continuous functions on the interval -H ~ z S 0, relative to the

weight function 1.
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(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

Next I show that for our particular SLP (2.18)-(2.20) there are no negative

eigenvalues, Le, ~n ~ O,n = 0,1,2, .... Multiplying (2.18) by 'P(z) yields

~ ('ir2d'i) _ r2 (d")2 + P~'i2(z) = O.
dz dz dz 0

Now integrate the last equation from -H to 0 and use the b.c.is (2.20) to get

r (d'i)2 0- L« r
2

dz dz +J~~is 'i
2(z)dz = 0 ;

recalling that r 2(z ) =J~/N2(z), we obtain

to 1 (ci.) 2 dzx= J-s~ th > O.
J~s '112( z )dz -

Equation (2.19) is, of course, the familiar dispersion relation for baroclinic (and

barotropic if n = 0) Rossby waves:

-fJkE
W = k 2 P t2~' (2.24)E+ N+ 0 n

To summarize: a single Rossby wave, whose streamfunction is 'r/J = lJ1n(z) cose
is an exact nonlinear solution of the QGPVE and b.c.'s (2.14) if and only if

• 'in(z) is an eigenfunction ofthe SLP (2.18)- (2.20) corresponding to the eigen

value ~n'

• The dispersion relation (2.24) is satisfied.

2.3 Transforming the QGPVE to a rotated coor
dinate system

Let the reflecting vertical wall be described by the equation of the plane:

y = sX; 8 = - tan Q, (2.25)

where Q is the angle that the wall makes with the circles of latitude. See Figure 3.

Note that Q is measured po,itive cloc1:wue from the eastern direction [i.e. from

the positive X-axis). With this definition it follows that:
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Figure 3: Coordinate system. The rotated coordinate system has z parallel and y
perpendicular to the wall; Q is measured positive clockwise.
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• If°< a < 11' then we have a western boundary.

• If 11' < a < 211' then we have an eastern boundary.

• If a = 0,211' then we have a zonal boundary or wall with the ocean to the

north of the land.

• If a =11' then we have a zonal wall with the ocean to the south of the land.

It will be convenient to introduce a new coordinate system (z,y) whose axes are

determined by the orientation of the wall, with z parallel and y perpendicular to

the wall (Figure 3). Then

z - X cos o - Y sin a

y _ X sin a + Y cosa j

and

x - z cos a + y sin a

Y _ -z sin a +ycosa.

From the direct coordinate transformation:

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

ax"" = az.,p :; + al/tP : = cosaaz"" + sinaal/"" (2.30)

8y.,p = oz"" ;; + 0ll.,p : = - sin a az"" + cosa al/"" . (2.31)

In (2.12) the terms involving the old coordinates X, Y are all (except for the

term ,BY) written in vector invariant form. What this means is that the form of

the QGPVE equation when transformed to any other coordinate system will only

change due to the ,BY term.

For example, when the Laplacian of tP is transformed [using (2.30)-(2.31)] into

the new coordinates e, y, the result is

V 2.,p _ 8x8xtP +8y8y""

- 8zoz.,p +al/al/"" .

17
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Using the transformations (2.30)-(2.31), we can write the QGPVE in the new

or rotated coordinate system as

where now V2 =8.8. +8,18,1 , J(.,p,.) = 8,..,p8J1 - 8J1.,p8,. and t/J =.,p(z, y, z, t).

The (geostrophic) velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the wall

are computed from the QG streamfunction .,p via

'U - -8J1.,p

v - 8,..,p

(2.34)

(2.35)

The pressure, the density and the O(Ro) vertical velocity are given in terms of the

QG streamfunction e exactly as before.

2.4 Boundary conditions

To finish the formulationof the problem I want to solve, I need boundary conditions

(b.c.'s):

• The leading order or 0(1) in the Rossby number expansion of the velocity

field is the geostrophic (horizontal) velocity. To prevent any mass flux across

the reflecting wall, we require that the 0(1) normal velocity vanishes on the

wall. Let's first express this condition for any boundary in terms of the QG

streamfunction. Let it be the geostrophic velocity field and the lateral bound

ary be given by a curve C in the horizontal plane. Let n and f be the unit

vector normal (pointing out of the fluid) and tangential to a, respectively.

Then,

it· n= k x Vt/J . n= n x k . V.,p = -f . Vt/J =0 on a (2.36)

{:::=} 8.t/J = 0 on C <=> ..p = I( z, t) on a , (2.37)
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where. is the tangential coordinate to the boundary and f(z, t) is an unspec

ified function (but it can be determined - see below).

For our particular boundary the curve 0 is y = 0, n = - j and f = i, where

i and j are the unit vectors in the positive z and y directions, respectively.

Then the b.c. becomes

iI· n= -v =0 at y =0 <=> 8.1/1 = 0 at y = 0

<=> 1/1 = f(z,t) at y =o.

(2.38)

(2.39)

• How to determine f(z, t)1

There is in the literature [see McWilliams (1977), Flier! (1977), Pedlosky

GFD] an integral boundary condition for the QG equations on a ,a-plane.

It is derived for a clo"ed b4,in and ensures mass, energy and momentum

conservation for the basin as a whole. The condition is

(2.40)

where C is the perimeter of the basin, nis the outward unit vector normal to

C and d. is the differential arc element along 0 (see Figure 4).

Condition (2.40) can be used to determine the value of 1/1 on the boundary,

i.e, to determine the function f(z, t). Exactly the same condition is derived

for the case of an island (Rhines, 1969).

It can also be shown (see Appendix B) that (2.40) is in fact

(2.41)

where iII is the O(Ro) (i.e. ageostrophic) horizontal velocity field. Hence

(2.40) is a necessary condition for the O(Ro) normal velocity to vanish on

the perimeter of the basin, but it is not sufficient, i.e, the satisfaction of the

integral b.e. does not imply that iiI' n= 0 on 0, Therefore it is incorrect to
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Figure 4: Schematic boundary configuration for a closed basin. Unit tangent (f)
and normal (n) vectors are indicated; the boundary curve C, the differential arc
element tU and the direction of integration along C are also shown.
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say [as Pedlosky GFD, pp. 145 did] that equation (2.40) is equivalent to the

vanishing of the O(Ro) normal velocity on O.

In Appendix B I give an example (using the Rossby normal modes of a

barotropic ocean in a rectangular basin with a free surface) in which (2.41)

does not assure that Ul •n=0 on O.

Finally, it can be shown that (2.40) implies energy conservation for the closed

basin.

In our reflection problem, we don't have a closed basin. Therefore we can ask

ourselves two questions:

1. Do we have to satisfy a similar integral b.c. in the case of a straight

boundary that extends to ±oo?

2. And if so, where does it come from, Le. what is the physics behind it?

I will defer the answer to these questions to Section 2.8.

• At the ocean bottom where I have neglected dissipation and bottom topogra

phy and at the sea surface where I have applied a rigid lid and no stress the

vertical velocity component must vanish:

w = 0 at z = - H, 0 . (2.42)

In terms of the QG streamCunction the b.c.'s (2.42) read, upon using ( 2.9):

[at +J(tP,·)] a.ltP = 0 at z = -H, O. (2.43)

• Our flow domain is the semi-infinite plane y > O. I will demand that tP, V.,p

and in general all fields of physical interest remain bounded as z --+ ±oo and

as y -+ 00.

• There is finally a condition mostly used in wave propagation problems, the so

called radiation condition. This is discussed in the following subsection.
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2.4.1 Radiation condition

The radiation condition is defined and discussed to some extent in Lighthill (1978);

it basically says, in the context of a wave source (wave patterns made by obstacles in

a steady stream), that to find the waves truly generated by the obstacle itself, such

waves are subject to the radiation condition: no wave energy is being generated at

infinity.

It is preciselyin the problem of reflection of RWs that Pedlosky in Pedlosky GFD

talks abou; the radiation condition; there it is "defined" as follows: the reflected

wave must have outgoing energy ftux. For the actual application, the reflected wave

is that whose group velocity is directed away from the boundary.

The radiation condition could be understood better by considering the follow

ing thought experiment: imagine that somewhere in a midlatitude ocean a giant

wavemaker [e.g, a huge barge oscillating horizontally back and forth in a direction

normal to the barge length) is generating Rossby waves of a prescribed frequency

set by the frequency of the barge's oscillation. The direction of the wavenumber

vector is that of the barge's to and fro motion. The possible wavenumber vectors

of RWs of a prescribed frequency w (and given vertical mode number n) lie on the

(n,w) circle (the unfamiliar reader should see Appendix C).

Note that there exists a double wedge within which any direction emanating

from the origin in the wavenumber plane will not intersect the (n, w) circle [e.g. the

north-south direction), except for the barotropic rigid lid case (which in turn, has

only one point of intersection for all directions)-see Figure 5. H the wavemaker's

wave vector is within this wedge the motion (or energy) induced by the barge will

remain trapped close to it, since the north-south component of the wavenumber

becomes complex (?); within the wedge, the curve w = constant is a hyperbola.

Interesting things happen if the barge moves north-south.

Outside the wedge, the wave vector will intersect the (n, w) circle at two points.

Which of these twopoints correspond to the RW truly generated by the wavemaker?
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The radiation condition which says that no energy is generated at 00 tells us the

answer: the wave whose energy flux (or group velocity) streams away from the

wavemaker. H the wavemaker is in the middle of the ocean so that it makes waves

on both sides then

• the long wave is the wave generated on the western side;

• the short wave is the wave generated on the eastern side.

H the wave vector happens to be tangent to the (n, w) circle then the point of

contact corresponds to a wave whose group velocity is parallel to the wavemaker.

In this case (I guess) the radiation condition tells us that such wave could not be

generated by the barge and therefore should be rejected.

Whether the conceptual picture of the radiation condition in the cases above

would apply to a nonlinear problem, I do not know. The study to be developed

ahead involves mainly the (weak) nonlinear interaction between an incident and a

reflected RW. The perturbation expansion that will be used to obtain an approxi

mate solution of the nonlinear problem we have on hand leads to a series of linear,

and except for the leading order, inhomogeneous problems. The inhomogeneities or

"forcing" terms arise due to the nonlinearities.

For now, and hopefully it will become more clear later, I ,hall impo,e that the

only energy (auociated with a homogeneoUl QGPVE) approaching the boundary

i, that of the incident wave. Or put it in other words, when the need arises to

supplement a forced solution with a homogeneous solution of the QGPVE (a RW

in our case) to satisfy (2.38), the RW chosen must have an energy flux away from

the wall, i.e. must be a reflected wave.

It just occurred to me that the proposed condition is similarly used in the study

by Anderson and Gill (1975): the forced flow by the wind (or wind stress curl or

whatever) does not automatically satisfy the b.e. of no normal flow at the eastern

boundary; the fluid adjusts itself by generating free RWs so that the b,c. is satisfied.
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Figure 5: a) The curve w = constant (n given) with the wedges indicated (see text);
within the wedges any direction emanating from the origin will not intersect the
circle. b) Curve fA) = constant (n given); 8. Rossby wavemaker indicating its to and
fro motion and the region in space where waves 1 and 2 are generated, according
to the radiation condition.
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The crucial point here is that the waves generated mwt have outgoing energy flux

(for an eastem boundary they will be long RWs). Analogously for my reflection

problem (nonlinear): the forcing here is neither the wind nor a wavemaker; it is

the nonlinear interaction of the incoming and outgoing wave fields which forces "

flow that does not satisfy the b.e. by itself; again the fluid must adjust by creating

free RWs whose energy must be going away from the wall, i.e. must be reflected.

And that is precisely what the homogeneous solution (pure oscillatory or trapped

RWs) does: it balances out the forced flow normal to the wall. I am now more

confident that the choice of the reflected (or exponentially decaying) waves for the

homogeneous solution is correct!!

2.5 Two exact solutions

There are two exact nonlinear solutions to the reflection problem:

1. An a.rbitrary sum of RWs whose wavenumber vector is perpendicular to the

wall. In this case, because the waves have parallel wave vectors they do not

interact with each other since the coupling coefficient (see Section 4.1 for its

definition) is zero and the sum is an exact nonlinear solution. Each wave has

a velocity vector parallel to the wall (since it and the wavenumber vector are

orthogonal, i,e. RWs are transverse) and thus each wave satisfies the b.c, at

the wall (2.38) trivially (and so the sum). But see Sections 2.8 and 3.4 ahead.

2. A sum of an incident and a reflected RW such that both have the same wave

length. As we will see in the next chapter, to satisfy the b.c. at the wall (2.38)

the waves have to have the same frequency, the same wave number compo

nent along the wall and the same vertical mode number [i.e. same vertical

structure). The only case in which an incident and a reflected wave pair have

the same wavelength is that of a zonal wall. This is easy to see geometrically

- see Figure 6.
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Figure 6: a) The wavenumber vectors of an incident (kinc ) and a reflected (kf'eJ) first
mode baroclinic (n =1) RW of annual period (T = 1 year) for a zonal wall (Q = 0
here); reference latitude 80 =25°. The wavelengths are equal. b) The interference
pattern formed by the lines of constant phase = 2j-tr, j = 0,1,2, ... of the incident
and reflected wave in a) (drawn to scale).
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2.6 Scaling

I will use the asymptotic methodof a perturbation expansion to solve the nonlinear

problem posed by the QGPVE plus b.e, 'so In order to do a proper perturbation

expansion, we must non-dimensionalize the equations so that the relative order of

each term is measured by the non-dimensional parameter multiplying it.

We will assume that the motions we are interested in can be characterized by

a horizonte! length scale L and a horizontal velocity scale U (since we will not be

using at all here the zonal geostrophic velocity component, I took the liberty of

using the same symbol for the scale). This is, in fact, a fundamental assumption:

that a lingle well defined scale for the velocity and its derivatives exists. As we

shall see, such assumption is non-trivial, specially for the problem to be considered

ahead.

The existence of characteristic scales is used to introduce non-dimensional vari

ables denoted by primes:

Z' =i ; y' =~ ;
, zz - _.
- H' (2.44)

the time will be scaled by the Rossby wave period and the streamfunction .,p will

be scaled by the product of the horizontal length scale and the horizontal velocity

scale:

t' = {3Lt ; .,p' = .!L . (2.45)
UL

The above scaling obviously yields the scale U for the horizontal geostrophic

velocity, because
• A V' ,

it= k x V.,p => it= Ie x r;UL.,p

where ic is the unit vertical vector. Then J = it/u.

It follows that

V21/J +Ba(r2B
a.,p) = ~v12.,p' + ~~ 8%1(r28%,'l/;' )

Bt +J(.,p,.) ={JLat, + ~ J'(t/J',.) .
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Substituting (2.44)-(2.48) into (2.33) we obtain:

[,8L8., + ~ J'(t/J', .)] [~V121/J' + ~:811,(r 2811,t/J' )] +

fJ U: (cos 0.8.,1/l + sino.811t/J' ) - o. (2.49)

Dividing throughout by ,8L and simplifying:

[8t' + ,8~2 J'(t/J', .>] [V12t/J' + ~: 811,(f2811,1/J')] + coso.8.,t/J' +sinOt8,1,t/J' = O. (2.50)

Define:

1
S(z')

u
e - fJL2 (fJ-Rossby number)

L2 2 L2fJ
- H2 f = H2N2(z'f

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

The abbreviation S = H 2N2/ fJL2 is called stratification parameter [see Pedlosky

GFD, pp. 340-343]. The ,8-Rossby number (~) can be interpreted as

U/ L2 relative vorticity gradient
~ = p = planetary vorticity gradient

or
U/ L Rossby wave period

~ = ,8L = advedive time scale'
(2.54)

This implies,for example, that in case ~ <: 1 then (and only then) the Rossby wave

period is much smaller than the adveetive time scale.

To give us an idea of what it means to have e < 1, ~ '" 0(1) or ~ > 1 in terms

of U and L, I have plotted ~ as a function of L for various values of U in Figure 7.

According to Pedlosky GFD S", 0(1) is an observational fact. We can write

(
L )2 HN

S =; where LD = hi (2.55)

we recognize LD as the internal Rossby radius of deformation. Thus S '" 0(1) means

that the horizontal length scale is of the order of the Rossby radius of deformation.

The following quotation is from Pedlosky GFD, pp. 343:
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· ... In principle, synoptic scale motions in either the atmosphere or the

ocean could have ~ = 0(1) and S small or large, or S = O( 1) and ~

different from 0(1).

In our case, we would like to have e <: 1 and S = 0(1). With the definitions of

~ and S, the non-dimeruional QGPVE becomes:

[8t , + eJ'(,,', .)]{V12
" , + 8~, [stz') 8~',,'1} + cos 0l8.,'" + sin 0l811,,' = 0. (2.56)

The boundary conditions (2.38) and (2.43) need to be non-dimensionalised; the

result is

82 , ,,' =°at y' = °
[8t, + eJ'(,,',.)] a~,,,' =° at z' = -1,0.

2.6.1 Non-dimensional equation for '}'n(z)

We saw in Subsection 2.2.1 that in the dimensional case, Wn(z) satisfies

dWn
dz =0 at z=-H,O.

Using the scale for z from (2.44) and using 'IIn(z) = W!:)'II~(z) we get

'II!:) ..!!. (r2 dW~) ~2.\ W(.)W' ( ) _ .
H2 dz' dz' + JO n n n Z - 0,

multiplying by L 2I'll!:) and recalling 1/S = L2r 2 I H2 yields

d [ 1 dq,~l 2 ~2 '\ , ( )
dz' S(z') dz' + L JOAn'lln Z = 0.

The b.c.'s become
d'll~ ,
dz' =° at z = -1,0.

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

Equations (2.62) and (2.63) comprise the non-dimensional version of the SLP in

troduced in Subsection 2.2.1.
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2.6.2 How do we scale the wave parameters?

If we assume for example a plane waveformsolutionfor .,p we realize that the phase

of the wave, namely kz + ly - wt +tP, is of coursenon-dimensional. We could scale

the phase by using (2.44)-(2.45) and then demand that the phase with dimensional

quantities be equal to to the phase with non-dimensional quantities, i.e.

kz + ly - wt + tP = kLz' +lLy' - W({JL)-lt' + 4>

from where

= k'z' +I'y' - w't' + 4>

k' =kL <=> k(') =.!.
L

I' = IL <=> 1(') = .!.
L

w' =w(f3L)-t <=> w(') = f3L.

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2.66)

(2.67)

With the above scaling, the non-dimensional RWdispersion relation becomes

, -(k' cos Q+I' sinQ)
w = kt2 +1t2 +L2fJ >tn '

(2.68)

where Ie' and I' are the non-dimensional components of the wavenumber vector

parallel and perpendicular to the wall, respectively.

2.7 A word on notation

I henceforth drop the primes. From hereon, unprimedvariables are non-dimensional

unless stated otherwise. I will denote dimensional quantities with an asterisk as a

lublcript to avoid any confusion with the complex conjugate (c.c.) of a quantity

which will carry an asterisk as a luper6cript, e.g.

k. = k/L

w. = f3Lw

q. = c.c.(q)
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2.8 An integral b,c, for a half plane?

I could tell you a long story about this problem and in t'act it does not have an

end yet. This is a t'ascinating area and I would like to thank Dr. Peter Muller for

bringing my attention to it.

The motivation behind thisproblem is in item 1. ot' Section 2.5, where I say that

an arbitrary sum ot'RWs whose wavenumber vector is perpendicular to the wall is

an exact nonlinear solution to the reflection problem.

I show two different but not necessarily contradictory answers to the question

ot' whether there is an integralconstraint to be satisfied t'or a partially open domain

in QG dynamics. They are:

1. The integral along the solid boundary ot' the normal component ot' the energy

flux (derived from the QGPVE) must vanish.

2. There is no need t'oran explicit integral constraint in a partially or t'u1ly open

domain.

The detailed discussion leading to the first answer can be found in the last

section of Appendix B.1t is based on the energy equation obtained from the QGPVE

(derived in Appendix A):

(2.69)

where E = i [IV,p12 +(8"t/J)2/5] is the total energy composed ot'the kinetic energy

density (per unit mass) of the geostrophic field plus the available potential energy

density [= i(8",p)2/S] and

S= -,p8t (V,p + k~8"t/J)-i(icosa+isinQ),p2_!,ptt [V2,p + 8" (~8",p)] (2.70)

is the 3-D total energy flux vector.

The energy equation (2.69) is a statement of local energy conservation and it

states that the total energy at a point will only change in time if there is a divergence

in the energy flux.
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The mathematical expression of the integral condition is:

(2.71)

where iE is the unit vector in the east direction. Recall that .,p on Cis fez, t), so .,p

could be pulled out of the integrals in (2.71). Think olit as requiring that the net

energy flux through the solid curve C vanishes.

The stronger condition that S.n =0 on C, i.e. pointwise, was used by Buchwald

(1972), but as I point out in Appendix B this leads to an unacceptable value of.,p

on C. In other words, the stronger pointwise constraint on S would over determine

the QG problem in a semi-infinite domain.

The integral b.e, (2.71) will be applied to our reflection problem in Section 3.4

for the case in which the wave vectors ki are perpendicular to the wall. The b.c.

(2.71) has the following features:

1. If 0 is a zonal wall located at Y =YL, iE· n = 0 and the integral condition is

Ix 8t8y.,p dX = 0 at Y =YL • (2.72)

This last condition is mentioned e.g, in Phillips (1954), Loesch (1974), and

McWilliams (1977). It serves to determine the X-independent part of .,p.

For flow in a zonal channel, there are two conditions like (2.72), one at each

Y = constant side wall; in case the channel flow consists of only a steady zonal

velocity and zonally oscillatory perturbations, (2.72) is trivially satisfied.

2. If 0 is a dosed curve (a basin, an island) then Jc iE· nd$ =0 and we get the

"familiar" integral b.c. (2.40).

3. If.,p is independent of $ (the coordinate along 0, in our wall coordinate system

& is z) then the integrals along C become the integrands and what we require

is simply

(2.73)
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In this case v = 8a .,p == O. We could argue that because the leading order

(in Rossby number) velocity component normal to the wall is identically zero

then Vt = itt • j (implicitly assumed to be a small correction) should also be

zero. This in turn implies (see Appendix A) that SPR . j == O. Now if we

use the argument (Dr. Peter Rhines; personal communication) that to add

the non-divergent vector S - SPR to the energy flux (SPR, say), we need that

(S - S;R) . j = 0 on C, then S. j = 0 on C.

An example of applying (2.73) in our reflection problem is given in Section 3.4.

The second answer is actually taken from a recent paper by Pinardi and Millift'

(1989), henceforth referred to as PM. With the danger of boring the reader, I would

like to tell how I got this paper. At the time I was fairly convinced about the

correctness of (2.71) I talked to Dr. Lien Hua about it. After our discussion, Dr.

Hua sent a telemail to Dr. Jim McWilliams at NCAR, asking him about QG b.c.'s

for a half plane [McWilliams had worked out the closed basin case-McWilliams

(1977)]. Here I quote parts of the reply telemail (courtesy of Dr. Hua):

Dear Dr. Hua ;

Jim McWilliams forwarded to me a copy of your recent mail regard

ing:

1) QG boundar; conditions in a semi-infinite domain; and ...

I offered to reply to your mail since I have recently started a postdoc

with Jim, working in this topic area, and my dissertation was directly

related to your first question.

Concerning the first question; Nadia Pinardi and I recently published

a paper dealing with the theoretical formulation for the QG semi-open

domain problem:

Pinardi, N. and R. Millift' (1989) "A Note on Consistent Quasi

geostrophic Boundary Conditions in Partially Open, Simply and Multi

ply Connected Domains", DAO, v14, p65-76.
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We relied heavily on Jim's prior work for a closed domain. A paper

on the numerical implementation of the semi-open domain method is in

press with Mathematics and Computers in Simulation.

By the way, as can be imagined, I had never been so eager to read a paper

as that of PM. I have thoroughly read it. Their main conclusion relevant to the

issue here is that partially or fully open domains do not require an explicit mass

conservation constraint. The value of.,p on C can be determined by connecting the

specification.,p = .,prpec on the open boundary smoothly from an adjacent point on

the open boundary to the endpoint of C and imposing 8•.,p = 0 on C.

I have two objections to PM's conclusion:

1. What happens then with (2.72) for the zonal wall or channel? If I under

stand PM correctly, then such b.c. is not needed. Unfortunately, PM do not

comment on this; I plan to ask them about (2.72).

2. As we shall see in Section 3.4, any single RW whose k is normal to the wall, re

gardless of whether it is an incident or a reflected wave, is in fact an acceptable

solution to the reflection problem if PM are correct.

To see that the two answers have some overlap, PM's answer does not prohibit

solutions obtained by imposing (2.71)!; e.g, for the reflection problem it is one's

choice to put the RWs (with wave vectors perpendicular to the wall) one likes.

However, (2.71) prohibits solutions that PM would accept; e.g. a single incident

RW with its k perpendicular to the wall.

The reader might be wondering about the case where the RWs do not have k
perpendicular to the wall in the reflection problem (this is actually the interesting

case for then the incident and reflected wave interact nonlinearly). Pedlosky (Ped

losky GFD) mentions that if.,p is sinusoidal (i.e. periodic) along the boundary then

the condition that .,p is at most a function of time at each level z on the boundary

implies f = O. Thus f is determined. I have not been able to show Pedlosky's
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statement. Note though that any solution to the QGPVE is determined up to an

additive constant, due to the absence of any term in (2.1) in which .,p is not being

differentiated. Note that if t/J = 0 on the boundary (aside from an arbitrary additive

constant which is impossible to determine anyway) then (2.71) is satisfied.

As we shall see in subsequent chapters, in general our solution .,p is indeed

periodic in e, It is concluded that when 1/J is sinusoidal in z then we don't have to

worry about any additional b,e, at the wall.

2.9 Perturbation expansion

Equations (2.56)-(2.58) plus the boundedness of t/J as z --+ ±oo, the non-exponential

growth of 1/J as Y --. 00 and the radiation b.e, are the equations to be solved to

study the reflection of Rossby waves upon a vertical wall of arbitrary orientation.

The QGPVE is a nonlinear PDE and so are the b.c.'s in z;

H the parameter e is "small" 80 that the nonlinear terms are small compared to

the linear terms, we are in what is called the theory of weak nonlinear interactions.

A method of solution widely used in such cases is a perturbation expansion in the

small parameter e. The perturbation expansion method belongs to a more general

class of approximate methods of solution called a"ymptotic ezpamion".

Therefore we assume

We then write

f: « 1 and S "J 0(1). (2.74)

(2.75)

and substitute the assumed expansion for .,p into (2.56)-(2.58). Collecting like

powers of ! yields a series of linear problems for the .,p(n), n = 0,1,2, ..., which

increase in algebraic complexity as n increases. The resulting problems can be

concisely written for all n as follows:

8t { V2
.,p(n) + 8z [stz) 8z.,p(n )1}+ cos a8z.,p<n) + sin ao".,p<n) =
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8.1/J(n) = 0 at y = 0,
n-1

8e8. l/J(n) = (e5nO -1) ~ J(1/J(m),8.1/J(n-l-m») at z =-1,0,
m=O

n = 0,1,2, ... ,

(2.76)

(2.17)

(2.78)

where c5i; is Kronecker's delta.

The additional b.c, (2.73) that is needed when ,p is z-independent is not present

in the perturbation expansion and remains as is. There is no need to do an expansion

if ,p is e-independent.

But why doing a perturbation expansion? I don't know of any other method

that allows analytical treatment of a nonlinear problem like the one I have here.!

It is clear from (2.56) and the b.c.'s that the exact solution will depend on e, i.e.

,pc.ad = .r(z,y,z,t;~).

One then hopes that for 'mall e

(2.79)

(2.80)

with an error O(en +1). Then, if one had the exact solution, one could in principle

approximate the exact solution for e small, and then compare it to the perturbation

expansion solution.

lOr maybe I do: the method described by D%. George Adomian on a talk he gave on May 11,
1989. seelDll to be a good one; the tiUe of' his talk was: Solution of' Nonlinear Systems (or how to
solve problems you thought impossible). Dr. Magaard suggested me to look into it after I finish my
dissertation.
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Chapter 3

Zeroth order problem and solution

The zeroth order problem is the linear reflection problem of Rossby waves. It

is discussed in the books of LeBlond and Mysak (1978) and Pedlosky GFD. My

contributions to this problem are:

1. To very carefully go through the construction of the solution.

2. To show the existence of two other solutions, with some discussion.

3. To answer the question: is the solution a standing wave?

4. To get in a most natural (in my view) way a solution for an actual application.

5. To show what happens when the wavenumber vector of the wave(s) is per

pendicular to the reflecting wall.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)bounded as z ---. ±oo, y ---. 00tP(O)

In our perturbation scheme, the zeroth or leading order problem is obtained by

setting n = 0 in (2.76)-(2.78) and reads

at {V2tP(O) +8.1 [stz) 8.1tP(O)]} + cosaaztP(O) + sin a8"tP(O) = 0,

8ztP(O) = 0 at y = 0,

8t8.1tP(O) = 0 at z = -1,0,

Finally, the radiation condition: the reflected wave must have outgoing energy

flux.
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3.1 First solution attelDpt: a single Rossby wave

As a first attempt in trying to solve the zeroth order problem, we try a single RW,

whose streamfunction is

..p(O) = Aq;n(z) cos(kz + ly - wt +4». (3.5)

(3.6)

In (3.5) '1'n(z) is an eigenfunction of the SLP presented in Subsection 2.2.1 with

corresponding eigenvalue An, i.e. q;n(z) satisfies

d [ 1 dq;n1 2 ./2 \ ,T.
dz S(z) dz + L JoAn~n = 0

d
dzq;n=O at z=-l,O. (3.7)

The b.c.'s (3.3) and at 00 are obviously satisfied by 1/J(O) given by (3.5). In order for

the above single RW to satisfy the QGPVE, and in particular the linear QGPVE

[equation (3.1)], the following di"per,ion relation must hold

(3.8)

In (3.8) k and 1 are the non-dimensional components of the wavenumber vector

parallel and perpendicular to the wall, respectively.

It is obvious that unless k = 0 the b.c, at the wall (3.2) cannot be satisfied. I

will discuss in detail the k = 0 solution in Section 3.4.

3.2 Second attempt: a sum of two Rossby waves

Thinking physically (and linearly) about the problem, in which a RW is impinging

upon a vertical wall, one would expect that the presence of the wall would produce

a reflected wave.
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3.2.1 Construction of the solution

We superimpose two Rossby waves to try to satisfy the b.c. (3.2):

.,p(0) =al'i"l (z) exp [i(k1z + 11!l - Wlt)J + 42'ina(Z)exp [i(k2z + '2!1 - W2t)J + c.c,

(3.9)

where c.c, means the complex conjugate of the expression it precedes and again

'P",(z), i = 1,2 are eigenfunctions of the by now familiar SLP mentioned above.

In order for each wave to be a solution to the PDE (3.1)

-(kicosa+lisina) .
Wi= k2 12 L2f?>' ,,=1,2. (3.10)

i+i+ 0",

The above superposition (3.9) satisfies the b.c.'s in z [equation (3.3)] since both

'in1(z) and 'in2(z) satisfy (3.7).

The b.c, at the vertical wall y = 0 [equation (3.2)J requires that

ik1al'i"l(z) exp [i(k1z - WIt)] + ik242'ina(Z) exp [i(k2z - W2t)J + e.c, = 0 Vz, s, t.

(3.11 )

Since our z domain is - 00 < z < 00 we cannot allow complex k, otherwise the

solution would blow up exponentially. Due to the fact that there are no sources

or sinks of energy, the frequency W must be real. Mathematically, we can show

that as a consequence of the hermiticity of the operator D =V 2 + oil(1/Sail) and

the skew-hermiticity of the operator M == cosaBa + sinaBII , the eigenvalues or

eigenfrequencies of the linear problem formed by

- iwD.,p + M.,p =0

and boundary conditions are real (see Ripa, 1981). Thus,

and (3.11) becomes

(3.12)

k1 'i"1 (z) {al exp [i(k1z - WIt)] - 4~ exp [-i(k1z - WIt)]} + (3.13)

k2'in2(zH42exp[i(k2z-w2t)J-aiexp[-i(k2z-w2t)]} - 0 Vz,z,t.
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We can see that if k1 = k2 = 0 then equation (3.13) is satisfied. However, this

implies that the waves are e-independent 80 that v(O) = 8z""(0) = 0 everywhere, i.e.

the zeroth order velocity normal to the wall identically vanishes and then the b.c.

(3.2) is trivially satisfied. More generally, an arbitrary sum of such e-independent

RWs is an exact nonlinear solution to the QGPVE: the wavesdo not interact because

their wavenumber vectors are parallel. What about the b.e. (2.73)? Or what if

we don't impose any additional constraint, following PM? We will explore these

questions in Section 3.4.

I will point out here a few remarks about the case k1 = k 2 = o. First, it

makes the nonlinear term J[1/1(O) , V 21/1(0) + 8z(1/58z )""(0)] == 0, and there is nothing

interesting to solve at first order in the ,8-Rossby number. The incident and the

reflected wave do not interact because their wavenumber vectors are parallel and

thus the superposition of an incident and a reflected RW is an exact nonlinear

solution. This corresponds to the case in which the incident and the reflected wave

have their wavenumber vectors perpendicular to the wall (discussed in Section 2.5

of Chapter 2). Hence, I assume k1 =F 0 and k2 =F 0 Crom here on.

Ifni ¥= n2 then 9 n . (z) and 9 n 2(z) are linearly independent (l.i.) in -1 ~ z ~ 0

[in fact they are orthonormal: J~l 9 n(z)9m(z)dz = c5nm l and then each factor of

9",(z),i = 1,2, must be zero independently for (3.13) to be true.

The functions eib: and e-illz are l.i. in any non-empty interval. A simple proof

for this is to compute the Wronskian of the functions, which is

l

ib: -iMZ Iib: -ib: e e ...
Wee ,e ) = 'L ib: 'L -ib = -Ik -Ik = -2~k

Ift:e -Ift:e
(3.14)

so W( eib, e-ib:) =F 0 if and only if (iff) k =F o. When the Wronskian of two functions

does not vanish in a given interval or vanishes only at isolated points, then the two

functions are said to be l.i. in the interval. Thus, eib: and e-ib: (k =F 0) are l.i, in

any non-empty interval, and the only solution to an equation like

aib: + be-i llz = 0 Vz; a,b E C
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when Ie::f:. 0 is

a= b = O.

(C is the field of the complex numbers).

Furthermore, the functions eiJ..- and e~- are Li. in any non-empty interval iff

le1 ::f:. le2 ; the proof is trivial: again, compute the Wronskian

(3.15)

Therefore, W( eilil - , ey:a-) ::f:. 0 iff le1 ::f:. kh and the only solution to an equation like

a= b = O.

The same arguments above about l.i. of the exponential functions hold true for

the time dependent functions exp(iw1.2t).

Returning to equation (3.13), we conclude that if le1 ::f:. kz or W1 ::f:. Wz or n1 ::f:. nz

then its only solution is

which leads to the trivial solution .,p(O) =O. Therefore, we mUlt have for a non-trivial

lolution:

n1 - n2 =n (3.16)

le1 - k2 = Ie (3.17)

W1 - Wz =w (3.18)

i.e. the wavenumber component along the wall k, the frequency w and the vertical

mode number n are invariant under reflection.

Substituting (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.13) yields

(3.19)
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i.e,

which means that there is a phase shift of 11' upon reflection.

Therefore, our zeroth order solution is

.,p(0) = a'in(z) {exp[i(kz + '1Y - wt)] - exp[i(kz +'2Y - wt)]} +c.c. ,

(3.20)

(3.21)

where from equations (3.10), (3.16)-(3.18) we get

-(k cos Q + Ii sino)
w = k 2 + 11 + L2 fl),n ' i = 1,2. (3.22)

Note the following important point: the fact that .,p(0) =0 at Y = 0 is a conse

quence of how we constructed the solution (under the assumption k1,2 ::/; 0) and it

was not assumed a priori. In a way, this confirms Pedlosky's statement (see Sec

tion 2.8) that if.,p is sinusoidal along the boundary then .,p = 0 on the boundary.

But remember that we can always add to .,p(0) a constant and it will continue to be

a solution.

As an immediate consequence of (3.16) and (3.18), the wave vectors of both the

incident and the reflected RW must lie on the same (n,w) circle. It is also easy

to see geometrically that the group velocit, vectors obey Snell's Law: the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

I will give the following interpretation to equation (3.22): 11,2 are the roots of

the quadratic in I that follows from (3.22) when the mode number n, the frequency

w, and the wavenumber component along the wall k are given. To see this, rewrite

the equation as

from where

I sin a J 1 L2~2\ (7_ cosa)212=---± --- Jo.l\n- 1\;+-- ., 2w 4w2 2w
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It should be clear that the specification of n, w and k is in itself insufficient to

determine which of the roots 11,2 corresponds to the reflected wave; however the

radiation condition says that the reflected wave must have outgoing energy flux.

Using the group velocity (lg) argument, the root ofthe reflected wave must be the

one that gives a positive y-component of eg. Graphically it is easy to determine the

reflected wave. I show in Appendix C that there is a natural way to unambiguously

define whichof the two roots in (3.24) corresponds to the incident wave and which

to the reflected for all boundary orientations. If I (arbitrarily) choose 11 as the root

with the positive radicand and ' 2 as the root with the negative one, then I show

that 11 (12) is the wavenumber vector component perpendicular to the wall of the

incident (reflected) wave. In this sense, the coordinate system with z parallel and

y perpendicular to the wall is a natural coordinate system to study the reflection

problem.

3.2.2 Three different solutions

We must point out that there are three different solutions to the zeroth order prob

lem, according to the nature of the roots 11,2 in (3.24). They are:

Equation (3.21) becomes

-,p(O) = a'Pn(z){exp[i(kz + 'IY - wt)] - exp[i(kz + ' 2y - wt)]} +

a·'Pf\(z){exp[-i(kz + '1y - wt)] - exp[-i(kz + ' 2Y - wt)]}

= 2R(a'lP'n(Z) {exp[i(kz +lly-wt)] -exp[i(kz+ 12y - wt )]} )

= 2'1in(z) (~a [cos(kz + '1Y - wt) - cos(kz + ' 2Y - wt)] -

~a [sin(kz + 'IY - wi) - sin(kz + ' 2Y - wt)]) , (3.25)

where Ra and 9'a are the real and imaginary part of a, respectively. Write the

complex constant a as ~AeitP, where A (real) is the amplitude of a and tP (real) is
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its phase. Then (3.25) becomes

"CO) = A'lin(z) [cos(kz+'1Y - wt + 4» - cos(kz + Izy - wt+4»] •

Note that in this ease we must choose a k (for given n and w) such that

COSQ D k COSQ D
- - - ..lion < < --- + ..lion ,

2w 2w

(3.26)

(3.27)

which geometrically means that k is the abscissa (in the rotated coordinate system)

of two different points on the (n, w) circle. This is illustrated in Figure 8. For any

k in the interval defined by inequality (3.27), the corresponding points on the circle

define the wavenumber vectors of an incident-reflected RW pair.

The energy, energy flux (defined in Appendix A) and some averages of these

quantities are calculated in Appendix D for this solution.

ii) '1,2 real and 11 = 12

In this case the radicand on the RHS of (3.24) is zero; for given nand w there are

two k's for which this is true:

whereas

COSQ
kl,Z=-~±~ (3.28)

sin o
11,z = - 2w = 1 • (3.29)

The two points (k1,z,l) are marked with a small circle in Figure 9. Recalling the

direction of the group velocity vector, Cg, one can see that in this situation Cg

is directed parallel to the wall, with ellz > 0 for k = kz = k: and ell z < 0 for

k = k1 = k+.

If we blindly substitute 11•2 given by (3.29) into the solution [equation (3.21)],

we will get "CO) == O. But as it is usually the case for repeated roots of the char

acteristic polynomial associated with a second order constant coefficients ODE,

two l.i. solutions of the linear QGPVE (equation 3.1) are exp[i(kz + Iy - wt)] and
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Figure 8: The wavenumber vectors of an incident (kine) and a reflected (krc/ ) RW
for given nand w. n = 1, T = 1 year, Q =20°, (Jo =25°. Note that k is the same
for both waves.
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Figure 9: When 11 = Ih the wavenumber vectors kinc and krel coalesce to a single
k whose group velocity is directed parallel to the wall. n = 1, T =1 year, a = 30°,
80 = 25°.
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yexp[i(kz +'y-",t)]. It is impossible to construct a solution .,p(O) that satisfies (3.2)

by a linear combination oC the above two Li. solutions in which the coefficient of

exp[i(kz +Iy - ",t)] does not vanish. In this case, the only solution that satisfies

(3.1) and (3.2) is

.,p(O) = a'Pn(z)yexp[i(kz + Iy - wt)] + aeq;n(z)yexp[-i(kz + Iy - wt)]

= 2R{a'Pn(z)yexp[i(kz + ly - wt)]}

= 2'Pn(z)y [Racos(kz + ly - wt) - 9asin(kz + Iy - ",t)]

= A'Pn(z)ycos(kz + Iy - wt + t/J) , (3.30)

where I wrote again the complex constant a as ~Ae". A vexing question arises:

Why is it that the solution grows linearly in y when the energy streams along

the boundary? I don't have a physical explanation Cor this. Neverthe!ess, the

streamfunction given by (3.30) is unbounded as y ~ 00, as well as the velocity

field, ete.; I have imposed the condition that the fields of interest remain bounded

at infinity, and therefore the solution (3.30) must be rejected.

As Cor the previous case, the energy and energy flux and some suitable averages

are computed Cor this linearly growing solution in y in Appendix D. The solution has

an infinite average energy over the domain oC the fluid (half space plus -1 < z < 0),

a zero net energy flux normal to the wall through all planes parallel to the wall, i.e.

J~oo J~l SJI dzdz = 0 Cor all y and an infinite average and net energy flux along the

wall through any y-z plane.

I shall not discuss more about this "solution" except that: 1) it will be shown

later in Subsection 3.3.1 that such linear growth in y could have been anticipated by

suitably rewriting equation (3.26) and making a Taylor expansion of it Cor "small"

11 - 12 ; and 2) we should keep in mind this solution because it will appear later at

first order in e in the case of resonant forcing,
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iii) 11,2 complex

In this case the radicand on the RHS of equation 3.24 must be negative. We write

where

and

I(p) = _sma
2w

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)I(i) "(Ie cos a)2 1 L2~2'= +-- --+ JO"''''2w 4w2

Obviously 11 = I;, which only confirms the well known result that the complex roots

of a quadratic with real coefficients are a complex conjugate pair. Thus, for 11,2 to

be complex, we must choose a Ie such that

cosa cos a
Ie <--- - R". or Ie > --- + Rn ,

2w 2w
(3.34)

(3.35)

which geometrically means that Ie is the abscissa (in the rotated coordinate system)

of two different points on the (n, w) hyperbola, whose equation is

(Ie +c;:,ar _l(i)2 = R~.

The (n,w) hyperbola has transverse axis coinciding with the Ie axis and vertices at

(- cos a/2w ± R"., 0), as shown in Figure 10. For any Ie in the open intervals defined

by inequalities (3.34) thecorrespondingtwo points on the hyperbola (Ie, ±I(i») define

an exponentially decaying (ll)-exponentially growing (l2) RW pair.

Equation (3.21) becomes

.,p(0) _ 2R (a1lf,,(z) {e-i<i)1/ exp[i(lez + l(p)y - wt)] - ez(i)JI exp[i(lez + l(p)y - wt)]})

- 21lfn(z) (~a [e-l(i)1/ cos(lez + l(p)y - wt) - e,(i)JI cos(lez + l(p)y - wt)] -

9'a [e-l(i)1/ sin(kz + l(r)y - wt) - ii)JI sin(kz + l(p)y - wt)]) (3.36)

- A'ln(z) [e-
ili

)1/cos(lcz + lCr)y - wt + t/J) _li)JI cos(lez + lCr)y - wt + t/J)]
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(3.37)

where, as before, I wrote the complex constant a as lAei4» . The solution given

by (3.36) has to be rejected because it grows exponentially away from the wall.

However, we must keep in mind the existence of exponentially decaying solutions

to the QGPVE, because as we will see later, such solutions will be used to help us

satisfy the b.c. at the wall.

3.3 Discussion of the zeroth order solution

I have shown above the three possible solutions to the zeroth order problem of the

form (3.21). We will choose the case 11 =1= l'l with 11,2 real as our zeroth order solution.

The solution is simply a superposition of an incident and a reflected Rossby wave.

It is thoroughly discussed in Pedlosky GFD. I will only add here a few remarks.

3.3.1 Is the solution a standing wave?

To answer this question, let's rewrite .,p(G) given by (3.26) in terms of complex

exponentials:

~f.(O) A"T. ( ) [1 ( il!0) _,,(0») 1( ,,(0) + _il(O»)]'" = Tn Z - e 1 + e 1 - - e 2 e 2 ,
2 2

where

8~O) == lez+ 'iY - wt +4>, i = 1,2. (3.38)

Then,

.,p(G) = ~'1i'n(Z) [ei(b-wtH) (eillli _ eil211) + e-i(b-wt+4») (e-illli _ e-il211)]. (3.39)

Equation (3.24) gives 11,2 as a function of n,w and Ie, viz.

'
1
,2 _ sin a ± ./_1__ L2 ~G2~ _(Ie +~)2

- 2w V4w 2 Jl n 2",

- la ± ,1.1, (3.40)

with the obvious definition of 'a and ,1.1. Thus

1
i: 2(11 + 12)

1
,1.1 - 2(11 -- [2) •
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(3.43)

Note that 11 - 12 > 0 because of our convention of choosing '1 as the root with the

positive radicand and 12 as the root with the negative one. Substituting (3.40) into

(3.39) yields

,p(0) _ ~q;,,(%) [ei("+l.,1-wt+~) (eiAIII_ e-iAIII) +
e-i("+'.,1-wHl/I) (e-iA''1 _ eiAIII)]

_ Aq;,,(%)i [ei("+l.,1-wt+~) _ e-i(".+I.II-Wt+l/l)] sin(Aly)

- -2AQ;,,(%)sin(kz +'aY - wt +4»sin(Aly).

We now see easily from (3.43) that ..p(0) has fixed zeros at those y's that satisfy

l1ly=mll' , m=O,1,2, ... (3.44)

(3.45)

i.e. ,p(0) = 0 at y = 2mll'/(11 -12), m = 0,1,2, ....

Therefore, ,p(0) is "sort of" a standing wave in the direction normal to the wall

(y-direction) but still propagating in the [k, (11 + ,2)/ 2] horizontal direction.

For the special case of a zonal wall, sin Q = 0 and then la = O. Thus ..p(0) becomes

a genuine standing wave in the y-direction (which then becomes the north-south

direction):

,p(0) = -2AQ;n(%)sin(kz - wt + 4» sin(11y).

(Note that Al = 11 in this case).

I would like to make two additional comments on (3.43):

• The streamfunetion ..p(O) and the normal to the wall velocity component v(O) =
8z ,p(0) vanish at the wall (y =0), which is a vertical plane, and also at vertical

planes parallel to the wallwhose distances from it are multiples of 211'/(11 -12) ,

• As 11 ~ 12 the length scale of the "envelope" sin[(11 - ' 2 )y/2] becomes ever

larger; we can see this by expanding "p(0) for small Al = (11 - ,2)/2:

.,p(0) ~ -2Aq;ft( %) sin(kz +'1y - wt + cP) [~(/1 ~. /,)~ -~(/1 - /,)V +...J.
liDearm '7

(3.46)
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Of course, in the limit

(3.47)

but the interesting thing is that from the approximation of .,p(D) for Aly small

one sees the linear growth in y, which is, as we have seen previously in Sub

section 3.2.2, part ii), a solution to the linear reflection problem when the two

roots 11,2 coalesce.

Figure 11 shows the (n,w) circle and the wavenumber vectors of a particular

incident and reft.ected wave as well as the corresponding lines of constant phase [e.g,

wave crests) differing by multiples of 21r; their intersection is joined by straight lines

parallel to the wall whose distances from it are multiples of 21r/(11 -12 ) , At these

lines (or vertical planes) of intersection v(O) and .,p(G) vanish.

3.3.2 Selecting an incident-re:8ected Rossby wave pair for
an application

From the practical point of view, I think that a very natural way to choose an

incident-reflected RW pair is as follows:

1. Give a vertical mode number n. This gives the eigenvalue An and its cor

responding eigenfunction lPn(z). We should recall that the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of the SLP of Subsection 2.2.1 are determined by the basic

stratification ofthe ocean [N2(Z)]. Thus, we can't really "choose" A, say. The

only thing wecan choose is the mode number n. Most wavefits to mid-latitude

oceanic data that have been found consistent with the dispersion relation of

RWs [seee.g, Magaard (1983), McWilliams and Flierl (1976)] are first baro

clinic modes, i.e, most of the RW "energy" is present in the first baroclinic

mode.

2. For the given n, we now choose a frequency w, or, to be more practical, a

wave period T, with the constraint that w be less than the cut-off frequency
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WC," of that particular mode, Le,

1
W < we," = 2LJoy'X; .

In terms of the period T and the cut-off' period Te." :

T> Te," =41rLfo[i:..

H we restore dimensional quantities

f3 cot 80

w. < w.c:," = 2foy'X; = 2R.v'X: '

T. > T.e," =41rR. tan 80 J):. ,
where Rc is the mean earth's radius (= 6371 kIDS) and recall 80 is the reference

latitude. For example, a period that comes to mind is one year. To get

a feeling about the cut-off periods, I use the eigenvalues obtained from the

stratification at weather station November (1400W,300N) and take 80 = 30° to

obtain T.c:,l = 5.88 months, T.C:.2 = 1.04 yearn, T.e,3 = 1.60 years, T.c:,4 = 2.04

years and T.c:,6 =2.87 years.

3. Having chosenn andw, weknow [see (3.23) above] that the loci of wavenumber

vectors is a circle centered at (- cos 0I./2w, - sin a/2w) and with radius Iln ==

Jl/(4Co\12) - L2fJ>'n. We can now proceed in two different ways:

(a) Choose a wavenumber component along the wall k; which is the same for

both the incident and the reflected wave, with the specification of course

that the Ie chosen is within the (n,w) circle.

(b) Choose a direction of propagation, say for the incident wave. Then Ie

can be determined (if n > 0 and if the chosen direction is within some

interval, then there are two incident waves: a long and a short one). It

is easy to derive the interval for the possible directions of propagation of

the incident wave once n and w are given. Such interval could be used
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e.g, in an interactive program to give it to the user when he or she is

asked to enter a direction of propagation of the incident wave.

4. With n, fA) and Ie chosen, the components of the wavenumber vector normal to

the wall ofthe incident and reflected wave are 11 and Ih respectively [recalling,

as I said before, that 11 is the root with the positive radicand, etc. in (3.24)].

Geometrically, the wavenumber vectors of .::r;;; incident-reflected wave pair

are the loci of intersection of the straight line (perpendicular to the wall)

Ie =chosen Ie and the (n, fA) circle.

The above procedure has been used to produce the plots in Figures 6-11.

3.4 The case k = 0

In this case ,,(0) is not periodic in z, in fact it is e-Independent. As I have discussed

it before, a superposition of such waves will be an exact nonlinear solution of the

QGPVE.

I mentioned in Section 2.8 that there is (perhaps) an additional b.c., namely

(2.71), which in this case reduces to

(3.48)

In the next two subsections I will compare the solution obtained by applying

(3.48) with the one obtained by not applying anything, as PM suggest.

3.4.1 One single Rossby wave

Let's first start with a single RW. Since k = 0, it satisfies (3.2) identically. The

streamfunction is

1/1 =AWn(z) cos(ly - wt + 4J) =A'tl',,(z) cos8 ,
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where I have used '" instead of ",,(0) since it is a nonlinear solution. The dispersion

relation must hold:
-Isina

w = tTn(O,I) = '2 + L2fJ~n '

from where for givenn and w

(3.50)

sin a
11,2 = - 2w ±

• 2

~-L2fJ~n'
4w2 (3.51)

The y-component of the energy flux vector § is

(
sin a) 2

SI/ = -A2\P~(Z)w 1+ 2w cos (Iy - wt +</» •

Applying (3.48) to (3.49) yields:

sin a
wl+--=O;

2

(3.52)

(3.53)

this corresponds to the case in which the roots are equal, which geometrically means

that the line k =0 is tangent to the (n, w) circle, and '1 ='2 =I =- sina/2w. Le.,

the wave vector k= (0,1) is tangent to the circle. From (3.51) Isinal/2w = LfoA

and therefore 12 = L2f~~n' For given n and w there are two wall orientations for

which this situation occurs. From the formula given in Appendix C for the y

component of the group velocity and upon non-dimensionalization, we get

sina(12 - L2fJ~n)

Cn = (12+ L2fJ>t.n)2 = O.

The group velocity is parallel to the wall.

Thus, the b.c. (3.48) allows a single RW but with CO" parallel to the wall; this in

turn fixes the wall orientation. In other words, for given a, n and w the wave (in

general) will not have C"I/ = O.

In contrast, if we do not impose (3.48) then (3.49) will be a solution with I being

any of the two roots 11,2 if they are real. As I show in Appendix 0, 11 corresponds

to the incident wave and 12 to the reflected. Let's say we choose the 11 wave; this

means physically that energy is impinging upon the wall but that's it!, there is no
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energy being reflected. The single incident RW satisfies the full nonlinear QGPVE

and the b.e. at the wall trivially since it has zero velocity normal to the wall (to

leading order in the Rossby number) everywhere, and yet, brings energy towards

the wall. Put it in other words, the presence of the wall did not produce a reflected

wave! My opinionis that there is something wrong here. What it is exactly I don't

know. From the physicalpoint of view, it is a weird solution. The same problem of

course results if onewould take the reflected wave [i.e. the 12 wave in this example):

energy comes out of the wall but no energy comes in (the wall is not moving)!

Is it perhaps possible that by using the radiation condition one could reject these

solutions?

If the roots are complex, which means the (n, w) circle does not intersect the

straight line Ie = 0, then we have

• • 2

I sin Q ±. L2 4-'2 \ Sin Q
1,2 - - 2w ' JOAn - 4w2

_ z<") ± il(i) • (3.54)

We choose the root that has its imaginary part positive, i.e. '1 = 1(1') + il(i), so that

the solution decays exponentially away from the wall, namely

The y-component of § of this exponentially decaying RW is

A2
f{i)·

$1/ = 2'i'~(z)e-2 1/WI(I) sin(21(r)y - 2wt + 2q,) .

(3.55)

(3.56)

Obviously, $1/ does not vanish on the boundary. There is an energy flow into or

out of the wall, depending on the phase. The solution given by (3.55) is acceptable

if we do not require (3.48). The other complex root gives rise to an exponentially

growing solution away from the wall and it is rejected.

Note that for a zonal wall sin a = 0 and the roots '1,2 are always complex:

'1,2 =±iL Ifol~ .
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Also in this case there is no relation between 'I" and Wj thus the time dependence is

arbitrary and the solution [acceptable if (3.48) is not imposed] would be (for a = 0)

.,p = A(t)'l'n(Z) exp (-L 1/01 Fray) , (3.58)

with A(t) an arbitrary function of time. If, on the other hand, (3.48) is required,

the zonal flow has to be steady.

3.4.2 The sum of two Rossby waves

Now take

(3.59)

where (Ji == 'iY - wit + <Pi, and Wi = D'fti(O,li), i = 1,2. We want to compute $" to

apply (3.48)j we use the general formula for the energy flux of the sum of any two

RWs [see (D.23) in Appendix D]. First, since ki = (0, Ii) then kx ki = -Iii and the

e terms do not contribute to $". The result is

(3.60)

where

$ill = -A: (Wili +i sin a) q,~ cos2
(Ji i =1,2 . (3.61)

Requiring (3.48) and analogously to the case k :/; 0 one arrives at WI = W2 = w,

nl =n2 =n and <PI = <P2 = <P from where and together with the dispersion relations

we get (3.51). The final requirement to fulfill (3.48) is, provided w(11 -12) :/; 0,

A2 - A' A ±A2 - 1 or 2 = 1 •

Thus, there are two possible solutions satisfying (3.48):

(3.62)

(3.63)

where now (Ji == 'iY - wt + <P, i = 1,2. Note that the two solutions are different; they

have different velocity field and value of .,p on the wall. In either case the value [i.e.

I (z, t)] of.,p on the boundary has been determined.
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Again, 88 in the case Ie i= 0, the same analysis applies; three different solutions

according to the nature of the roots ' 1,2 . When 11 = 12 , we recover (3.49); there is

no need here to include the linea.rly growing solution. When 11,2 are complex, the

solution is rejected because of the exponential growth in y.

Ifhowever, we do not require (3.48), then there is no relation whatsoever between

the wave parameters of one another. The two RWs could be incident, or reflected,

or one exponentially decaying and the other reflected, etc.

The next example illustrates the kind of problems that one faces when deal

ing with energy fluxes in QG. The example is taken from the literature and was

presented by Buchwald (1972) and Mysak and LeBlond (1972).

Consider the barotropic non-divergent case n = 0 in which ~o = o. The roots

11,2 a.re alway, real, one of them being zero. Le., from (3.51)

11 2 =_sin Q ± Isin Q I = 2..- { - ~n Q ± ~n Q , s~n Q > 0 (3.64)
, 2w 2w 2w - sm Q 1= 81n Q , sm Q < 0

Take the case of a western bounda.ry, Le, sin Q > o. From (3.64) we get 11 = 0 and

' 2 = - sin Q/w < o. The "incident" RW is curiously given by

.,pine = A cos(-wt + tP) , (3.65)

a function of time only! Such streamfunetion gives it = 0everywhere and has zero

(kinetic) energy. As I point out in the first section of Appendix C, was a function of

Ie and I does not have a limiting value or it is undefined at the origin. Nevertheless,

if w is given, the point (0,0) satisfies the (n = 0, w) circle. Furthermore, I show

rigorously that the group velocity of this "incident" wave is undefined. Buchwald

(1972) and Mysak and LeBlond (1972) erroneously concluded that the group veloc

ity is infinite by using the alternative formula (derived in Section C.1 of Appendix

C)
2wcg = -:;-WC
Ikl2

where we is the vector going from the tip of the wavenumber vector k to the

center of the (n =0, w) circle. For the curious wave (we probably should not call
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it a wave!) Ikl = 0, w =1= 0 and we points westward. The energy flux Sis

S = -~(cosa, sina)A2 cos2
( -wt + 4» , (3.66)

so (as indicated by the geometry) it points towards the west. Buchwald (1972)

concludes that the "trivial" solution given by equation 3.65 is in fact nontrivial and

iC S is taken to be the energy flux it then represents energy transport towards the

west.

The .,p given by (3.65) does not satisCy (3.48), but perhaps it does not matter

here. Why? In the barotropic rigid lid c~~ we can add to any solution .,p an

arbitrary function of time and it still be a solution; thus a function of time only is

necessarily a trivial solution.

The final solution presented by Buchwald (1972) is

.,p = .,pine + .,prel = A[cos(-wt +¢) - cos(12Y - wt +4»] , (3.67)

which oC course does satisfy (3.48).

In summary, although a single e-independent Rossby wave (either incident, re

flected, or exponentially decaying) satisfies the Cull nonlinear QGPVE and the b.c,

at the wall trivially, it does not satisCy the condition (3.48) oC no normal energy flux

at the wall. However, if we take the point of view of PM, that no extra condition

is needed, then the single RW is a good solution.

Condition (3.48) allows Cor a single RW, provided that ~ is parallel to the

wall. When two oCthese k = 0 RWs are added, (3.48) allows two possible solutions

(A 2 = ±Atl but the waves must be on the same (n, w) circle. In contrast, ifno extra

condition is required, the two (or 1000) waves could be completely independent oC

each other.

Finally, in the last subsection I show that a solution very similar to the one I

just presented, is an exact solution to a primitive set of governing equations with a

la.teral wall.
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3.4.3 An exact solution to a primitive set

When I first came across these solutions, Dr. Peter Muller suggested that they were

perhaps spurious solutions, and (if I understood him. correctly) if so, they would

not be solutions of a primitive equation set for small Rossby number.

In this subsection I willuse dimeruional variables. The primitive set of equations

is:

BtU + U· Vu+ (10 +,BY)k x U __2.vp
Po

o - -B.p-pg (3.68)

V.u+B.-w - 0

8tp +11 . VP - Po N 2(z)w _ 0
9

where U,V are horizontal vectorsand p and P are perturbation pressure and density.

A ,B-plane will be assumed. The b.e,'s are u· n= v = 0 on the wall and 1.11 = 0 at

the top and bottom of the ocean. Recall that Y is the northward coordinate, and

it is Y = -z sin Q +Y cosa in terms of the rotated coordinates.

The z-independent case in the QGPVE has the geostrophic velocity normal to

the wall identically zero (RWs with Ie = 0 is our prototype example). I wish to

explore the possibility that nontrivial solutions of the above primitive equations

may exist for which v is identicallyzero. Putting v =0 in (3.68) yields:

1
BtU +u8zu - --8zp

Po

[!o+,B(-zsina+ycosa))u _ _ 2.8I1P
Po

o - -8.p - pg (3.69)

Bzu+8.w - 0

8tp +u8zp - Po N 2( z)w _ O.
9

Progress is possible if in addition, w is set to zero. The motion is now only parallel

to the wall with the total velocity vector being

(11,w) = (u,O,O) Vz,y,z,t.
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The continuity equation yields 8.1' = 0 and the system (3.69) becomes:

8t u
1

- --8:ap
Po

[/o+,8(-zsina +ycosa)]u
1

- --8p
Po II

0 - -8/1p-pg (3.70)

8tp+u8.p - o.

Eliminating p from the first two equations results in:

(3.71)

with solution u = Uocos(ly - wt + cp), where Uo and cp are constants", provided

. -,81 sino
wi+,8sm a = 0 or w = 12 •

The pressure is then

p = -Po /11[/0 + f3( -z sin a + y' cos a)]u dy' + F(z,z,t) .

(3.72)

(3.73)

From the first equation in (3.70) and the equation for p one gets 8:aF = O. The

hydrostatic balance implies that p = -8zF/ 9 so that 8c p = O. The thermodynamic

equation then requires 8tp = 0 and then 8tF = O.

Therefore, I have found a nontrivial solution of the primitive system (3.68) plus

the b.e, on the wall; the complete solution is

v == 0

l' - Uocos(ly-wt+cp) == UocoslJ

PoUo { . ] . ,8cos a }p - -I [/0 + ,8(-zsma +ycosa) smB + I cosB + F(z)

P = -g-l8/1F

where F(z) is arbitrary and wi + ,8sin a = O.

1If Uo=Uo(z), which is allowed by (3.71), then there is no solution of this form.
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The above solution, I think, corresponds to the barotropic rigid lid, Ie = 0 case

[cf. (3.67)]. In other words, for small Rossby number, the above primitive solution

is the QG solution. Compare the non zero root of (3.64) with (3.72): they are

the same (after dimensionalizing the former). The part of the pressure p here that

corresponds to the (dimensional) QG pressure is

P%Uo •
PII = - I SlB S•

The rest of the pressure ("'" fJ) would be an O(Ro) correction. If we write P =

pg +PPI +PP2 then [set F(z) to zero]

P131 fJY cot SoY
-""'-=
Pg /0 s;

(3.74)

(3.75)
wcotaP132 fJ cosct

-"'" -
PII I/o /0

Both ratios are small (<: 1) for small scale geostrophic motions.

The result of this calculation indicates, I believe, that (3.67) is not a spurious

solution. It also shows that there is no need for adding the "incident" wave in

(3.67).
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Chapter 4

First order problem and solution

The first order problem takes into account the nonlinear interaction of the incident

and the reflected RW, whose superposition is our leading order solution.

In the first section I discuss the physical meaning of the nonlinear terms in

the QGPVE. For example, the nonlinear interaction of any two Rossby waves is

calculated and then we try to understand physically the cases in which there is no

interaction.

In the rest of the chapter the solution to the first order perturbation equations is

presented. The first order solution comprises the steady mean flow found by Mysak

and Magaard (1983) in the case of no friction. The other terms are time dependent

and called transient.

The case in which the incident-reflected RW pair is barotropic is presented as

a special case of the baroclinic one by simply setting the vertical mode number n

equals to zero. The problem with n = 0 is less involved algebraically than that with

n > 0 and we will try to understand why this is so from the physical point of view.

The forcing term that gives rise to the transient part of the solution can be

resonant. The resonant conditions are worked out and the resonant curves are found

in frequency-wavenumber space. For an incident-reflected wa.ve pair, a. necessary

condition for the two waves to interact resonantly with a third "forced" wave is

found. The condition is independent of any wave parameter 8.I'.d involves only the

orientation of the reflecting wall.
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A particular forced solution in the resonant case can be either linearly growing

in time (the usual case) or linearly growing away from the boundary, i.e. in y.

However, I could not find a solution that grows linearly in time and that satisfies

the b.e. at the wall.

Finally and after much struggle, I was able to find a uniformly valid solution (i.e.

valid for all y) in the resonant case by making use of the mathematical technique

of multiple space scale analysis.

4.1 On the nonlinear terms

In this section we will use dimen,ional variables. The physical meaning of the

nonlinear terms in the QGPVE, namely

is the divergence of the advective flux of relative vorticity (V2.,p = ,) and thickness

between isopycnals [the term 8a(r 28
a.,p)]. The advection is done by the geostrophic

velocity field. Note that for the nonlinear terms to be active the velocity field must

not be perpendicular to the gradient of relative vorticity plus thickness between

isopycnals (TI).

Why is it that for a single plane Rossby wave the nonlinear terms vanish and

thus such wave is an exact nonlinear solution of the QGPVE? For a single RW,

whose QG streamfunetion is

(4.2)

where k is the wavenumber vector, i is the position vector of cartesian coordinates

on the p-plane and qin(z) is the nth mode eigenfunction of the SLP (2.18)-(2.20)

of Chapter 2, we have

V 21/J +8;;(r28
a¢) = - (lkl: + f;>'n) 'r/J

it= k x V.,p = -Aqin(z)sin9i: x k.
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Thus the gradient of ( +TI is parallel to the gradient of t/Ji this in tum implies

that iI is perpendicular to the gradient of ( + TI since it, being geostrophic, is

perpendicular to Vt/J. Therefore, the nonlinear terms are inactive.

Let's now take the superposition of two arbitrary RWs, whose streamfunction is

.,p - Alqinl (z) cos(kl . i-wit + 4>1) + A2Q;n2( Z) cos(k2 • i - w2t + 4>2)

- Alqinl (z)cos9 1 +A2Q;n2(z ) cos 9 2 •

Each RW is a solutionof the nonlinear QGPVE, provided the RW dispersion relation

is satisfied. However, in general, the sum will not be a nonlinear solution. The

terms that prevent the sum to be a solution are the nonzero contribution from the

nonlinear terms and represent physically the interaction between the two waves, in

which the velocity field of wave-! advects ( + TI of wave-2 and vice versa. The

advection of (2 +TI2 by itl is

Analogously

Thus,

iII' V((2 +TI2) +it2 • V((l + TIl) = (4.5)

•• ("'2 2 "'2 2 )4'" ...-AIA2qinl 'iJ.i'r02 smal sm 9 2 Ik2 1 + fo>"n2 -Ikll - fo>'nl k· kl X k2 =
-AIA2r , ;, ; qinl qin2 [cos(91 - 9 2 ) - cos(91 +9 2)] ,

where the coefficient

(4.6)

is called coupling coefficient. It is clearly symmetric in the two indices 1 and 2, but

it is not in kl ,2 nor in nl,2 individually.
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Two Rossby waves will not interact iff their coupling coefficient vanishes, i.e. iff

either

1. Their wavenumber vectors are parallel (then k1 x k2 = 0).

2. The waves have the same vertical mode [i.e. same vertical structure) and the

same wavelength.

3. The waves have the same total wavenumber, i.e the same Ikl2 + fJ>'n. From

the dispersion relation (2.24) this is equivalent to say that the waves have the

same X -slowness (Ripa, 1981), which is 1cE /w.

Obviously 2 => 3 but 3 ~ 2 so condition 2 is more restrictive.

Notice that in the the first condition we have that each advection is zero in

dependently and then their sum is zero; there is no projection of it1 (it2 ) on the

gradient of '2 + TI2 ('1 +TId. In contrast, when condition 2 or 3 occurs, it is the

lurn of the two advedions which exactly cancel each other giving zero interaction.

It is difficult in these cases 2 or 3 to see geometrically why there is no interaction.

4.2 First order perturbation equations

In the perturbation scheme, the first order problem is obtained by putting n = 1 in

(2.76)-(2.78) which results in

8t { V 2
t/J(I ) + 8~ [stz) 8~1/,(1)1 } +cos a8z.,p(I) + sin a811.,p(I) =

-1 {1/1(0), V 2.,p(0) + 8~ [s~z) 8~.,p(0)1} (4.7)

8z 1/1(I) =0 at y = 0

8t8~1/1(I) = -J(1/1(0),8~1/1(0») at z = -1,0

.,p(I) bounded as z ---+ ±oo, y ~ 00 •
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Finally, the radiation condition (see corresponding subsection in Chapter 2): when

the need arises to supplement a forced solution with a homogeneous solution of the

QGPVE to satisfy (4.8), the RW chosen must have outgoing energy flux, i.e. must

be a reflected wave.

Note a fundamental difference between the zeroth and first order perturbation

equations: the former are homogeneous whereas the latter are inhomogeneou.t. The

inhomogeneities in the first order problem are functions of the zeroth order solution,

which to remind us, is

where

6~0) =kz + 'iY - wt + t/J , i =1,2 .

(4.11)

(4.12)

To completely specify the problem for .,p(1), we need to calculate the inhomo

geneities in (4.7) and (4.9) using our zeroth order solution (4.11). Since

all [S~z)81l1/J(0)] = A (cos~O) - cos9~0») ~ [s~z) d1nI= -L2 /: >'n1/J(0) (4.13)

and

it follows immediately that

J {~/'(O) a[_I_a ~/.(O)I } 0
'Y , Il S(z) z'Y -

J (.,p(0) , az""(O») _ o.

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

The last equation is an identity which holds true Yz, in particular at z = -1, O.

With the help of (4.5), which is valid for any two RWs, we compute the surviving

Jacobian in (4.7). In (4.5) we set Al = -A2 = A, nl = nz = nj the wavenumber

vectors are k1 = (k,ll) and &2 = (k,lz). We then get
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= A2'IP~(z)sin8~O) sin8~O) (l~ -In (1:12- 1:11 ) (4.17)

= ~A2'IP~(z)1:(I~ -In{ll -12) [cos (8~O) - 8~O») - cos (8~O) + 8~O»)]

- B12'IP~(Z) {cos [(II -12)Y] - cos [21::1: + (l1 +'2)Y - 2wt + 2</>]) ,

where

(4.18)

Hencetoforth I will assume that B12 =F o. For A =f:. 0 this is equivalent to assume

that:

• 1: ¥ 0 and

Therefore our first order perturbation equations become

8t {V21/J(1) +8z [s~Z) 8;1:,,(I)]} + COSQ8.1/J(1) +sinQ8S/,,(1) =

-B12'P~(Z) {cos [(11 -12)Y] - cos [21:z + (11 + 12)Y - 2wt + 2</>])

8.,,(1) = 0 at Y= 0,

8t8;1:,,(1) = 0 at z = -1,0,

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

plus the b.c.'s at 00 and the radiation condition.

The next task is to solve the above set of equations. In the following sections

we shall try to do that and discuss the solution.

4.3 Non resonant solution

The forcing for 1/J(1) is composed of two parts: one is a steady (time independent)

and z-independent forcing, Le, a function of Y and Zj the other is a function of

e, Y, Z and i: The problem for 1jJ(I) is a linear, forced problem, and therefore the

response to each forcing term can be considered separately and the results summed.
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The solution for ",(1) can be written as

(4.22)

where ..p~, ""~~) and ""W are the homogeneous solution of (4.19), a particular

solution to (4.19) with the steady forcing and a particular solution to (4.19) with

the time dependent forcing having a frequency of 2w, respectively.

4.3.1 Steady forced solution

Thus, ""~~) satisfies the first order PDE

which easily integrates, provided sin e #- 0 (non-zonal walls) to

.1.(1) _ B12'1'~(Z) • [(I 1 )] Z()
Y'pl - (I I)' sm 1 - 2 Y + Z1 - 2 sma

(4.23)

(4.24)

where Z(z) is an arbitrary function of z, Can we determine Z(z)? No, we cannot

but it doesn't matter; the reason being that an arbitrary function of z is a trivial

solution of the QGPVE [the reader can check this directly from (2.1)]. Furthermore,

..p = Z(z) satisfies all our b.c.'s trivially, so it is indeed a trivial solution to the

reflection problem. In this framework, ..p = Z(z) is very much like"" = constant.

Note that such Z(z) gives rise to an arbitrary "perturbation" density p(z). Then

we may set Z(z) == o. ""~~) satisfies all of our h.c.'s; for example, the b.e.ts (4.21)

are trivially satisfied because 8t""~~) =O. Therefore the steady forced solution is

A/.(l) _ B12\)~(z) . [(I 1 ) ]
Y'pl - (I 1 ). sin 1 - 2 Y •1 - 2 slna

(4.25)

Equation (4.23) is a diagnostic relation for the steady mean current along the

wall first described in Mysak and Magaard (1983) for their special case of no friction.

Since 1£(1) = -81/1/1(1), the steady mean flow is given by

(4.26)
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To see the comparison between the expression in Mysak and Magaard (1983) for

the steady flow [their equations (5.1) and (5.2)] and (4.26) more easily, one needs

to rescale (4.26), multiply it by E = U/f3L2, etc.... the result is

EU~~)(Y.,z.) = f3B~2. q;~(z.)c08[(lh -12.)Y.]. (4.27)
sm ce

What if we have a zonal wall? If sin a = 0 then h = -12 (i.e. the wavelengths

of the incident and reflected wave are the same) which implies from (4.18) that

B 12 =o. Since there is no interaction between the incident and the reflected wave

there is no steady current along a zonal wall (in the absence of friction).

According to MM, in the inviscid case the Eulerian steady flow u~l) would be of

exactly the same magnitude as the Stokes drift produced by the incident-reflected

RWs but of opposite sign, yielding a zero Lagrangian mean flow. I have confirmed

this.

The wave-driven steady flow parallel to the boundary only occurs for non-zonal

walls; this result is robust in the sense that holds true for any number of arbitrary

incident-reflected RW pairs. However, the steadiness orthe current alone (generated

by the nonlinear interaction of incident-reflected RWs) can happen in zonal walls.

Consider a zonal wall and imagine we choose, for example, two incident-reflected

RW pairs with the same n and w, i.e. on the same (n,w) circle. We would obtain

two non-zero steady forcing terms (four terms combined into two) having a non

zero zonal wavenumber. The response to these steady forcing terms would be, in

general, a non-zonal steady flow, Le. a steady flow not parallel to the wall.

Can the steady forcing be resonant? No. In other words, the steady forcing

cannot be a free RW. A Rossby wave with zero frequency is a zonal steady flow,

having zero zonal wavenumber. This can be understood physically because in a

zonal flowthe fluid elements do not cross contours of ambient potential vorticity (in

a flat bottom) and the .a-effect is inactive. In general, to produce a time independent

forcing term with no zonal wavenumber, we need two interacting Rossby waves

having the same frequency and the same zonal wavenumber; but as we have shown
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in Section 4.1 this is impossiblefor such two waves will not interact! This proves that

the steady forcing is net1er re,onant, which has the following important consequence:

the ,teadJl flow u ,table for e < 1 since in such case, instability proceeds only via

resonant interactions (Gill, 1974; Plumb, 1977). The result that the steady forcing

is never resonant holds true for any number of arbitrary incident-reflected RW pairs.

Could we then conclude that the RW driven steady flow is stable to any distur

bance? This is a tough question and I wish I had the answer. Let's first carefully

analyze what is the immediate consequence of the fact that the steady forcing,

produced by the nonlinear interaction of incident-reflected RW pairs, is never reso

nant: there cannot be energy exchange between the steady flow and the "parent"

RW pair(s) [the pair(s) involved in producing the steady flow]. We then could say

that the steady flow is neutrally stable to the RWs that produced it. But we could

not say whether the RW driven steady flow be stable to "other" disturbances. Does

it make sense to disregard the sources or origin of such flow, which are the RWs?

Pedlosky GFD touches upon this point at the beginning of his chapter on instability.

I quote the following part of a paragraph from Pedlosky GFD, pp. 425:

. . .. Consequently the structure of the observed mean flow already im

plicitly assumes the existence of fluctuations, and it is a generally mis

leading fiction to suppose that the stability of the averaged state accu

rately portrays the stability of the fluctuation-free states, since in molt

case» the nature of the fluctuation, alter, the fluctuation-free state in

the direction of ,tability. . ..

Technically, of course, one could study the stability of the RW driven steady flow. I

have a brief discussionon this at the end of the last chapter, under "Future work?".

As I mentioned in the introduction, MM introduced Rayleigh friction in their

model. To be more specific, friction acted only upon the short reflected wave (for

western boundaries). Mathematically it meant to have 12 complex, so the reflected

wave had an exponentially decaying amplitude away from the wall. With such
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friction, the forcing for ",,(1) in our problem would have an exponentially decaying

(in y) factor. Consequently, the steady flow would be exponentially decaying away

from the wall and thus would be a boundary current, as found by MM. Without

friction, the steady flow is not really a boundary current but a steady flow all over

the half plane.

I would now like to present some computations of the resulting steady flow and

how it compares with the waves that produce it. Since all our derived formulas

are non-dimensional, it is necessary to dimensionalize the pertinent equations to

be used, so that we get a feeling of what kind of steady currents are produced,

using typical values for the wave parameters. In the next subsection I explain how

I choose the wave parameters, the scales L and U, the wave amplitude, etc.

4.3.2 Numerics

The wave parameters: vertical mode number, frequency and wavenumber vector will

be chosen as explained in Chapter 2. These parameters are completely independent

ofthe scales L and U. However, we still have to choose somehow the waveamplitude.

There are several ways or methods to do this, and I next show two different ways

which I will be using:

1. The (dimensional) pressure of a RW is

P. = p.(z) cos9 , (J = kz + ly - wt + 4>. (4.28)

«(J is non-dimensional, so it does not matter whether we use kz +...or k.z. +
...). At the sea surface, i.e. at z = 0, we can write P.lo = p.ga, where a

is the amplitude of the sea surface elevation associated with the RW. From

P» = p./o"". it follows that

ga
"".1.1:=0 = 10 cos (J • (4.29)

Thus, the amplitude of the RW dimensional streamIunction is determined

from A.Wn(O) =gallo, where Wn(O) is the value at z = 0 or the nth mode
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normalized eigenfunction (non-dimensional), or

ga
A. = fo'lfn(O) • (4.30)

In the section on scaling in Chapter 2 I said that 1/J. = UL1/1. We have that

the non-dimensional streamf'unction of the RW is 1/J = Aq;n (z ) cos (1, so that

A. = ULA. Now if I arbitraril, choose L [e.g. 50 km) we still have one degree

of freedom; I choose

A=l. (4.31)

Note that this is a choicefor the scaling-see below; it does not mean that I

have changed the strength of the wave. Once a is prescribed or given, A. is

determined from (4.30). The choice (4.31) means that the horizontal velocity

scale is given by

tr « A•.
L

(4.32)

Choosing the wave amplitude as described above makes A. independent of

the RW's wavelength. If we were dealing with an initial value problem in

which RWs were produced by an initial disturbance, then the amplitude of

each wave would depend on its wavenumber and thus on its wavelength.

2. In this case, I arbitrarily choose U (and prescribe it) to be the maximum

horizontal speed at z = 0 of the incident wave and set L to be e.g, 50 km (as

in method 1). The difference is that here the amplitude is

U
A. = _ (4.33)

IkincI'lfn(O)

Thus, the wave amplitude depends on the incident wave's wavelength. Again

A = A./(UL), but here it is not A = 1.

In both ways it can be shown, for example, that the amplitude of the steady

flow a.t any z is, in dimensional units:

(4.34)
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as indicated by (4.27), where ~ = U/(PL2). In this calculation, the L's drop out,

indicating that the choice of L does not matter at all; what matters is the value of

A. and the wave parameters involved in Bu.

Using method 1, Figure 12 shows the maximum horizontal particle speeds as

sociated with the incident and reflected Rossby wave as well as the amplitude of

the steady flow (at z = 0), i.e. Bu.":(z = O)/(psina), versus the wavenumber

component along the wall, k, For most of the allowable Ie range, and for the chosen

wave parameters, the amplitude of u~~) is an order of magnitude larger than the

wave's particle speeds. As the period of the incident-reflected RW pair increases,

the amplitude of the steady flow increases dramatically.

As an example of using method 2, Figure 13 shows the amplitude of the steady

flow divided by U2 (as defined in method 2) versus Ie and versus the incident RW's

wavelength. To get an absolute figure for the amplitude of uW in em/sec, one

multiplies the ordinate of a point on the curve by U2, with U in em/sec. The second

plot in Figure 13 has points instead of a continuous curve. I did these calculations

using Ie as the independent variable, so that for each Ie I got one amplitude and one

wavelength of the incident RW. Then the two numbers obtained were plotted.

4.3.3 Transient forced solution

.,p~~ satisfies the PDE

a {V2. ,.(1) a [ 1a .,.(1)] } a .,.(1) • a. .,.(1)
t 'Yp2 + z S(z) z'Yp2 +cosa lII'Yp2 +Slna II'Yp2 =

Bu"~(z)cos[2lez + (11 + ,2)y - 2wt + 24>] . (4.35)

A periodic forced solution for .,p~~) may be sought in the form

.,p~~ = F(z) sin[2lez + (11 + '2)Y - 2wt + 24>] .

Substituting (4.36) into (4.35) yields the ODE that F(z) has to satisfy:

d [ 1 dF] Bl'Z 2
dz S(z) dz + >.F = - 2w 'Inez) ,
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Figure 12: a) Maximum horizontal particle speeds at z = 0 associated with the
incident and reflected Rossby wave in em/sec versus k, h) The amplitude of the
steady flow at z = 0 in em/see versus k. Q = 90°, n = 1, T' = 1 yr, 90 =25°. Wave
amplitude eeleulated from a = 1 em.
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where we have defined .\ (not to be confused with .\,,) as

(4.38)

Furthermore, if we want that ,p~~) also satisfies the b.c.'s in z (4.21), we realize that

F( z) must satisfy
dF
dz = 0 at z = -1,0. (4.39)

The solution for the inhomogeneous problem (4.37)-(4.39) when .\ is not an

eigenvalue of the corresponding homogeneous problem can be found by expanding

F(z) in terms ofthe complete set {..pm(z)} and it is:

(4.40)

(4.41)

with
B 12 jObm =-- q;~q;mdz.
2w -1

Note that since we have assumed that .\ is not an eigenvalue of the homogeneous

problem, all the coefficients bm/ (.\ - L2f~.\m) can be determined. The solution

(4.40-4.41) is unique (see following theorem). Questions regarding convergence of

the series for F(z) will be answered at the end of the section.

Why is it that all of the sudden we get an infinite number of vertical eigenfunc

tions in the forced solution? The vertical dependence of the forcing is 'P~(z ), which

it can be shownin general is not an eigenfunction of our vertical SLP. The response

excites any vertical mode such that the projection of the forcing on that mode is

non-zero. As we shall discuss in more detail later, the interaction of nth baroclinic

mode with nth baroclinic mode produces barotropic plus baroclinic modes.

But what happens if .\ u an eigenvalue? The complete analysis of this situation

will be deferred to Section 4.6. However, I will make some remarks for this case

now. To this end, I need the following theorem taken from Boyce and Diprima

(1916) and which I have translated into English:
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The boundary value problem

tPy dy
dz2 +p(z,~)dz + q(z, A)y = f(z) ,

A1y(O) +A2y'(O) = 0, B1y(1) +B2y'(1) =°,
wherep(z, A) and q(z, A) are continuous for °~ z ~ 1 and for all values

of '\, has a unique solution if ~ is not an eigenvalue of the corresponding

homogeneous problem. If ~ is an eigenvalue of the corresponding ho

mogeneous problem and Y(z, A) is a corresponding eigenfunction, then

the inhomogeneous problem has an infinite number of solutions if f( z )

satisfies

i1
f(Z)P(Z,A)Y(Z,,\)tk = 0,

where P(z,'\) is equal to exp[J- p(t,~)dt]; otherwise the inhomogeneous

problem has no solution.

Let's rewrite the ODE (4.37) in the same form as that appearing in the theorem:

tPF s.!!.- (.!.) dF >.SF = _ B12 SiJ!2 (4 42)
dz2 + dz S dz + 2w n • •

Now we apply the theorem. Assume that>. is an eigenvalue of the corresponding

homogeneous problem, i.e. assume >. = L 2fJ>'M is the Mth eigenvalue; the corre

sponding eigenfunction is 'l'M(Z). The function P(z,>.) defined in the theorem is in

our case

P(z) = exp [f· S(t)~ (~) dt] = exp [f· ~ (-InS) dt] = S;z) •

Therefore, the inhomogeneous problem (4.37)-(4.39) has an infinite number of so

lutions if

(4.43)

when ,\ is the M-th mode eigenvalue of the corresponding homogeneous problem.

Note that (4.43) implies that bM = 0. In Section 4.6 we shall understand physically

the meaning of condition (4.43).
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Special case: ,\ = 0

In this ease ,\ is the eigenvalue corresponding to M = 0, since '\0 = 0 for the

barotropic (rigid lid) mode. The barotropic mode is possible regardless of the de

tailed structure of S(z) [i.e, of N2(Z»). The corresponding normalized eigenfunction

is '1'0 == 1. Is condition (4.43) fulfilled? Clearly not; the integral in (4.43) becomes:

ro '1'~(z) dz = 1 .1-1
What is important here is that the integral is not zero for all n. The actual value

of the integral is only a consequence of our choice of normalization, which is

(4.44)

(4.45)

and it means that the norm of each eigenfunction is equal to 1:

lI'1'mll = (L: '1'~(z) dZ) t = 1 .

Therefore, since condition (4.43) is not satisfied the theorem tells us that the

inhomogeneous problem (4.37)-(4.39) has no solution when ,\ is the eigenvalue

L2f~>'0 =o. This result gives us an indication that the form of the solution (4.36)

does not work in this ease.

Finally I write the solution to (4.37)-(4.39) when ,\ is an eigenvalue and condition

(4.43) is fulfilled. Assume>. = L2f~'\M' M =F o. The solution is

00 bm
F(z) = c'1'M(Z) + L L2f?(>' _ >. ) 'lfm(Z) ,

m=O 0 M m
m:j:.M

where c is an arbitrary constant, thus giving an infinite number of solutions and bm

is given by (4.41). Note, of course, that F(z) is not unique.

The particular solution tP~~ given by (4.36) with F(z) given either by (4.40) or

by (4.45) as the case may be, does not satisfy the b.e. (4.8). Hence tP~~) must be

supplemented by the homogeneous solution of (4.19), and demand that az(""~+
tPW) = 0 at y =0, since ""~~) satisfies (4.8) trivially.
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4.3.4 Homogeneous solution

w~ satisfies

8t {V2W(1) +8: [s~z)8:1/1(1)]} +cosa8z w (1) + sin a8I1w (1) = 0 . (4.46)

Solutions of (4.46) of the separable form tPi2. = G(z)H(z,y,t) are e.g, Rossby

waves. In general, any superposition of RWs will be a solution of (4.46). We are

not interested here in just adding any homogeneous solution to wW + w~~). We

actually need a very specific homogeneous solution: the one that satisfies

(4.47)

For (4.8) to be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient that (4.47) be satisfied.

Inspection of w~~) given by (4.36) together with the fact that (4.47) must hold

for all z, z and t lead us to realize that the z and t dependences of 1/1~ must be

those ofWW. Indeed, from (4.36) and (4.47) it follows that

w~1 = -F(z)sin(2kz - 2wt + 2~) +G(z,t) , (4.48)
11=0

where G(z, t) is arbitrary. These considerations suggest that we write w£L as a

real-valued function composed of a superposition of plane Rossby wave modes, i.e.
ClIO

W~ = E lJ'm(z) [emei(21c1l+",,"U/- 21l1t) + c~e-i(2b+1Jno11l-21l1t)·+
m=O

dme,(21cz+fJM2V-2wt) +~me-i(2b+"-2V-2""t).] , (4.49)

where em and elm are complex amplitudes, the asterisk as a superscript denotes the

complex conjugate and the dispersion relation for each wave mode must be satisfied,

r.e.
-(2k cos a + 11m sin a)

2w = ()2 2 L 2t 2>.. ,m = 0,1,2,... . (4.50)
2k + 11m + 0 m

l1ml.2 are the roots (real or complex) ofthe quadratic in 11m that results from (4.50)

when w, k and the vertical mode number m are given. Note the proper expression

for the complex conjugate of e~ when -0 is complex:
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(4.51)

(4.52)

Logically speaking, although (&I, Ie and m are wave parameters that we can more

or less arbitrarily choose, w and l: are the frequency and wavenumber component

parallel to the wallof the incident-reflected RW pair, respectively, and so must have

been chosen at this stage. Equations (4.50) can be rewritten as

( Sina)2 (2l: ~)2 = _1__ £2/2A
"1m+ 4w + + 4w 1&12 JQ m

sin a ./ 1 (COSQ)2
=> '7ml,2 = - 4w ± V1&12 - £2/1Am - 21e + 4;""" .

In the above two equations, we have one equation for each m.

Before applying (4.47) I would like to discuss equations (4.52) and the geomet

rical meaning of (4.51).

Discussion of the equations for "Iml,2

As I mentioned above, we think that w and Ie have been already specified because

they are part ofthe zeroth order solution. Thus '7ml,2 will be determined by the mode

number m, with m running (formally) from 0 to 00. Recalling that the sequence of

eigenvalues Pm} is ordered with 0 = Ao < Al < >'2 < ... and limm.....oo Am = 00, it

is obvious from (4.52) that "Iml,2 will become complex for m ~ me, where me is the

smallest m such that the radicand in (4.52) becomes negative. According to this

definition of me, we have

where

71ml = "I!::) +i71~ }
_ (r) • (i) m ~ me ,

71m2 - "1m - ""1m
(4.53)

(4.54)

In fact, one cannot show in general by using the inequality (3.27), namely Il: +
cos Q/(2w)1 < Rn, whether 7101,2 are real or complex (m = 0 gives largest radicand),

thus indicating that we could have all "Iml,2 complex.
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(4.55)

(4.56)

We now take the point of view that for given n and w, Ie is to be chosen out

of the infinitely many Ie's satisfying (3.27), as described in Subsection 3.3.2 (once a

particular Ie is selected then 11,2 are determined). Within this perspective, Ie is still

unspecified and (4.51) is rewritten as

( Ie ~)2 ~ ( Sina)2 = ~ (_1__ L2~2A )+ Sw +4 '7m + 4w 4 1&12 JO m

or, to give it a more standard form:

[Ie +cosa/(Sw)]2 ['7m + sina/(4w)]2
![1/(16w2) - L2fJ Am] + 1/(1&12) - L2fJ Am = 1 .

For each m and provided [1/(1&12) - L2f~>'m] > 0, (4.56) is the equation of an

ellipse in the horizontal wavenumber plane with coordinates (Ie, '7) centered at

[- cosa/(Sw),-sina/(4w)], major axis Am = ../1/(1&12) - L2fJAm in the direc

tion normal to the wall and minor axis am = tAm in the direction parallel to the

wall. The ellipses have eccentricity equal to

JA'!,. -a'!,. v'3
ecc= = - = 0.8660 ,

Am 2

so the ellipses are quite flat. All ellipses have the same eccentricity and the same

center, independent of mj they shrink as m increases.

H the m-ellipse intersects or it is inside the (n, w) circle then we can have 71ml,2

real. To assure, though, that '7ml.2 are real, the chosen Ie (say leo) must be such that

the radicand in (4.52) be positive. The condition A~ > 0 which makes (4.56) the

equation of an ellipse, is a necessary condition for '7ml,2 to be real, however it is not

sufficient. Graphically, the m-ellipse must intersect the straight line perpendicular

to the wall given by Ie =ka. The points of intersection of Ie = leo and the m-ellipse

have coordinates (leo, '7ml.2)' H Ie = leo only osculates the m-ellipse, then we have

repeated roots 71ml = '7m2 and if there is no intersection with the m-ellipse then the

roots are complex. Note that for m = 0, ~ = 1/(1&12) > 0 and there is always an

ellipse. Again, this does not mean that the roots '701,2 are real.
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For any given m, the curves in the wavenumber plane with coordinates (k, "I)

are ellipses for TI real and hyperbolae for T/ complex. For each ~ > 0 we have an

ellipse if k is in the closed interval given by Ik+cosa/(Sw)1 ~ ~Am; and a hyperbola

(with transverse axis the k-axis) if k is outside this interval. For A~ ~ 0 we have

only a hyperbola (transverse axis perpendicular to the k-axis) for all k,

The curves TIm versus k are shown in Figures 14 to 16. The (n,w) circle is not

drawn for neatness. For example, in Figure 14 there are only two ellipses (m = 0,1)

and it is only for the small Ikl's that the roots "Im1,2 could be real. For m > 1, the

roots "Im1,2 are complex (Vk) and the curves "I~) versus k are hyperbolae. It k = 1:0

would intersect the two ellipses then me: = 2; if it would only intersect the m = 0

ellipse then me=1. Figure 15 shows the curves for a meridional western boundary.

Finally, in Figure 16 all curves computed from m = 0 to m = 5 show ellipses for

k E [-cosa/(8w)-~Am,-cosa/(8w)+~.Am] and hyperbolae for k outside, due

to the small frequency chosen (a period of 6.7 years).

A final remark: one should not think that the ellipses are the curves in wavenum

ber space for given m and w of the Rossby wave dispersion relation. They result

only because of the way in which I rewrote (4.50), where I regarded k as being

unspecified and the factor 2 in 2k "converts" the circle into the ellipse shrinking

the k coordinate by a factor of two. To convince the reader that there is nothing

mysterious about the ellipses, etc., we can alternatively take the more familiar train

of thoughts as follows:

1. '" is given. In (4.49) we have Rossby wave modes with frequency equal to 2w

and vertical mode numbers m = 0,1,2, ....

2. For each wave mode (2w,m) we have a circle! for the loci of wavenumbers,

centered at [-cosa/2(2w),-sina/2(2w)] and radius Am. [See (4.51) and

think of 2k as another coordinate It.] Wnen A~ < 0 and since k is real we

lff Ie E [-cOia/4l&I- Am.-cosa/4w + Am];a hyperbola otherwise.
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(4.57)

have to have 'I complex. Simple algebra then shows that the curves 'I!:.) versus

Ie =2k are the hyperbolae

(i)2 _ [ cosa]2 _ _ A2
'1m Ie + 2(2w) - m •

Each hyperbola has transverse axis (line passing through the foci) in the

direction normal to the wall, foci located at [- cosa/2(2w), ±v'2IAml] , and

vertices at [- cosa/2(2w), ±IAmlJ.

3. IT we now draw a straight line normal to the wall IC = lCo, the points of

intersection of such line with the circ1e(s) and hyperbolae have coordinates

(2ko, '1ml,2) and (2ko, ±'1!:.», respectively.

We now go back to the application of the b.e, (4.47). Using (4.49), we get:

00

i2k E qim(z) [emei(2JIG' - 2"'t) - c:ae-i(2b-2"'t)+
m=O

timei(2b-2"'t) _ ~e-i(2"Z-2"'t)] +

00 b
2k fo >. _ L;fJ>'m 'Pm(z) cos[2kz - 2wt+ 2</>] = 0,

noting that (2kz - 2wt)· =(2kz - 2wt). Dividing (4.57) by 2k =f:. 0 and after some

straightforward manipulations, we obtain

(4.58)

(4.59)

The partial determination of the amplitudes em and tim is achieved first by

multiplying (4.58) times qit(z), then integrating t,1 dz and finally using the l.i. of

the functions exp[i(2kz - 2wt)] and exp[-i(2kz - 2wt)]. Doing all this results in

2( "l) bm • i24» - 0 - 0 1 2- em +"'m + \ 2 ~2 \ Ie - ,m - , , ,... •
I\-L JOAm

The last equation gives one coefficient, say Cm, in terms of the other, tIm.. We

still have not completely determined the coefficients of the plane wave modes. But

have we exhausted all of our b.e.'s1 No; in Section 2.4 one of the b,c.'s at 00 requires
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that the solution .,p does not grow exponentially away from the wall. Also in the

same section we discuss the radiation condition; because the nonlinear interaction

of the incident and reflected RW gives rise to a forced flow that does not satisfy

the b.c, at the wall, RWs (homogeneous solutions) must be added to cancel out the

forced flow normal to the wall. These RWs must have outgoing energy flux.

We now distinguish two cases, because depending on whether m ~ me: or m <

me:, the y-structur~of the mth Rossby mode will be different.

The roots '7ml.2 are complex, and we must set to zero the coefficient of the

homogeneous solution corresponding to the root with the negative imaginary

part. This is because if '7 is complex, write 1] = !R1] +i9'7 and then

so that if 9'7 < 0 the solution grows exponentially in y (y > 0); conversely if

91] > 0 the solution decays exponentially in y. From equations (4.49), (4.53)

and (4.54) we conclude that

tIm = 0 for m > me: .

From equation (4.59) we get em:

bm 'i2f/1 >
em = 2(A _ L2fJ>"m)~e , m - me:.

Thus, if we write the homogeneous solution symbolically as

00

.,p~ = E'l'm(z)Qm(z,y,t)
m=O

then Qm is

(4.60)

(4.61)

(4.62)

bm iei2f/1ei(2MZ+""'11l-2",t) + c.c, (4.63)
2(A - L2 fJAm }

bm e-J.:.)1I sin(2kz + 1](")y - 2wt + 2.,1..) m > m .
A- L2fJAm m 0/ , - e
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• m<mc

In this case, '7ml,2 are real. How do we determine which is the appropriate

root? We use the radiation condition. Of the two waves defined by the

two roots, one has C, pointing towards the boundary. This wave must be

rejected. It is shown in Appendix C that when the vertical mode number, the

frequency and the wavenumber parallel to the wall are given, the root with the

positive (negative) radicand has CO, towards (away from) the boundary. Thus,

if the roots are different, '7ml (71m2) corresponds to an incident (reflected) RW

with vertical mode number m < mc , frequency 2w and wavenumber vector

component parallel to the wall equals to 2k. We choose 71m2'

There is still a point we must take care of: there is the possibility that the

roots are equal. Thus, we distinguish two subcases: different and equal roots.

In connection with this, one should be very careful in not trying to see the

direction of the group velocity graphically from the ellip"e" in Figures 14-16.

Rather, we take the point of view of having the (2w, m) circle and then for the

given k (again, recall that if we drew the circle, the axis parallel to the wall

would be 2k and not k) the two real roots '7ml,2 would be determined. On the

circle we know pretty well (see Appendix C) the semi-circle of incident waves

and the other semi-circle of reflected waves.

The two subcases are:

1. '7ml =F 71m2

As discuused above, we throwaway the root '7ml because the correspond

ing RW brings energy towards the wall (has ellJl < 0). Then

em = 0 for m < me .

From equation (4.59) we get elm:

.J _ bm 'i2t/l
Urn - 2(>. _ L2 fJ>'m) se ,m < me .
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2. 17ml =77m2 =17m

For this to happen, it follows from (4.52) that for given wand m, k is

1 (COSQ )
k± ="2 -~ ± Am (4.66)

whereas
sm o

'1m = - 4w (4.67)

The two points (2k±, 17m) lying on the (2w, m) circle divide it into two

semicircles, one for the incident and the other for the reflected waves.

In other words, the two points are the intersections of the straight line

parallel to the wall and passing through the center of the circle. The

waves corresponding to these two points have ctn/ = O.

As we discussed in Subsection 3.2.2, part ii), i.e. the case 11 = 12 , when

the two roots coalesce two linearly independent solutions are

Here, in contrast to the 11 = 12 case in the zeroth order problem, where

we had to pick the linearly growing solution in order to satisfy the b,c.

at the wall [8z""(O) = 0 at y = 0], we have the luxury (or misfortune?) of

choosing anyone of the two (or even the two). I shall choose the "pure"

RW, but I really don't have good arguments for rejecting the linearly

growing solution, except that it has some undesirable and physically

unrealistic properties, like those I mention in Subsection 3.2.2, part ii).

Because of our choice in subcase 2 above, we can combine it with subcase 1

and simply say that for m < me we throwaway the root 17ml' Then em = 0

and dm is given by (4.65). Therefore Qm is

Q (z y t) = bm iei2IPei(2b+tma211-2wt) + c c (4.68)
m " 2().. - L2fJ>tm ) • •

= ).. -1;fJ>t
m

sin(2kz + 17m2Y - 2wt + 24», m < me'
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The homogeneous solution finally reads:

m.-l b-fo ).. -L;l>..m 'lim(z) sin(2kz + '7m2Y - 2wt +2</»-

m~.).. -1;ll)..m 'lim(z)e-~lIsin(2kz +'7!:)y - 2wt +24» . (4.69)

Recall from our discussion above that me could be zero, or equivalently that the

roots '7ml,2 could be complex for all m. In such case, all Rossby wave modes are ex

ponentially decaying in y. Therefore, if the incident and reflected wave are relatively

short (for givennand w) then the response is an exponentially decaying oscillation

in y or "trapped" by the wall. The higher the baroclinic mode, the shorter the

length scale of decay is and the smaller its amplitude (amplitude should decrease

faster than l/m2, see below). We have that

'7~)y '" Llo';>::'y = J!.!.. for large m
r••m

where ri,m = 1/(/0';>:;) is the mth mode internal Rossby radius of deformation.

Thus, for large m, the length scale of decay (of that mode) is given approximately

by ri,m. On the other hand, if the wavelengths of the incident-reflected RW pair are

relatively long, then part of the response is oscillatory in y (for the first few modes

m = 0 to m =me: - 1) and the rest is trapped.

Our first order solution is then [for ).. not an eigenvalue of the corresponding

homogeneous problem to (4.31)-(4.39)] given by the sum of (4.69), (4.25) and (4.36),

r.e.

= 1/ICln + 1/1;~) +,p;~)

_ m~1 bm'l'm(z) . (J(1) ~ bm'l'm(z) -'l~)I1· (J(I)
- - LJ \ _ L2.t2 \ sm m2 - LJ ).. _ L2.t2).. e SIn mY'-

m=O A JOAm m=m. JO m

B12'l'~(Z) . [(1 1 ) ]
(I 1 ) • sm 1 - 2 Y +
1-2 Sm a

1:0 )..b.:~~;1m sin[2kz + (11 + 12 )y - 2wt + 24>] ,
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where we have introduced the abbreviations

8~~ _ 2kz + '1m2Y - 2wt+2</>

8£~ _ 2kz + '1~)Y - 2wt+2</>

and bm is given by (4.41).

Convergence

(4.71)

(4.72)

(4.73)

I will only briefly discuss about the convergence of the series in (4.70). It is im

portant to check that the series and their partial derivatives up to second order be

uniformly convergent; this is needed in order to differentiate the series in .,p(1) term

by term, as indicated in (4.19).

Let's start with the last term on the RHS of (4.70). The series in question is that

for F(z) [see (4.40)]. It can be shown that because 'li~(z) satisfies the same b.c.'s

as 'lim(z), then E:=obm'i'm(z) converges uniformly in -1 ~ z ~ °and converges to

-B12'li~(Z)/(2w) (Kaplan, 1952). For convenience, define

bm

The asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of a regular SLP is vx:;; '" m (ODE

by BR). This approximation is shown to be remarkably good in Figure 17, where I

plot the eigenvalues ~m obtained from an observed stratification2 and also a curve

obtained from a second degree polynomial fit to the ~'s.

Obviously Em "Ym'i'm(z) is uniformly convergent in [-1,0], but in order to dif

ferentiate it term by term we need that Em "Ymd'lim(z)/dz be uniformly convergent.

In tum, to differentiate term by term (1/5) Em "Ymd'lim(z)/dz, it is required that

" !:- (1 d'i'm(z») = _L2 i 2 " x 'i' ( )LJ "Ym d 5 d J 0 LJ "Ym m m Z
m Z Z m

he uniformly convergent; but this follows from (4.73).

2Dr. Eric Firing kindly provided me the eigenvalues of our SLP fo! an N2(z) profile obtained
from the central equatorial Pacific, averaged between 3°S to 3°N.
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(4.74)

The other infinite series whose convergence must be investigated is that with

the factor e-~)If, whose presence does not really help because uniform convergence

is needed. The prove that the series can be differentiated as required will not be

shown here. One uses the Weierstrass M-test for uniform convergence (Kaplan,

1952) and the uniform convergence of the series discussed above. Note e.g, that in

the second order problem one of the forcing terms is

so that to differentiate term by term, say with respect to y, the series V21/J(1) +
8z. (S-18z.1/1(1» , it is necessary to prove that

f: 81f ( 'Ymq,me-~If {[-(2k)2 + .,.,~2 - .,.,~;/ - £2f~'\m] sin 6~~ - 2.,.,~).,.,~) cos 6~~})
m=m.

converges uniformly in the region of interest.

4.4 Barotropic case

The first order non resonant solution just presented is quite general in so far as it is

valid for any arbitrary oceanic stratification, with N 2(z) > 0 in the water column.

In this section I would like to show how the first order solution changes and

becomes a lot less complicated when the incident-reflected RW pair is barotropic.

All I have to do is put n = 0 into the equations. H we have a rigid lid at the top

of the ocean then '\0 = 0 and the external Rossby radius of deformation squared,

1/(J~'\0), is infinite; if we have a free surface then '\0 = 1/(gH) and the external

Rossby radius squared is gH/ f~. Typical values of the external Rossby radius are

in the range 2000 km to 4000 km.

The first and most important thing to notice is that setting n = 0 in the coeffi

cient bm of the series for 1/1C!n and 1/J~~) gives, since '1'0 =1,

B12 j O B12
bm = -- q;m(z)dz = - 1\•• 6mo

2w -1 ~
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(4.75)

and therefore bm = 0 for m > 0 and bo = -B12/ (2w). Note that the value of bo

is independent of n. Thus, the infinite series in (4.70) become each a single term.

There is, however, one last thing we have to take care of: since 7101,2 will be real or

complex depending on where Ie lies, the homogeneous solution is in this barotropic

case given by

",,(1) _ bo { sin 8~~), Ie_ ~ Ie s Ie+
'- - ~ - L2f~~o e-~i)1/ sin 8£), Ie < Ie_ or Ie > Ie+ •

Now

(4.76)

(4.77)

and in the rigid lid case
1

Ie± = 8w ( - cos 0: ± 1) .

The first order non resonant solution in the barotropic case is

t/1(I) = ""~ - (I ~1). sin[(11-12)y]+
1- 2 sm o

~ _ ~~fJ~o sin[2lez+ (11 +'2)y - 2wt+24>] ,

where t/112n is given by (4.75).

The fact that all baroclinic modes disappear from the first order solution when

the incident-reflected RW pair is barotropic, Le. when ",,(0) is barotropic, tells us that

the interaction of two barotropic waves produces a barotropic field. No baroclinic

modes can be excited.

In the next section I will show plots of the zeroth and first order solutions, the

solution up to O(E) and a comparison between the 2w transients and the steady

flow.

4.5 Numerical applications

In Subsection 4.3.2 I explained how I choose the parameters necessary to arrive at

dimensional variables of possible interest. The actual numbers obtained depend of

course on my choiceof the amplitude A. and the wave parameters.
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I introduce the following new symbols:

• (Jine is the a.ngle between the incident wavenumb~rvector kine and east,

• Uine is the maximum horizontal particle speed at z = 0 associated with the

incident wave.

• Urel is the maximum horizontal particle speed at z = 0 associated with the

reflected wave.

• ~ne is the wavelength of the incident RW.

• Arel is the wavelength of the reflected RW.

• tPine is the angle between the group velocity of the incident wave and east.

• ~ine is the ,B-Rossby number of the incident wave, given by Uine/[8(Ainc:/21r)2].

• ~rel is the ,B-Rossby number ofthe reflected wave, given by Urel/[8(~ef/21r)2].

• TN is the stability period (in all numerical examples I use a constant Brunt.

Vaisala frequency No = 211'/TN in the baroclinic case n > 0)

In the examples given below, I have used method 2 (as described in Subsec

tion 4.3.2) to choose the wave amplitude of the incident-reflected RW pair.

4.5.1 The importance of the transients

The first plot to be produced might, perhaps, be one of the most important re

sults of my work. MM and the papers that followed up compared the theoretically

predicted steady current with geostrophic currents derived from "synoptic" obser

vations along a ,ingle section more or less orthogonal to the Hawaiian Ridge. The

data available did not allow an z or time averaging. However, the authors justi

fied that such comparisons (that again, I repeat, were the only ones possible) were

meaningful since the steady current was an order of magnitude larger than the
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Rossby waves-associated currents (see Figure 12). The 2w transients were not stud

ied. The obvious question then arises: what is the magnitude of the 2w transient

velocity field? Well, instead of telling you more, let's look at Figures 18-19, where

I have plotted the steady flow and the z velocity component of the transients (at

a particular z and t, since the transients are z and t dependent), as a function of

the offshore coordinate for two difFerent cases. They clearly show that the velocity

component parallel to the wall of the transient flow is of the ,arne order of mag

nitude of the steady flow. This is generally true, but one can imagine cases, e.g.

making ~ "large", in which the transients are much smaJ1er than the steady flow.

What this means is that superimposed on the steady flow (disregarding the

relatively weak contribution from the driving RWs-again, this is not always true)

there is the transient flow, that depends on where one measures along the boundary

and when. Thus, assuming that the reflection of RWs is the only physical process

taking place along the northern side of the Hawaiian Ridge, the observed currents

parallel to the Ridge will not be the MM flow alone and the MM flow would be

highly contaminated due to the transients. It is then not surprising that in some

instances there is little resemblance between the MM flow and observations (Dr.

Lorenz Magaardj personal communication). Based on the above considerations, it

is even perhaps more remarkable that there were good comparisons.

To make a fair comparison between the theoretically predicted mean current and

observations, it is necessary to have data that would allow an z or time averaging to

get rid of the transients (and of the incident-reflected waves). The comparisons

made so far are then inconclusive.

4.5.2 Maps of the solution up to first order

In this subsection, we plot instantaneous maps of ,p(G), ,pel) and the solution up

to O(!), i.e. .,p(G) +!,p(l) for two cases. The pertinent wave parameters are in the

figure's caption. All maps shown are for non-dimenlional streamfunctions. To get
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the dimensional streamfunetion, multiply by UL. The corresponding dimensional

steady mean flow u~~)(y, z = 0) as function of y is also plotted.

The horizontal domain of the maps has z spanning a distance along the wall

from -7I"jlkl to 7I"/lkl, so the pattern shown repeats itself in the e-direction (along

the wall). The range in the offshore direction was chosen from y = 0 (the wall) to

Y. = 271"jmin(llh +12.1,Ih -12. ) . The field variables are, in general, not periodic in

y. The cell pattern that appears clearly in 1/J(O) is a series of alternating pressure

highs and lows (can think of it as sea surface topography), drifting towards positive

(negative) z if k > 0 (k < 0). Fixing an area in space, assume that at t =0 a high

is over such area (implies anticyclonic circulation in Northern Hemisphere); half a

period later, at t = T/2, a low would be sitting on the area, etc. This is illustrated

in Figure 20.

The linear solution t/J(O) looks very regular. Depending on whether ~ is very small

(<: 1) or relatively large", 0(1-10), the first order correction will be unnoticeable

or will have a strong influence on t/J(O). In most cases, unless the waves are very

weak, the solution up to O(~) looks like a distorted 1/J(O).

4.6 Resonant solution

We start by recalling that we made a fundamental assumption in Section 4.3.3

when we constructed the particular forced solution 1/J~~): A not an eigenvalue of the

homogeneous problem corresponding to (4.37)-(4.39). We saw, in fact, that when

A = 0 there is no solution of the form we adopted. So, is there a solution at all in

this special case? More generally, what happens when A i" any eigenvalue? What

does it mean physically? Can we find a particular solution in such case? What is

the physical meaning of condition (4.43)?

Here we undertake the task of trying to answer all these questions. The title of

this section tells already the reader a lot, but nevertheless I shall go on and prove

first that when A is an eigenvalue it in general means that there is resonant forcing.
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4.6.1 Resonance occurs only if .\ is an eigenvalue

We have defined ~ in equation (4.38). Subtracting L2f:>'m from (4.38) and multi

plying by 2w results in

2w(>. - L2f~>'m) = -2w [(2k)2 + (11 + ,2)2+ L2f~>'m] - [2kc08a+ (11 + '2 ) sin a] •

(4.78)

The Rossby wave frequency of an mth vertical mode wave with wavenumber vector

(2k,11+'2) is
- [2k cos a + (11 +'2) sin a]

O'm(2k,11+ '2) = (2k)2 + (11 +,2)2+L2fJ>'m • (4.79)

Substituting (4.79) into (4.78) yields

Therefore, if ~ = L2J:>'m for some m (m = 0,1,2, ...), that is, if >. is an

eigenvalue of the homogeneous problem corresponding to (4.37)-(4.39), then, and

only then, the forcing frequency 2w is equal to the natural frequency of oscillation

O'm(2k, 11 +'2) of a free mth mode Rossby wave with the wavenumber vector (2k, 11 +
' 2) of the forcing. Symbolically:

(4.81)

From the phrase "... , the forcing frequency 2w is equal to the natural frequency

... ", we might immediately jump at the conclusion that if >. is an eigenvalue then

there is resonance. Thus, we must investigate the following important question: is

the case >. = L2f:~M equivalent to a resonant interaction?

First, what are resonant interactions? In general, in the theory of weak nonlinear

(quadratic) interactions, the interaction of two waves produces a forcing term in the

first order perturbation equations which oscillates with the sum and difference of

their two phases and has an amplitude proportional to a coupling coefficient times

the product of their vertical eigenfunctions. Resonance occurs when two waves

combine or interact to force a third wave with a wavenumber vector, frequency and
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vertical mode number [i,e, vertical structure or z-dependence) appropriate to a

free, linear oscillation. Such interactions are called resonant interactions. Pedlosky

GFD (Section 3.26, pp. 155-157) describes the resonant interactions of barotropic

(z-independent) and divergent (free surface) Rossby waves.

In our case we have the nonlinear interaction of an incident and a reflected RW j

the forcing terms have wavenumber vectors (k±k,11±12)'frequencies w±w, coupling

coefficient proportional to B n and vertical structure equals to 'iIt;(z).

From (4.81) and the definition of a resonant interaction, the question regarding

the equivalenceof ~ being an eigenvalue and a resonant interaction can be restated

as follows: does the z-dependence of the forcing ['iIt~(z)l have Mth mode "stuff"?

In other words, is the projection of the forcing function 'iIt~(z) on to the Mth mode

An eigenvalue
(~= L2fJ.\M)

~=

Solution of form (4.36)

{

IfJ~l 'iIt:'iItMdz = 0
-+ solution of form (4.36)

(non-resonant case)

{

IfJ~l 'iIt~'iItMdz #- 0
-+ no solution of form (4.36)

(resonant case)

We have already encountered a case where condition (4.43) is not satisfied: when

~ = L2fJ~o = 0, Le. when .\ is the eigenvalue corresponding to the barotropic rigid

~d mode. There is no solution of the form (4.36) to the PDE (4.35) and it must be

eigenfunction non-zero? If the answer is "yes" then we have resonant forcing.

Here westart to understand the physical meaning of the mathematical condition

(4.43). If this condition is satisfied then it means that there is no projection of the

forcing function, 'iIt;(z), on to the the Mth mode, 'iItM(z), and consequently there

is no resonance (again, because the forcing does not have Mth mode). In this case

there is a solution of the form (4.36) with F(z) given by (4.45). Conversely, if

condition (4.43) is not satisfied, then it means that there is a projection of the

forcing on to the Mth mode, i.e. the forcing has some Mth mode, and so there must

be resonance. In this case, there is no solution of the form (4.36). Schematically:

Not an eigenvalue
----+

(non-resonant)
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a resonant case. The forcing \P:(z) has some barotropic part. The forcing terms in

the problemfor ,p(I) is the advection by nth mode currents of an nth mode relative

vorticity.

Flierl (1978) describes the interactions among the vertical eigenfunctions in the

QGPVE. It is easy to see that barotropic advection of a barotropic vorticity gradient

produces barotropic changes in potential vorticity; barotropic advection of an nth

mode baroclinic gradient (and vice versa) produces nth mode baroclinic potential

vorticity changes; nth mode baroclinic advection of an nth mode baroclinic field

produces both barotropic and nth mode baroclinic vorticity, as well as higher (> n)

and lower « n) mode vorticity. One exception to the last statement occurs for

the constant Brunt-Vaisala frequency case N = No, for which nth baroclinic mode

advection of nth mode field produces only barotropic and 2nth baroclinic mode

response, simply because

- 1 + cos 2mrz
1

\Po + .1ft '1i2n
............... v2

barotropic '-.-'
2nth baroclinic

(4.82)

[In the N = No =constant case, the normalized eigenfunctions of our vertical SLP

are '1in(z) = "/21- 69&4 cosn1rz.]

Thus in the case N = No, we will have a solution of the form (4.36) [with F(z)

given by (4.45)] when ~ = L2f~~ft = L2f~n2-rr2/(NiH2), i.e. when ~ is the nth

baroc1inic mode eigenvalue, and there is no resonance. Condition (4.43) is satisfied:

10 '1i~\Pndz = 1° 23
/
2cos3n-rrzdz = 0 (n> 0).

-1 -1

On the other hand, if ~ = L 2f~~2ft (n > 0) then there is no solution of the form

(4.36) because condition (4.43) is not satisfied:

i '1i~'1i2ndz =1° za/2 cos2n-rrzcos2n-rrzdz =2-1
/

2 (n> 0) ,
-1 -1
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and there is resonance (the forcing q;~ has some 2nth mode). Obviously oX = 0 is

also resonant for N = No.

The key then is to look at J~l q;~q;m dz. This integral is a special case of the

totally symmetric quantity

(4.83)

which is called interaction matrix and has to do with the nonlinear interactions

between the vertical eigenfunctions (Flierl, 1978). It arises as follows: the QG

streamf'unction is expanded in terms of the complete set {'1'm(z)}, i.e. write"" =

2::=0 '1'm(z)<Pm(z,y,t)j the evolution equation for <Pm is obtained by multiplying

'1'm(z) times the QGPVE and integrating over the depth. In the equation for 4>m

the nonlinear terms give rise to a double sum in the mode numbers, e.g, in n and

p, that has the factor emnp.

For instance, we can see that nth mode baroclinic advection of a pth mode

baroclinic field will produce barotropic (m =0) vorticity only if n = p: eOnp =Snp.

In general, for realistic profiles N(z), ennn =f:. 0 and there would be resonance

when x= L2fJ ~n'

We conclude this section by making a list of results:

1. If the incoming-reflected RW pair were barotropic (n = 0) then eOOM = SMO

and there is only barotropic vorticity produced. In this case we could say: ~

equals to the only eigenvalue(~= 0) is equivalent to have resonant forcing.

2. The case when ~ is the eigenvalue corresponding to the barotropic mode is

always resonant (enno =1 'v'n).

3. In the constant N = No case, ~ = L2f~~n (n > 0) is non-resonant but

~ = L2fJ~2n is resonant.

4. In general, a necessary condition for resonance is that ~ is an eigenvalue.
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Now that we have shown the possibility of resonant forcing, or in other words

the possibility of having the incident, reflected and forced wave forming a resonant

triad, we need to study how to find such waves. They clearly must be a very

restrictive set, since A, which is originally introduced as an abbreviation, must now

become L2f~AM, thus adding a constraint to the wave parameters. In the next

subsection we find out the consequences of setting A=L2 fJAM.

4.6.2 Resonant conditions

To see what happens when Aequals to an eigenvalue, & straightforward approach

would be to set A= L2 fJ AM; combine the resulting equation with any constraint or

equation that we know the wave parameters satisfy and finally solve for the chosen

dependent parameter. Let's do this.

Substitute in the definition of A, i.e. in (4.38), A= L2 fJAM and the expression

for the sum of the two roots 11,2 , namely

sin a
11 +12 =---.

w
(4.84)

Equation (4.84)follows from the dispersion relations of the incident and the reflected

wave, i.e. from w =D'n(k,li ) , i = 1,2, and is independent of whether or not there is

resonance. Doing all this results in
. ,

4k2 +~!k+~ +L'f:>'M =0.
w 2w'

Thus, for given w and mode number M, k is given by

(4.85)

(4.86)

Before discussing the meaning and implications of (4.86), I show another ap

proach, which I think is more standard and more systematic, to arrive (if desired)

at (4.86) or any other equivalent relation.

We start off' with the resonant conditions:

(4.87)
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where (J3 is the phase of a RW. In other words,

2k - ks (4.88)

11 +12 - Is (4.89)

2w - "'s (4.90)

w
-(kcosa + I. sin a)

i = 1,2 (4.91)-
k2+q + L2f~>'n

,

W3
-(ks cos a + Issin a)

(4.92)-
kl +Ii + L2f~>'JI

.

There is one more equation, although it is not really used:

ennM i= O. (4.93)

(4.94)

Whether or not this last equation should be considered in our counting I really

don't know. I will not count it here. Then we end up with six equations and nine

unknowns: k, k3 , 111 12, 13 , W, "'3, n and M. We therefore have a system with three

degrees of freedom. If any three of the nine parameters are given, then the other

six can be determined.

Note that in the absenceof a lateral boundary, where the waves 1 and 2 could be

any two RWs and not an incident-reflected wave pair, the difference between num

ber of unknowns and number of equations is larger. For example, in the barotropic

case and in the absenceof a reflecting wall, we would get six equations and nine un

knowns, leaving the system of the resonant conditions with three degrees of freedom;

whereas in our case we would have six equations but only seven unknowns.

Let's now play with equations (4.88)-(4.92). Substituting (4.88), (4.89) and

(4.90) into (4.92) yields

2w - -[2kcos a + (11 + '2) sin a] _ (2k I I )
-(2k)2+(ll+12)2+L2f~>'M-O'M ,1+ 2,

which, as (4.81) indicates, is equivalent to having>. = L2fJ>'M. Furthermore, we

know that equations (4.91) imply (4.84). Finally, substituting (4.84) into (4.94)

yields (4.85). Thus, we have made use of all the resonant conditions to arrive at
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(4.86). Our first approach is then equivalent to the more systematic approach of

taking the resonant conditions and solving e.g. in favor of k, We could as well solve

for w from (4.85):

(rea) _ -Ie cos a ± Jle2(1 - 9 sin2 a) - 2L2IiAM sin2 a
w:i: - 2 (4le2+ L2IiAM) • (4.95)

Alternatively, equation (4.85) can be rewritten in terms of les and Is; the result is

(4.96)

I should point out that both (4.86) and (4.95) are independent of the mode

number n. It would appear as though the number of degrees of freedom were two.

However, if a single equation in terms of Ie and 11 (of fourth degree in Ie and '1) is

obtained, in it appears An and AM.

Now we are ready to discuss the meaning and implications of (4.86) or (4.95).

Since Ie (and w) must be real (we do not allow exponential solutions in :z: since our

domain extends to ±oo), the radicand in (4.86) must be larger than or equal to

zero; we then get the following inequality

so necessarily

Isinal s ~.

(4.97)

(4.98)

The inequality (4.98) is a necessary condition for resonance to occur. Equivalently

it is a sufficient condition for not having resonance: if Isin al > 1/3 then there

is no resonance (for Ie real). Therefore, somehow resonance is inhibited by walls

that are more meridionally oriented! This result is consistent with the statement

made by Gill (1974), saying that Rossby waves will be stabilized somewhat by the

presence of boundaries and friction effects. Let's quantify (4.98) in terms of angles

(see Figure 26):
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• Western boundary: ex E (0,11"). Then

< . 1
a arcsm e-

- 3

{
< 19.47° (northern half)

ex must be > 160.530 (southern half)

• Eastern boundary: ex E (11",211"). Then

(4.99)

> . 1
a arC81n--

- 3

{
< 199.47° (southern half)

a must be > 340.530 (northern half) (4.100)

(4.101)

As an example, in the theory of the North Hawaiian Ridge Current by Mysak and

Magaard (1983), the authors used ex = 25° as an average value for the Hawaiian

Ridge; our theory would then suggest that resonant interactions (at first order)

would be absent due to the orientation of the ridge.

Another constraint on the wave period T (besides T > Te,n) of the incident

reflected pair can be obtained from (4.97); we have

T2 > L2f~AM

42(211")2 - 1 - 9sin2a

and then

T> 811"Lfo,fAM = 2Te,M = Tmin,M , (4.102)
- VI - 9sinz ex VI - 9sinza

where Te,M is the cut-off period of the Mth mode (see Chapter 3). Thus, in order

for k~c,) to be real T ~ Tmin,M ~ 2Te.M . In Figure 27 we have plotted Tmin,M as a

function of a for M = 0 and for the first five baroclinic modes.

Another trivial conclusion from (4.86) is that for givenwand M (and a such that

Isinal ~ 1/3), there are at most two triads of RWs tha.t can resonantly interact.

The triad being formed by the incoming, reflected and "forced" wave. To get a

feeling for what kind of waves we are talking about, Figures 28 and 29 show the

wavelengths of the triad as a function of the period T of the incident-reflected pair
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No re nance

---. East

Figure 26: Resonance can occur at first order only if the reflecting boundary is
oriented within the shaded region; the figure represents graphically the condition
Isin o] < ~.
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Figure 28: The wavelengths (kms) of the resonant triad (incident, reflected and
forced) versus period (years) of the incident-reflected RW pair for lal = 10°,
n = 0 => M = 0, 60 = 25°.

for the barotropic and the all first mode baroclinic (n = M = 1) case, respectively.

For annual period incident waves we see a reasonable range of 100 to 800 km in the

wavelengths of the triad.

In trying to understand why there should be any constraint on the orientation

of the wall to have a resonantly interacting triad, consider the follov' :lg reasoning.

Assume that for the given M and w we can draw the (M,2w) circlet i.e, Ale =

1/(1&12
) - £2 fJ),M > O. The y-component of all the wave vectors lying on this
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circle must satisfy
sin a sin a

--- - A., < I < --- +AM •
4w -- - 4w

For resonance to occur, the wave vector with component perpendicular to the wall

equals to 11 +12 (= - sin a / w) must be on the (M, 2w) circle, therefore

sin a sin a sin Q!
-- - A .. < --- < --- + AM

4w -- '" - 4w

3sina
=? -A·, < - < AM... - 4w-

=? 1
3 sin a l<A4w - M

which is precisely inequality (4.97). Furthermore, continuing along this track, let's

take the equation of the (M, 2w) circle using coordinates IC and 'TJ:

(
cosa)2 ( sina)2 A2

IC+-- + 11+-- = M'
4w 4w

(4.103)

We can then ask: what equation does IC satisfy if'TJ = It+12 = - sin aj",? Replacing

'TJ by -sinajw yields, after straightforward manipulations:

• 2
2 cos Q sin a L2 .1'2 \ 0

IC +~IC + 2w2 + Jo AM = . (4.104)

Itweset IC = 2k, we recover (4.85). This simply means that the points of coordinates

[2k~e'),ll+12] are on the (M,2w) circle.

We close this subsection by describing a graphical method (see Figure 30) to

find a resonantly interacting triad. The procedure requires the following steps:

1. Draw the (n,w) circle where the wavenumbers of the incident-reflected wave

pairs must lie.

2. Draw the straight line given by the equation I = - sina.jw, which is of course

a line parallel to the k-axis (parallel to the wall). Note that all possible pairs

of incident and reflected RWs of the same frequency (for the given a) share

the same 11 +12 , thus this sum is an invariant from pair to pair.
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3. Pick a mode number M and compute Alt. If Ali> 0 then draw the (M,2w)

circle, centered at (- cosa/4<JJ, - sin a/4w) and with radius AM' If this circle

intersects the line 1 = - sin a/w, then we will have found at the points of

intersection (at most two) the loci of the wavenumbers of Mth mode RWs

and frequency 2w that interact resonantly with the incident and reflected

nth mode waves of frequency w. The loci of intersection have coordinates

[2k~"),ll +12] , If the (M,2w) circle does not intersect the line 1= -sina/w

then there are no resonant triads.

To find the incoming and reflected wave vectors, since both share the same k,

they will be the points of intersection of the straight lines k = k~c.) with the

(n,w) circle. It could happen that none of the two lines k = k~c.) intersects

the (n, w) circle; in theses cases there are no resonant triads with 11,2 real.

Only in the barotropic case n = 0 we always have k~") E (k2,kt ) , where

k1,2 = -cOSQ/2w ±1/2w [see equation (3.28)].

4. IfA~ :5 0 then there are no Mth mode RWs of frequency 2w that can interact

resonantly with the nth mode incident-reflected waves of the given frequency

w. Choose a smaller M.

4.6.3 A particular solution

The next step is to try to find a particular solution to the PDE (4.35) when there

is resonant forcing. Our ansatz (4.36) cannot be a solution in this case.

Let's write the particular solution as a S-L series expansion in terms of the

complete set of eigenfunctions {'1'm (z)}, namely:
00

""~~) = L 4>£>(z,y,t)'1'm(Z),
m=O

(4.105)

from where it follows that [multiplying by '1'l( z), integrating t.l dz and using or

thonormality of {'1i'm}]

.1.(1) -1° .1.(1)'1' (z) dz'f'm - 'Yp2 m •
-1

122
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Figure 30: Graphical method to find a resonantly interacting triad for given n and
w ofincident wave. a) The (n,w) circle with n = 1, T = 1 year; a = 15°, 80 = 25°.
b) The straight line 1= -sina/w (parallel to wall). c) The (M,2w) circle, M =0
and its intersections with 1 = -sino./w at (2k~e·),ll +12) . d) The wavenumber
vectors of a wave triad (incident, reflected and forced).
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To get the equation governing the evolution of 4>~)(z,y,t), we multiply (4.35) by

'lim(z), integrate J~l dz and use (4.106). We then obtain

8tV24>~)+I
1

8t8. [8;Z) 8.1P~~)1 'lim(z) dz + cosa8c4>~) +sina8114>~) =

B12ennm cos (6~0) + 8~0») . (4.107)

We have used that the integration is with respect to z 80 that we can exchange the

order of integration with the horizontal and time derivatives.

We need to handle with care the term involving the z-derivatives. The b.c. 's in

z for 1P(1) are

(4.108)

In our game 1/1~ is in general a superposition of RWs whose vertical structure is

given by the {'l'm}; therefore it follows that 1P~, if needed, will satisfy by itself

(4.21). We are left with

(4.109)

Integrating by parts the remaining integral in (4.107) yields:

at L: a. (~8.1/1~~») 'l'm(z)dz = at [(~a.1P~~») 'lim[l -L: (~a.1P~~») d:zm dzl·
(4.110)

The first term on the RHS of the last equation vanishes because of (4.109). The

remaining integral is again integrated by parts: taking

1 d'lim
g=--

S dz

d (1 d'Pm )dg=- --- dz
dz S dz

and

and h - AI.(l)
- Y'p2

results in

-8 10 (2.8 AI'<l») d'Pm d
t S aY'p2 d Z-1 Z

- -8, [~d:'m~~[,-L: ~~ (-L2l~A,.~m) d%]

- -L2fi>'mat4>~), (4.111)
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where we have used the b.c.'s and the ODE that 'Pm(z) satisfies. Therefore, the

equation for the amplitude of the mth mode reads

(4.112)

where X == 9~O) +9~O) = 2kz + (11 + '2)y - 2wt +24>.

We are interested here in finding a particular forced solution when there is

resonant forcing. To have resonance, it is necessary that A be an eigenvalue. Let A

be the Mth mode eigenvalue, i.e. let

(4.113)

The equation we want to solve is that for the Mth mode amplitude, which is simply

(4.112) with m = M. We write as a trial solution

l'i) = G(y) cos X .

Plugging (4.114) into (4.112) with m = M yields

(4.114)

2w [(~ - L2f;~M) G + Gil] sin X + [4<.1(11 + '2) + sin a] G' cos X = B12ennM COS X ,

(4.115)

where G' = dGJdy. Equation (4.115) can be recast in the form

f(y) sin X + g(y) cos X = 0 (4.116)

where

f(y) - 2w [(A - L2f~AM) G + Gil] (4.117)

g(y) - [4w(11 + '2 ) + sin a] G' - B12e nnM • (4.118)

Using the definition of X we can rewrite (4.116) as

{f(y) c08[(11 +12 )y]- g(y) sin[(ll + 12)Y]} sin(2k:z: - 2wt + 24» + (4.119)

{g(y) c08[(11 + '2 )y]+ f(y) sin[(11 + 12)y]} cos(2kz - 2wi + 24» - o.
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We can now argue in different ways to see that the coefficients of the trigonometric

functions of 21:z - 2wt +24> must vanish independently: for example, the uniqueness

of the Fourier coefficients,or the linear independence of sine and cosine. Even more

direct, since (4.119) must hold Vz, y, t, if we choose the phase 21:z - 2wt + 24> = 7r /2

then the coefficient of sin(..•) must vanish; choosing 2kz - 2wt + 24> = 0 requires

that the coefficient of cos(...) vanishes. In any case, (4.119) will hold Vz,y,t iff

fey) cos[(11 + '2 )y]- g(y) sin[( 11 +'2)y] == 0
fey) sin[(11 + '2)Y] +g(y) cos[(11 +12)y] == 0 .

(4.120)

We have in (4.120) two linear, algebraic, homogeneous equations in two unknowns

(J and g) Cor each y. A necessary and sufficient condition Cor (4.120) to have a

nontrivial solution is that the determinant of the coefficient's matrix vanishes; the

determinant is

~ = I:~:f~:: ~ ::~;~ ~::[l~:l++,:)~j] I= cos
2[(11+'2)y]+sin

2
[{l1+'2)y] = 1

(4.121)

and therefore the only solution of (4.120) is the trivial solution Yy:

fey) =g(y) =0 • (4.122)

From the definitions of fey) and g(y) and using (4.122) and (4.113) we obtain

2wG" - 0 (4.123)

(4.124)

We then get from (4.124) and provided 4w(11 +12 ) +sina f:. 0 (we will study shortly

whether this is true or not ):

G( ) - B12ennM y+ c
y - 4w(11 + ' 2 ) + sin a '

(4.125)

where c is a constant. Equation (4.123) is automatically satisfied since G" = 0 by

(4.125). Note that ccosx is a homogeneous solution of (4.112) for m = M.
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To determine c we may demand that q,Cf) does satisfy by itself the b.c. at the

wall (4.8) which requires that

G(O) = 0 (k # 0) (4.126)

(4.127)

(4.128)

and then e =O.

Thus, the solution for the Mth mode amplitude when .\ = L2f~.\M and ennM i= 0,

which is the case of resonant forcing, is given by

~(1) _ B12ennM 08 'V
'#'M - yc "'.

4w(11 +'2 ) + sina

The denominator in (4.127) is not zero for non-zonal walls (which is what we as

sumed, see Section 4.2), because

4w(11 + ' 2) +sina =-4sina + sin o = -3sina.

The particular forced solutiongiven by (4.127) grows linearly away from the bound

ary. Such linear growth in y should not be very surprising: we found that this is a

solution to the zeroth (linear) order problem when the two roots 11,2 coalesce. It is

said that this is the solution that gets excited when there is resonant forcing.

Therefore, resonant interadions are clearly of great interest, for all non-resonant

interactions will merely produce, for ~ small, a small amplitude background jangle

of forced waves whose amplitudes are small compared to those waves produced by

the resonant interactions.

Note that for m i= M, ~ i= L2J~.\M and the two equations coming from (4.122)

are incompatible. This simply indicates that the solution for each m i= M cannot

be of the form (4.114) but, as we know [see (4.36), (4.40) and (4.41»), it is given by

~(1) _ B12ennm • (..J.. M)
'#'m - 2w(~ _ PfJ.\m) smx m or .

For completeness and perhaps future reference, let's write down our first order

solution when there is resonant forcing. It is given by the sum of (4.69), (4.25) and
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(4.105), so we have

(4.129)

where recall that

(4.130)

Usually, when there is resonant forcing, a particular forced solution grows lin

early in time. This is also true here; one can show exactly in the same way as for

the function G(y) that if we put

then

tP<JI = H(t) cos X , (4.131)

H(t) -B12ennM t t t (4132)
= (21:)2 + (11 + ,2)2+ L2fJ>'M + cons an .

in order for (4.131) to be a solution of (4.112) for m = M. However, we are faced

with a big problem: a particular solution that grows linearly in time makes it

impossible to find a solution to the first order equations that satisfies the b.c, at

the wall (4.8).

In either case, the amplitude of oscillation of the particular solution in the case

of resonant forcing is unbounded as y -+ 00 (or as t -+ 00). The term H(t) cosx,
whose amplitude grows with t, is said to be a secular'' term. The secular term

has appeared because the inhomogeneity B12e nn M cos X is itself a solution of the

homogeneous equation associated with (4.112) when m = M. In general, secular

'The word secular is derived from the Frena word siecle, which means a century.
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terms always appear whenever the inhomogeneous term is itself a solution of the

associated constant coefficient PDE.

The presence of secular terms signals the non-uniform validity of a perturbation

expansion for large t (or y in our case). Our first order perturbative solution .,p =

.,p(G) + ~.,p(l) is clearly not valid for large y's or large times. To be more precise, for

y '" 0(1/~) or t - 0(1/~) the first order correction is as large as .,p(G). Moreover, for

€y > 0(1) or when et > 0(1), the "small correction" term €.,p(l) becomes larger than

the leading order term. Hence, the straightforward expansion .,p(G) + ~.,p(l) is valid

only for y's such that ~y < 0(1) or times such that d < 0(1). These expansions

are called pedestrian expansions.

In some cases, e.g, in the Duffing equation (which is an undamped oscillator

with a cubic nonlinearity), the exact solution can be shown to be bounded for

all times. But the pedestrian expansion gives rise to secular terms. There is an

apparent paradox: the exact solution is bounded Vt but the first order perturbative

solution is secular (grows with t for large t). The resolution of this paradox lies in

the summation of the perturbation series

(4.133)

It the problem is a regular perturbation problemas € -+ 0+ for fixed t, then the series

(4.133) converges to the exact solution for each t, In this case we conclude that

although order by order each term in the perturbation expansion may be secular,

the secularity must disappear when the series is summed (see Bender and Orszag,

1978). The method just described would require knowledge of al1.,p(n),s, a task that

in our problem is out of the question.

There are several techniques that yield uniformexpansions: multiple scale analy

sis, method of renormaIization, the Lindstedt-Poincare technique, etc. These meth

ods are described in Nayfeh (1981) and applied to nonlinear ODE's whose pertur

bation expansions solutions fail to provide a uniformly valid solution.
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In the next subsection I will apply the method of multiple scales to obtain

a uniformly valid solution in y to O(E). But before going into a multiple scale

analysis, I would like to point out differences and similarities between our case and

the laterally unbounded case (treated in Pedlosky GFD, Section 3.26):

• In the unbounded case, when there is resonance, there are also, besides the

particular solution growing linearly in time, particular solutions that grow

linearly in each of the horizontal coordinates. These solutions are not pointed

out and I ignore the reason for it; perhaps because they are not bounded and

have undesirable properlieslike infinite average energy, etc. What is the basis

for choosing the particular solution that grows "'J t, or at least using it to

motivate the multiple time scale analysis, over the others?

• In my case, the particular solution growing linearly in the coordinate perpen

dicular to the wall is, at least in principle, preferred over the other two ('" t

and '" z). The reason is the reflecting boundary. It is the only solution I

could find which can satisfy the b.e, at the wall.

• It is relatively easy to see that the "forced" wave"'J cos X, i.e, the one produced

by the nonlinear interaction of the incident and reflected RW, is a reflected

(incident) wave for a western (eastern) boundary. This result is consistent

with the idea of westward intensification: that a western (eastern) boundary

acts as a source (sink) of small scale motions. In the unbounded case, the

energy flux of the forced wave (and of those that produced it) is irrelevant.

But here we must be prepared to accept and try to understand physically,

how come we can have, say for a western boundary, two reflected RWs and

one incident RW.

4.6.4 Multiple scale analysis

The whole idea behind this method is the realization that the wave amplitudes

change on the scale y "" O(l/E). The straightforward expansion indicates that very
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near the coast the amplitude of the forced wave is linear in !y. Multiple scale

analysis enables one to know about the dependence of the wave amplitudes on y for

u> O(l/!).

The pedestrian expansion solution which grows linearly in y suggests (perhaps)

that the amplitudes of the triad be functions of

Yi = ey, (4.134)

a longer space scale because Yi is not negligible when y is of order !-l or larger.

The formal procedure consists of assuming a perturbation expansion of the form

where

1/J =1/J(O)(z,y,z, tj Yi, 12, ...)+e,,(l)(z, y, z, tj Yi, 1'2, ...)+...

Ym = emy, m = 0,1,2, ....

(4.135)

(4.136)

Even though the exact solution " is a function of y alone, multiple scale analysis

seeks solutions which are functions of the variables y, Yi, ... treated as independent

variables. It is emphasized that expressing" as a function of several y-space vari

ables is an artifice to remove secular terms4 j the actual solution has y and Ym related

by Ym = emy so that y and Ym are ultimately not independent. The y-derivatives

in the QGPVE are transformed according to

(4.137)

(4.138)

Our immediate goal is to obtain a uniformly valid solution up to first order in

e, Using the above transformations, the first two orders in e of the QGPVE follow:

0(1):

8t {V21/J(0) + 8;c [stZ) 8;c,,(0)]} + cosa8."<O) + sin 0.811,,(0) = 0 • (4.139)

"What I actually mean by removing secular terms is that each Corcing term that wouldotherwise
produce & secular ierm is annihilated by choosing its coefficient to be sero.
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O(e):

8, {V21/1(1) + o, [s~Z) 8a..p(1)]} + cos08• ..p(1) + sina81/1/J(1) =

-J {1/J(O) ,V2..p(0) + e, [s~z) 8a..p(0)] } - 28,8I/YI..p(0) - sin a8yI..p(O) • (4.140)

In the last two equations V 2 = 8.8. +81/811 and J(A, B) =8.A81/B - 8I/B8.A.

The b.e•.'s are the same as before for the zeroth and first order problems because,

except for the Jacobian in the b.c.'s in z, they do not involve y derivatives.

The leading order solution is written now as a superposition of the three waves

participating in the resonant wave triad, but allowing their otherwise constant am

plitudes and phases to be slowly varying functions of y, i.e. functions of Yi, namely

..p(0) = A1(Yi ,...)q,n(z) cos 8~0) - A2(Yi ,. . .)'Pn(z) cos 8~0) + A3(Yi ,...)'liM(z)cos 8~O)

(4.141)

where

8~0) =kz + 'iY - wt + (h(ll, ...), i = 1,2, (4.142)

(4.143)

8~0) = 810) +8~O), ennM =f:. 0 and the resonant conditions are satisfied, i.e. .\ = L2fJ.\M,

or, equivalently

-[2kc080 + (l1 + '2)sin a]
2w = O'M(2k, '1 + '2) = (2k)2 + (11 +,2)2+L2 fJ.\M •

Note that (4.139) is satisfied by (4.141) since there are no Yl-derivatives in

(4.139); that is, the amplitudes and phases act as constants in the leading order

perturbation equations. However, in order for (4.141) to satisfy the b.c, at the wall

it is necessary to impose conditions on the amplitudes and phases.

At Yi = 0, i.e, at y = 0:

(4.144)
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where

8 12 =
8 13 =
8 23 =

As it is usual in multiple scale analysis, the functional dependence on Yi of the

amplitudes and phases is unknown at the leading order. It will be determined at

the next order [O(e)] by eliminating secular terms.

The forcing terms on the RHS of (4.140) are calculated next. The Jacobian is:

-J [1/1(0), V21/J(0) +811 (~811,p(0»)] = (4.145)

- 812'1'~ [cos (8~0) - 9~O») _ cos8~O)] - 8 1SwnWM [cos8~0) - cos (28~O) + 8~O»)]

- 8 2s'1'nqiM [cos8~O) - cos (8~O) + 28~O»)]

~A1A2k(11 -12)(1~ -In
-~A1A3k(12 -11)[(2k)2 + (11 + 12)2 + L2f~AM - (k2+ I~ + L2f~An)]

~A2A3k(11 - '2)[(2k)2 + (11 + ,2)2+L2f: AM - (k 2 + I~ +L 2f: An)] •

(4.146)

The remaining forcing terms are found to be

- 28e8I/Yl1/1(0) - sin aByI,p(O) = (4.147)

- (2wl1+ sina)Wn (ByIAI cos 8~O) - A1c1yl <PI sin 8~O»)

+ (2w12+sina)Wn (ByIA2cos 8~O) - A2c1yl <P2 sin8~O»)

- [4w(ll +'2 ) + sina)]~M [BylAs cos 8~O) - A3c1yl (<PI + <!J2) sin8~O)]

To find a solution to (4.140) we expand 1/1(1) in terms of the complete set of

eigenfunctions {'1'm ( Z ) }:

CICl

,p(1) = E tP£)(z,y,t)Wm(Z) ,
m=O

(4.148)

exactly as it was done in the previous subsection. This time the equation for the

mth mode amplitude is

(4.149)
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8 ~ [ (8(0) (0») 8(0)] 8 ~ [8(0) (8(0) (0»)]- U~nn", COB 1 - 82 - cos S - 13~n.V", COB 2 - COS 2 1 + 8z

- 8Z3enM", [COS 8~O) - COS (81°) + 28~0»)]

- (2wl1 +sin a)e5n", (8vl At COB 81°) - A l 8va4>l sin 8fO»)

+(2wlz+sin a )e5n", (8vl A2 COB 8~0) - AZ8yl 4>z sin 8~O»)

-[4w(11+ Iz)+sina)]e5Mm [8rsA3cos8~0) - A38ya(<Pl + 4>z)sin8~0)] .

Regarding (4.149), I would like to make the following remarks:

• The terms proportional to sin 8!0) and COB8!0), i = 1,2 will be secular [i.e,

homogeneous solutions or (4.149)] iffm =n because they are nth mode RWs.

Urn ¥: n the terms '" e5mn disappear but those remaining, '" 8 i3enMm, i = 1,2,

are not secular.

• U m = M then, and only then, the terms f'J sin 8~0), f'J cos 8~0) are secular,

since they are Mth mode RWs.

• In summary, the terms with a Kronecker's delta factor survive only when

m = n or m = M, which is precisely when we need them to eliminate the

secular terms.

In order to remove the secular terms from the RHS or (4.149), it is required

that the coefficient or any homogeneous solution or (4.149) be zero. Then, from the

equation ror m =n:

-(2wl1 + sina)8ya AI - 8 Z3enMn - 0

(2w12 + sin a )8yaA2 - 8 13enMn - 0

8ya 4>1 = Oyl4>2 - 0

(4.150)

(4.151)

(4.152)

and from the equation for m = M (which would be the same as that for m = n if

n=M)

(4.153)
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The remaining equation is By, (4)1 + tP2) = 0, which is automatically satisfied by

equations (4.152). These equations plus the b.c.'s (4.144) imply that 4>1 = 4>2 = 4> =

constant as far as the dependence on Yi is concerned. Thus, resonant interactions

at D(e) do not change the phase of the waves, but only their amplitudes.

The amplitude equations can be simplified. Using ' 1 + '2 = - sin a/w we have

(4.154)

Using the dispersion relations it follows that

[(2k)2 + (11 +,2)2+L2/:>'M - (k2 + II + L2f~>'n)] = s~a(_1)i(12_ld, i = 1,2.

(4.155)

This last relation implies that the total wavenumber of the forced wave is always

between the total wavenumbers of the incident and reflected waves. It is only for

the barotropic case n = 0 (which then implies M = 0) that we can say that the

wavelength of the forced wave is always between the wavelengths of the incident

and reflected waves. We find that

Also
1 sin a 2

8 12 = --A1A2k--(11 -12 ) •
2 w

Therefore, the amplitude equations become

Byl A1 - ...,A 2A3 - 0

By, A 2 + ...,A1A3 - 0

By, A 2w(11 - ' 2) A A 0I 3- 3' ..., 1 2 -
sma

where

(4.156)

(4.157)

(4.158)

(4.159)

(4.160)

(4.161)

The system of first order nonlinear ODE's that we have here is typical of three

wave resonance problems and it has been extensively studied (see Craik, 1985).
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Exact solutions of (4.158)-(4.160) are known in terms of elliptic functions. When

the three constants multiplying the products ~Ai have different signs (as we have

here), these solutions are mostly periodic, but there are non-periodic limiting cases.

The amplitudes remain bounded whenever the signs of the constants differ. When

the three constants have the same sign, & singularity (signifying an "explosive"

breakdown of the equations) may, or may not, develop at a particular value of the

independent variable. The reader can also recognize the similarity with Euler's

equations for the top in classical mechanics (Landau and Lifshitz, 1975).

In general, when one sees these equations, the amplitudes depend on time and

in some instances on time and spatial variables (Craik, 1985; Newell 1969). I have

not seen them depending only on a spatial variable. This worries me. Nevertheless,

I am sure of the following fact: for this problem, the wave amplitude' cannot be

function. only 0/ a "ow time variable. IT the wave amplitudes are taken to be

Ai(T1 ) , i = 1,2,3 where T1 = et, then the equations governing their evolution

(derived using multiple time scale analysis) are inconsistent. In the next subsection

this is proven. More simply, there is no way that the superposition of the incident,

reflected and "forced" Wave (but now a free RW) satisfy the b.e, at the wall if the

amplitudes depend only on time.

The question that I am trying to answer is simply: what happens if the nonlinear

interaction of an incident and a reflected RW (for a non-zonal wall) produces a

forcing term that happens to be a free RW? To me, a clear cut question. Perhaps

the wave amplitudes should be allowed to be slowly varying functions of y and t. In

the next subsection I derive the evolution equations for ~(YhT1 ) , i = 1,2,3 but

without solving them.

Going back to our amplitude equations, it is easy to derive two integral con

straints. Multiplying Al by (4.158), A2 by (4.159) and adding the resulting equa

tions yield

(4.162)
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having used the b.c.'s (4.144). From (4.159) and (4.160) we get

By, [2w(11 -12 ) A2 + A2] = 0
1 3sina 2 3

or, using the b.c.'s

(4.163)

(4.164)

It is possible to derive a single (nonlinear) ODE in terms of anyone of the

amplitudes. However, it turns out that for the numerical solution of the amplitude

equations, at least for the algorithm used by the program MATLAB, it is better to

solve the system directly .

The numerical solution of the wave amplitudes show that the amplitudes are

periodic in Yi. The solution for different wall orientations and for barotropic (n = 0)

and first baroclinic mode (n = 1) annual incident-reflected RW pairs is shown in

Figures 31 to 35. The forced wave (of amplitude A3 ) was always chosen to be

barotropic, i.e, M = 0; this facilitated the calculation of "'f, since ennO = 1.

For western (eastern) boundaries the amplitude of the incident (reflected) wave

Al (A2) is never zero. This can be checked directly from (4.164): A2 , which is the

amplitude of the reflected wave, cannot be zero for sin a < 0 (recall our convention:

11 - 12 > 0, w > 0). The other two waves, which are reflected (incident), oscillate

around zero out of phase by about ninety degrees and apparently at the same

frequency. The amplitude of the forced wave always being the greatest of the three.

Whenever the amplitude of the reflected (incident) wave decreases, the forced wave

amplitude increases and vice versa so as to maintain a zero z (or time) depth

averaged energy flux normal to the wall. This is shown shortly under Energetics.

The wave amplitude of the forced wave starts with zero at Yi = 0 and grows

approximately linearly near the coast; the sign of the slope at Yi = 0 is determined

by the sign of k, It then reaches its maximum. at that point where the reflected

(incident) wave amplitude is zero.
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Energetics

In Appendix D the energy E and energy flux § are calculated for 1/J(0) = 1/J~~ +
1/J~~~, the linear or zeroth order solution. It is shown that the total energy inside

the volume V, defined by the parallelepiped -7I"/lkl ~ z ~ 1I'/1kl, 0 ~ Y ~ YB,

-1 ~ z ~ 0, remains constant in time for all YB > o. Then, it must be true that

IIA § . nA dA = 0, where A is the area enclosing V and nA is the outward unit

normal to A. Because 1/J(0) is periodic in z the contributions of S. at the planes

z = -7I"/Ikl, 7I"/lkl will cancel out. At the top and bottom Sil vanishes; at the wall

Y = 0, SlJ = o. Thus, l~t (SlJ)· dz = 0, where the z-integral is indicated by ( )•.

Here we have three waves with their amplitudes varying slowly in y. Without

going into any calculation we can deduce that 8t lflv E dV = 0 (there will be extra

terms in E due to the amplitude modulation, but when integrated the time depen

dence drops out). The arguments above still apply for S. and SiI' since e.g, 1/J(0)

given by (4.141) is periodic in e. What about the energy flux through the plane

parallel to the wall Y =YB of area -1I"/lkl ~ z ~ 7I"/lkl, -1 ~ z ~ O? We must be

able to show that it vanishes.

Since At =F Az in the interior, i.e. for Yi > 0, it is not immediately obvious that

the energy flux through the plane Y = YB vanishes (although it must). For example,

for a western wall, when the refiected wave Az has zero amplitude, the remaining

waves are the incident At and the forced reflected Aa• Using the expressions for At

and Aa from the two integral constraints, we have that whenever A2 = 0:

(4.165)

their corresponding wavenumber vectors are (k,lt) and (2k,lt +'2 ) , Computing the

e-average of StlJ and Sail at the plane Yi = constant where Az vanishes [an z-average

if the z domain is (-00,00); if integration is over a period of length 21r'/1kl, one

multiplies the period by the z-average to get the total flux] gives to leading order
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in ~ [adapted from (D.41)]:

(Sll1)- = -~ (v'2AZr'P~ (wl1+~sina) = -AZl)~~(ll -Iz)w < 0, (4.166)

( )_ 12w(h - Iz) z 2 [ 1.] z z 1 (
S3'11 = -- 3' A 'PM 2w(11 + Iz) + - sma = A 'PM-2W 11 -12) > 0

2 sma 2
(4.167)

so that

L:(SII)- dz = 0 (4.168)

at the plane Yi where Az = O. Except at the zeros of Az and A3 , the three waves

are present and physically, to conserve energy inside V, (4.168) must hold for all

Yi.
It is worth doing the exercise of computing the average over any vertical plane

parallel to the wall (or e, z average) of the energy flux normal to the wall up to

O(~). As we will see, the physical meaning of the integral constraints (4.162) and

(4.164) will be revealed, as well as that of the amplitude equations.

To leading order, the e-average of SII is

(4.169)

Note that the cross terms '" AiA3 , i = 1,2 vanish when z-averaged. The expression

for (S311)- confirms what I said before: the "forced" wave A3 is a reflected (incident)

wave for a western (eastem) boundary. On the other hand, combining the two

integral constraints one can arrive at

- ~W(II -12)(A~ - A~) + ~ sinaA~ = O.

Therefore we can conclude, from (4.169), that

10(SIl)2 dz = 0 Vy.
-1

(4.170)

(4.171)

The integral constraints have the following interpretation: they assure that the

leading order total energy flux through an z-z plane is zero, i.e. they assure energy
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conservation in the volume V to leading order In e, It is crucial to realize that from

the actual calculation of the energy flux it is not possible to get the result (4.171).

From the relation between energy flux and group velocity given by (D.17), and

since time and z averagesyield here the same results, we can equivalently say that

J~1 (E}2 dz Cw is a constant, the constant being zero.

To the next order, i.e. to O(~), there will be additional terms in Sbesides those

appearing in formula (D.23), due to the slowly varying wave amplitudes. All these

terms are O(~) and will be distinguished by their Yi-derivatives. For example, the

y-component of the energy flux of the ith wave is now

SiJl = -A~ (Wili +~ sin a ) 'I1;i cos2 8~O) - ~~ (lkil2 +L2f~>'f\i) ki'l1~ *
sin 8~O) cos2 8~O) - ~~8yl Ai'l1~wi cos 8~O) sin 8~O), i = 1,2,3. (4.172)

When SiJl is e-averaged, the O(~) terms vanish; the new terms '" 8yl Ai do not

contribute to (Sil/}2. However there will be nonzero contribution from the cross

terms. Using (D.23) we obtain, to O(E), the e-average of SI/:

(SJI}2 = {SIJl}2 + {S2J1}2 + (Sal/}2 + (4.173)

~~w'1'~ [AI8y
1A2 sin (8~O) - 8~O») + A2Or1A1 sin (8~O) - 8~O»)] -

1 [A -0 (-0 2 2 2 -0 2 2 2 )
~4AIAa'1'n'1'Mkxkl Ikll +LJo~n+lkal +Lfo>'M Al 'l1n *

sin (8~O) - 8~O») + k X i; (lk1 12 + L2f~>'n) A1'11nsin (8~O) - 8~O») j. j-
1 [A -0 (-0 2 2 2 1-0 2 2 2 )

~4A2Aa'l1n'l1M k x k2 Ik2 1 + L Jo~n + kal + L fo>'M A2'11n*

sin (8~O) - 8~O») +k Xka (lk21
2 + L2f~>'n) A2 '11nsin (8~O) - 8~O»)j. s.

The vector ka has components (2k, 11 +12), Among the terms that vanish when SJI

is e-averaged are those proportional to ~8rlA3 and Aa8yl~' i = 1,2. Now, using

that k x ki • j = lei, the relation (4.155) and after some rearrangement, the O(E)
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terms on the RHS o£(4.173) can be written as

RHS = e{ [iW"~Al8ylA2+ ~A1A1Aaq;~q;Mks~a (11 -12)] sin (9~O) _ 9~O») +

[
1 2 1 2 sin a ] . (0) (0») }iW'PnA28ylAl - 4A2A2AaWnwMk 2w (11 -12) Sin (J1 - (J2 ,

from where it follows that, upon using the amplitude equations (4.158) and (4.159),

t RHSdz = o.1-1

This in turn implies, in view of(4.169), (4.171) and (4.173), that

i: (SlI}lIl dz = 0 ('v'y) to O(e) . (4.174)

The following interpretation as to the meaning of the amplitude equations is con

ceivable: to O(e), i.e, when first order nonlinear interactions among the waves

are taken into account, the amplitude equations assure that the total energy flux

through an z-z plane is a constant equal to zero, as required by energy conservation.

Note the following points:

1. (SJI}lIl = fez) to leading order, and (SJI}lIl :/= fey).

2. The O(E) contribution to (SJI}lIl is a function of y, z; the y-dependence is fV

sin[l l -12 )y].

3. (SJI}lIl # 0 to 0(1) and to O(e); only when integrated over the depth it becomes

zero!

We have shown the physical meaning behind the amplitude equations and the

integral constraints derived from them. I conclude that the numerical solution of the

amplitudes of the wave triad as a function of Yi makes sense physically, However,

there are some points that I don't understand; let me elucidate about them. It is

somehow unlikely that the wave amplitudes are not functions of T1• In all studies

about resonantly interacting waves, the wave amplitudes depend (slowly) on time.
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Here too there is a particular solution ,..., t, but it fails to fulfill the b.c, at the wall.

From the physical point of view, this might mean that the three waves (incident,

reflected and forced) do not exchange energy (at least efficiently or resonantly) in

time due to the additional constraint of the motion imposed by the b.c. at the wall.

In a sense, since I am considering a boundary value problem (BVP) and not an

initial value problem (IVP), the y coordinate plays the role of time.

I think I am in the position of at least trying to answer the question: what

happens if the nonlinear interaction of an incident and a reflected RW (for a non

zonal wall) produces a forcing term that happens to be a free RW?

First of all, it is incorrect to insist that the amplitudes of the original incoming

reflected RW pair remain constant in y. If one does it (by doing a pedestrian

expansion) then one gets the linear growth in y for the amplitude of the forced

wave. What it actually happens is that for the triad of waves to be present it is

necessary that their amplitudes (and thus their energy and energy flux) be slowly

y-dependent. The reason is simple: if they do not, then the b.e. at the wall cannot

be satisfied. The waves are modulated in the y coordinate and the resonant wave

triad is spatially not uniform.

One could also say that when the wave-wave interaction between the incident

and the reflected RW excites a third free RW, the excited RW has to have zero

amplitude at the boundary (in order to fulfill the b.c.] with the pedestrian expansion

predicting a slow linear growth in y of its amplitude. This would imply an infinite

average energy over the half space, unacceptable on physical grounds. Using the

method of multiple scales, we saw that the straightforward expansion gives a correct

description near the wall;but with distance from the wall the amplitudes of the wave

triad oscillate slowly in y, such that the energy flux of the triad through any plane

parallel to the wall vanishes, as required by energy conservation.

The important difference between the resonant and non-resonant case is that in

the latter the wave amplitudes can be constant in y.
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It should be clear that the nonlinear resonant interaction between an incident

and a reflected RW, in which a free RW is produced (that recall can happen only if

o < Isin al $ 1/3) is the most significant at first order. All other interactions, for

e small, will produce an O(e) field of forced waves, providing a small correction to

.,p(O). Very near the coast (in the resonant case), the energy is present mostly in the

original RW pair, with the forced wave having relatively very small amplitude. With

increasing distance from the coast, the forced wave becomes increasingly important

whereas the reflected (incident) has less and less energy for a western (eastern) wall

until the forced wave amplitude reaches a maximum; then the reverse happens and

so on. The pulsation of energy in space being perpetual with the energies of the

waves oscillating around zero except for the longest of the three waves.

I mentioned that the resonant case is the most important one at first order, in

the sense that of all forced solutions, the resonant response would be the largest.

How could we test such idea? The following lab experiment is a possibility to

do the testing. Imagine a rotating wave tank (the surface of equilibrium of such

tank would provide for the ,a-effect) filled with homogeneous fluid, having only

one effectively reflecting boundary and with a Rossby wavemaker (see Section 2.4)

producing continuously a RW at one of the tank's walls. To have only one reflecting

boundary one could perhaps devise sponge layers at the other walls, or have a tank

of large dimensions relative to the reflecting wall, etc. The frequency w of the

generated wavesis determined by the frequency of the wavemakerj the wavenumber

vector of the waves is determined by the wavemaker's orientation and the radiation

condition. For given '-'1, there are at most two k's, i.e, two wave vectors, such

that there is resonance (and for 0 < 1sinal $ 1/3). Actually, only one k would

correspond to a RW truly generated by the wavemaker and at the same time being

an incident wave. The wavemaker could be oriented accordingly. The theory here

would predict that for those orientations, one would observe the maximum response.
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Could we then say that there is an instability? In a way, yes. The energies of

the incoming-reflected wave pair (and forced RW) now oscillate in space. There

is an energy exchange in space with the waves now giving and receiving energy in

space.

Mysak (1978) studied resonant interactions of topographic RWs in a channel of

arbitrary orientation; however, his scaling is such that the leading order balance

is the linear QGPVE without the {J term. Plumb (1977) considered resonant in

teractions of RWs in a zonal channel. The main difference with my approach here

is that both authOR took a triad of wave mode. (solutions to the linear problem).

For instance, in Plumb (1977) a wave mode is in fact a superposition of two RWs

(an incident-reflected pair) with the wavenumber components perpendicular to the

wall now discretized (cannot choose n, (JJ and k independently). Thus Plumb (1977)

took three pairs (each pair is an exact solution, since the wavelengths of the incident

and reflected are equal) of RWs allowing each wave mode amplitude to be slowly

varying in time, whichis possible since each wave mode (pair) satisfies all the b.c.'s.

Of course one reason Plumb considered more than one wave mode is that one wave

mode is an exact nonlinear solution.

What would happen if we took three incident-reflected RW pairs (or modes)?

I have not done this problem and therefore the answer I offer could be wrong;

however I believe that it is an educated answer, based both on my experience in

doing my problem (and in looking at these problems) and on the paper by Plumb

(1977) cited above. First, I think that there will be resonant interactions between

the three ptlir. based on the the fact that Plumb (1977) found resonant triads and

he had the additional constraint that I was discretized. I also anticipate that the

existence of resonant wave pair triads will depend on the orientation of the wall.

The amplitudes of the pairs will change on a time scale of O(e-1 ) , with the triad

of pairs exchanging energy in such a way that energy and enstrophy (of the triad)

are conserved. For a non-zonal wall, the self-interaction of each wave pair or mode
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will generate an e-independent flow with its phase being time independent and with

amplitude proportional to the square of the pair amplitude, thus varying slowly in

time. As a result, there will be no ,teadv flow parallel to the wall.

Whether a sum of incident-reflected wave pairs would be a more suitable rep

resentation of the real ocean than, say, one pair only, I don't really know ... my

feeling is that the answer is Vel.

On the other hand, more simple things should be learned and understood first.

It would then be advisable to study the case of one incident-reflected wave pair.

4.6.5 Multiple space-time scale analysis

The analysis follows very closely that of the last subsection, with the additional

complication that we now allow the amplitudes of the triad to be functions of

T1 = £I, a longer time scale. The time derivatives in the QGPVE are replaced by

at + ElJ.r1 •

The 0(1) equation is the same. The D(E) equation has now the following new

term on the RHS of(4.140):

-lJ.r1 [V21j1(O) fa. (~8•..p(0»)] = (4.175)

lJ.r1 A1(k2+I~ +L2f:>'n) cos 6fO) - Br1 A2(k2+ I~ +L2f:>'n) cos6~0) +

lJ.r1Aa [(2k)2 + (11 + ,2)2+ L 2f:>'M] cos 6&°) •

The equations for the amplitudes are obtained by requiring that each secular

term vanishes. The result is:

-(2w11 +sina)8r.Al - B23enMn + K~lJ.rIAl - 0

(2w12 +sina)8yI A2 - B13enMn - K:8:rIA2 - 0

-[4w(11 +'2) +sina)]8yI A3 + B12ennM + K:8:rIAa - 0,

(4.176)

where K; = Ikil
2 + L2f~>'h i = 1,2,3 is the square of the total wavenumber of the

ith wave.
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(4.178)

The b.c.'s remain the same, i.e, Al(0, T1) = A 2(0, T1) = A(T1 ) and Aa(O, T1 ) = O.

Initial conditions are needed.

The above set (4.176) can be rewritten as

-(2wl1 +sinQ)8y1A1 + K:8n A l + w(ll -12hA2Aa - °
-(2w12+sinQ)8ylA2+K:8rlA2+W(ll-12hA1Aa - ° (4.177)

-[41.1(11 +'2) +sinQ)]8y1 Aa + K~8rlAa - 2w(l l -12hA1A2 - 0.

According to Newell (1969), no general solution of this equation set is known. Craik

(1985) discusses a method of solution called inverse scattering, which is beyond the

scope of this study.

From the fact that z and t averages give the same results (at leading order in

e) we get for any RW [see (D.15) in Appendix D]

f.l($)- dz _ _ 2wk + liE = c, .s:(E)- dz - K2

Thus, e.g, for the incident wave (wave-I)

10 (Sll/)- dz =1° (E1) - dz (-2wl1 - sin Q)/Kf = c1I/11° (E1)-dz •
-1 -1 -1

(4.179)

The energy expression of a RW is derived in Appendix D; from it f.l (E1 ) - dz =

K~A~/4. Using these considerations we can rewrite the system (4.177) as

8.r1 A1+ Cgs,IOylAI - cgs,I-yA2Aa - 0

8.r1 A2+ Cgs,2OylA2 + cgs,2-yA1Aa - 0 (4.180)
2w(11 -12 )

8.r1 Aa +cgs,aOylAa - KI -yA1A2 - O.

The operator 8.r1 +a8yl (a constant) acting on the function h(Yi, T1 ) describes

the changes in h(Yj, T1) along the straight line Yi - aTI = constant. Thus the LHS's

of (4.180) denote the change of amplitude along group velocity lines Yi - CItliTI =
constant, i = 1,2,3. If there were no nonlinear interactions, then (4.180) would

simply say that the amplitudes (or energies) of the wave packets move with their

respective group velocities.
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An integral constraint can be easily derived if we multiply AI, A2 and As by the

first, second and third equation of (4.177), respectively, and adding:

Therefore the sum of the changesofenergies ofthe RWs participating in the resonant

triad along their respective group velocity lines is zero.

H the wave amplitudes are indeed functions of T1 , then the problem becomes

much more complicated. I have said already that the amplitudes mu,t be functions

of Yi, otherwise the b.e, at the wall will not be satisfied. The possibility of the

amplitudes being functions ofTl was introduced, I accept, without a solid argument.

But if they are, for whatever reason, it is somehow surprising that this problem,

in which the components of one wave pair interact, results a lot more complicated

that if I had considered three RW pairs (perhaps).

Just a final note: I found an exact solution ofsystem (4.177) in which A1(Yi ,T1 ) =

A2(Yt, T1) = A(Yi, T1):

A = sech(6~) ,

K:+K~
A3 = 'Y(11 -1

2
) 6 tanh(6s) ,

where ~ = (11 +12)Yl +2wT1 and

62 = 2w2(11 - ,2 ) 272 •

[3sina(11 + '2 ) +2wX:]w(Kl + Xl)

Unfortunately, the b.e, that As = 0 at Yi = 0 is not satisfied!
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Chapter 5

Second order problem and
solution

The second order problem comprises the nonlinear interaction of the zeroth and first

order solutions. This interaction appears as inhomogeneities for the linear QGPVE

in our perturbation scheme. For example, it includes the advection of the vorticity

of the incoming-reflected RW field by the steady flow parallel to the wall and vice

versa. It is this mean flow-wave interaction, mentioned in the introduction, the one

that I am after. I want to study the effect that the RW driven steady flow has on

the RWs themselves.

Only the non-resonant first order solution will be used here. It was shown in

Chapter 4 that if the leading order field was the superposition of an incident and a

reflected RW, resonant forcing at first order due to their nonlinear interaction was

severely limited. Resonant triads were possible only if 0 < Isinal $ 1/3. We don't

want to restrict the range of wall orientations in our second order problem.

It willbe shown that the nonlinear interaction between the incident-reflected RW

pair and the forced first order solution (1/1(1) - ,,£!n) produces, in general, resonant

forcing, i.e. the forcing itself is a solution to the homogeneous linear QGPVE.

Except for the amplitude and a phase shift of 1r/2, the resonant forcing is ,,(0). The

conditions for which the amplitude of this forcing vanishes will be studied.
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Using the method of multiple scales, it is found that second order nonlinear

interactions do not change the wave amplitudes but their phases; the phases are a

very slow linear function of y. Equivalently, a correction of O(t:2 ) in the offshore

wavenumbers 11,2 is required if second order interactions are to be considered; as a

result, the zeroth and first order solutions are modified.

5.1 Why going to higher orders?

One of the main motivations behind my dissertation was to find out whether there

are higher order corrections to the steady flow found by Mysak and Magaard (1983).

If indeed we find new contributions to the steady flow then several questions arise:

what are they?, where do they come from?, what is their structure in the offshore

coordinate?

To explore these questions we have chosen to do a straightforward perturbation

expansion of the QGPVE in the ,B-Rossby number. We have recovered the steady

flow of MM at first order in our perturbation scheme so the RW driven steady flow

is a first order effect. Asecond order effect is the interaction of the steady flow with

the incoming and outgoing Rossby waves. As was mentioned in the introduction,

a major limitation of MM theory is the absence of any influence of the RW driven

steady flow on the RWs themselves. By definition, such influence must appear at

this order; if wesucceed in solving the second order perturbation equations, we must

be able to answer the following question: what happens to the incoming-reflected

waves when they encounter the steady flow?

What else could we gain by going to higher orders? If we could solve the O( t: 2 )

perturbation equations, we could say something about the Itability of the first order

solution .,p = .,p(O) +E.,p(I).

Furthermore, by going into the second order perturbation equations, I realized

that whenever the leading order solution 1/;(0) is any superposition of RWs then the

second order equation for .,p(2) will always have resonant forcing. This resonant
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forcing is the same superposition of RWs as 1/J(0), except for their amplitude and a

phase change of 11'/2. There is nothing special about having a reflecting wall. In

the unbounded case it is also true. What are the implications of this observation?

Again that in the weak interaction regime (small t) the primary waves and the

forced waves at first order (i.e. those not satisfying the free QGPVE, or put in

other words, not free RWs) always interact resonantly.

In the laterally unbounded ocean, the elimination of terms that would otherwise

produce secular terms in 1/J(2), leads to a very slow linear function of time in the

phase of the waves, which can be interpreted as a small correction of O(t 2
) in their

frequency. This in tum changes their propagation (phase) speed and group velocity.

5.2 Second order perturbation equations

In the perturbation scheme, the second order problem is obtained by putting n = 2

in (2.76)-(2.78) which results in

8t { V 21/J(2) + 8~ [s;%) 8~1/J(2)1}+ cos a8z1/J(2) + sin a8lJ1/J(2) =

-J { 1/J(O), V2
t/1(1) + 8J: [s~%) 8J:1/J(1)1}- J { 1/J(1),v 2

t/1(O) +8J: [s;z) 8J:1/J(0)l} (5.1)

8z1/J(2) = 0 at y = 0 (5.2)

8c8J:1/J(2) = -J(1/J(0),8~1/J(1» - J(1/J(1),8J:1/J(0» a.t z = -1,0 (5.3)

1/J(2) bounded as z --. ±oo, y ---. 00 • (5.4)

To compute the inhomogeneities in the above system of equations we need 1/J(O)

[given by (4.11)] and 1/J(1) [given by (4.70) (non-resonant 1/J(1»]. The first thing we

realize (with happiness!) is that the two Jacobians in the b.c.ts (5.3) vanish at

z = -1,0 simply because 8 z1/J(0) = 0 and 8z .,p(1) = 0 there; recall that I showed the

term by term differentiability of the series in .,p(1). Thus, (5.3) becomes

8 t8J:1/J(2) = 0 at % = -1,0.
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Unfortunately, the Jacobians in (5.1) need to be calculated. I have done it step

by step and believe me, it is a significant amount of algebra. The forcing for 1/J(2) is

J [,,(0), V2t/J(I ) +8. (~8.t/J(1»)] + J [t/J(I),V2.,p(0) +8. (~8."(0») ] = A \Ifn(z)k *

{
B12 COS~(l1 -12)Y) E(_1)i [(c5il1~ + c5i21~ _ 21112 _ k2 _

Slna i=1

2 2 ) 2 d(1 d\lf~)] . 1I(0) ~1 ,T.
L loAn \lfn - dz S dz Sln17i - ~o "Ym'.l!'m *

2 • 00.

E(-l)i ~('7m2 - 21i )2sin8!0) cos8~l- E "Ym\lfme-"~II *
i=1 2w m=mc

t(-l)' sin a sin 6!0) {'7!:.) (21i -71!:;») sin8£~ + -2
1

[('7!:;) - 21i)2 -
.=1 W

'7~)2] cos6£~} - (11 -12)cos (8~O) + 8~0») fo "Ym'1'mt. sin 6!0) *

[(_1)i-l s~a(ll -12) +L2f:Am - A]} . (5.6)

To arrive at (5.6), I repeatedly used the dispersion relations (3.22) and (4.50) and

the definitions of A [see (4.38») and '7~). I have also used the abbreviation "Ym given

by (4.73), viz.
b", -B12€nnm

"Ym = A - L2fJAm = 2w(A- L2 /JAm) .
(5.7)

5.2.1 The presence of secular terms

(5.8)
cos (6~0) + 8~0») sin 8~O) _ ~ [sin (26~0) + 6~0») - sin 6~0)]

cos (8~0) + 8~O») sin8~0) _ ~ [sin (26~0) + 6~0») - sin 8fO)]

We can then rewrite the RHS of (5.6) 88

RHS = ~Akq;n {F1(z) sin8~O) + F2(z) sin6~O)+ F3(z) sin (26~0) _ 6~0») +

From the products of the trigonometric functions on the RHS of (5.6) we note that

COS[(ll - '2)Y) sin 8~O) _ ~ [sin (26~0) - 6~0») + sin 6~0)]

COS[(11 - '2)Y) sin 8~O) - ~ [sin 6fO) +sin (26~0) - 6fO»)]
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F4 ( z) sin (26~0) - 6~0») + Fs(z ) sin (28~0) +6~0») +
Fe(z)sin (26~0) + 610») + ...},

where the first two coefficients are:

(5.9)

~12 [(I~ _ 21112 _ v _L2f~>'n)'if!2 _ .!!:.. (.!. d'if!:)] +
sm o n dz S dz

(11 -12) f: "Ym'Pm [-s~a(ll -12)+L2f~>'m - >.]
m=O

(5.10)

F2(z ) - s~: [-(I~ - 21112 - k,2 - L2f~>'n)'if!; +~ (~ d1:)] +

(11 -12)io "YmWm [s~a(ll -12) + L2f~>'m - >.] . (5.11)

The question arises: are the forcing terms proportional to sin 6~0), i = 1,2,

resonant?; in other words, are these terms solutions of the homogeneous equation

corresponding to (5.1)? Although the z,y,t dependence of these terms is that of

the incident RW for i = 1 (and reflected for i = 2), the answer is not immediately

obvious, since we need to check whether their z-dependence has some nth mode

(recall that the incident-reflected RW pair is nth mode).

The z-dependent coefficients F1,2 are related in a remarkable way:

F1 +F2 = ~12 (I~ -In W~+ 2(11 -12) f: 'Ym'if!m (L2f~>'m - >.)
sIno m=O

B 12 2 (11 - ' 2 ) ~
- --;--(11 + '2)(' 1 -12)Wn + B12 LJ ennmWm

sIno W m=O

B 12 (2 ~ )- --(11 -12) Wn - LJ ennm'if!m
W m=O

_ 0, (5.12)

since the 8-L series expansion of W: is E:=oennm'iflm. Further, we have shown in

Chapter 4 that the series converges uniformly to 'if!:(z). As a consequence of (5.12),

the terms whose secularity is being investigated could be written as proportional

to F1(z) (sin9~O) - sin6~O»), so that more and more (except for the amplitude and
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a phase change of 1r/2) these two forcing terms look like the incident-reflected RW

pair we started with! Note that such forcing satisfies the b.c, at the wall (5.2).

The solution to (5.1) will be sought in terms of a S-L series expansion, as was

done in Chapter 4 for the particular resonant solution. We write

00

t/J(2) =L ()~2)(Z, v, t)'1'i( z) ,
t=o

(5.13)

where ~~2) = tl t/J(2)qft(z) dz; The equation governing ~~2) is obtained exactly as

before [i.e. multiply (5.1) by 'l't and integrate over the depth] and it is written

symbolically as

Md~~2)] = -Ak1: '1't(z)'1'n(z){", ...} dz ,

where the linear operator Mt is defined by

(5.14)

(5.15)

and the dots within braces is to indicate that the corresponding lengthy expression

on the RHS of (5.6) goes there. Recall that to derive the equation for ~~2) the b.c.'s

(5.5) have been used.

The RHS of (5.14) involves the following integrals:

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

einm == 1° '1't '1'n '1'm dz (already defined in Chapter 4) and
-1

10 d (1 d'1'~) 2 2 (1 \ )-1 'l'tqfn dz S dz dz = -L /0 '3l\i +x, etnnn'

The last relation can be shown by integrating by parts several times.

We are now ready to determine if the forcing proportional to sin oIO) - sin O~O) is

resonant or not; its coefficient is defined as B 12Ci == J~1 qfi'1'nFl(Z)dz, i.e.
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For l :f: n (= n), Mt[sin (J~O)] :f: 0 (= 0), i = 1,2 and sin (J~O) is not (is) a homogeneous

solution of (5.14). Therefore, the forcing proportional to 0" (sin (J~O) - sin (J~O») will

be secular unless the coefficient 0" vanishes. Let'8 see what 0" is:

(5.20)

where we have used the identity E:=o e~nm = ennnn, obtained by considering the

S-L series expansion of 'P~, squaring it and then integrating over depth. We can

see that in general, 0" :f: 0, thus in general there will be resonance. Note that the

resonant forcing originates in the nonlinear interaction of the incoming-reflected

RW pair (",,<0») and the forced first order solution, given by the steady mean flow

(""~~» plus the transient forced solution (",,~~». It does not involve the homogeneous

solution ",,~.

When second order nonlinear interactions are considered, a forcing term equals

to the incident-reflected RW pair ",,(0) (except for its amplitude and a phase shift

of 7r /2) is produced. There is an important difference between the resonance here,

where secular forcing occurs "naturally", i.e. we don't have to look for it, and

resonance at first order in E, where we showed that it can happen only if 0 <
Isin al s 1/3.

5.2.2 No secular terms: en = o.

Could 0" be zero? Setting On to zero and after some manipulations one can arrive

at an equation in k:

(
4k2 3~ ~L21:2\ _ Sin

2a)
~ =+ w + 3 JoAn 2w2 ~nnnn

• 2 ( • 2 ) CIO t2
_~ k2 ~k L 2 1:2A _ SIn a ~ ,"""m

2 + + JO n "' .•2 LJ (A-P.f2A )'
W W ~ m=O JO m

where recall that A = - [4P + kcosa/w + sin2 a/(2w2
)] .
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(5.23)

I have studied in some depth equation (5.21). H there are roots k; that satisfy

it with the constraint that k; e (le2 , leI) = (- cos 0I./2w - Ron, - cos 0I./2w + Ron) [see

(3.27)), then it means that there exist incident-reflected wave pairs such that their

second order nonlinear interactions do not produce terms that are resonant per see

I analyzed (5.21) under three different cases:

1. Barotropic rigid lid. n = 0 implies ennn" = 1, and ennm = ~mO' The infinite

sum in (5.21) reduces to one term and there results a fourth degree polynomial

in Ie, namely

4 cos 01. 1 2 • 2 2
Ie + -;;-le3 + 1&12 (3 cos 01. - SIn 0I.)1e = 0 , (5.22)

whose roots are k; = {O, 0, 2~ ( - cos 01. ± ~ )}; the nonzero roots are within the

allowable interval (recall that the double root k; = 0 gives B 12 = 0).

2. Baroclinic (n > 0); constant Brunt-Vaisala frequency. In this case

ennnn = 3/2 and

{

1 ' m=O
ennm = ~,m = 2n

o, otherwise.

Thus, the infinite sum on the RHS of (5.21) becomes two terms, resulting in

a sixth degree polynomial in k, Figure 36 shows the number of real roots

k; in the allowable interval as a function of a for different periods T of the

incident-reflected pair. The calculations show that the number of real roots

(a) decreases for more meridionally oriented boundaries,

(b) increases as the period T increases,

(c) drops dramatically, for given T, as the mode number n increases.

3. Baroclinic (n > 0); arbitrary stratiflcation. The roots can only be found

numerically and a truncation of the series is necessary. However, I found an

interval on the Ie-axis where the solution must lie. Here is the lemma:
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Figure 36: The number of real roots 1;. of (5.21) for constant Brunt-Vaisala fre
quency as a function of Q and for different periods of the incident-reflected pair. The
roots are in the allowable interval (k2, k1 ) . n = 1, stability period TN = 40 minutes,
80 = 25°.
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(5.24)

(5.25)

H .\ < 0 for all Ie, or equivalently Isin al > 1/3, and Ie E (le21 let>
then the real solutions of equation (5.21) are in the open interval

(lea' leI» where

l. 3cosa ±! 8 (.!- _~L212\) cos
2

a .
A:l>,a = 8w 8 w2 3 Jo"n + w2

(leI> is the root with the positive radicand).

5.2.3 A particular solution: linear growth in y

As we know, and as we already saw in Chapter 4, the particular solution to the

secular forcing term proportional to Cn (sin 910) - sin 9~0») grows linearly away from

the boundary.

The construction of the solution follows the procedure shown in Section "A

particular solution" of the previous chapter and I will not repeat it here. The

particular solution to

M n [~~2)] = -iAleB12Cn (sin8~0) - sin9~0»)

is given by

.T.(2) AleB12Cn (. /leO) + . /leo») (5.26)
'rn = - 2w(l1 _ ' 2)Y SIn 111 SIn 112 •

A uniformly valid solution to 0(£2) is found (again) by using multiple space scale

analysis. It will be shown in the next section that it is not the wave amplitudes,

but rather the phases tPi' i = 1,2, the ones that are slowly varying functions of y.

5.3 Multiple scale analysis: 4>1,2 are functions of
1'2 = e2y

The procedure is the same as in Subsection 4.5.4 on multiple scale analysis and I

will only highlight here the differences.

The pedestrian expansion solution which would grow linearly in y suggests that

the amplitudes and phases of the incident-reflected RW pair be functions of

(5.27)
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a longer space scale because Y2 is not negligible when y is of order e-2 or larger.

We do not consider the dependence on Y1' since it has been assumed that the first

order solution is non-resonant.

The y-derivatives in the QGPVE are transformed according to 8J1 -+ 8J1 +~28y2 +
... and 8w -+ 8w +2~28J1Y2 + .". The first two orders in e of the QGPVE remain

unchanged [i.e. with no additional terms); the O(~2) equation has, in addition to the

two Jacobians on the RHS of (5.1), the following terms: -28t8J1Y2t/J(O) - sin Q8y2 t/J(O).

The leading order solution is written now as a superposition of an incident and

a reflected RW, but allowing their otherwise constant amplitudes and phases to be

slowly varying functions of y, i.e. functions of Y2, namely

(5.28)

where 8~O) == 1cz + 'iY - wt + <Pi(Y2, •••), i =1,2.

The b.c.'s on Ai and 4>it i = 1,2 are (4.144), namely: at Y2 = 0, i.e. at y = 0:

At =A2 = A, 4>1 = 4>2 = 4>.

The additional forcing terms on the RHS of (5.1) are:

-28t811Y2 t/J(O) - sin Q8y2t/J(O) =

- {2w11+ sin Q)'l'n (8y2At cos 810) - At8y24>1sin 8~0»)

+(2w12+ sinQ)'l'n (8y2A2cos8~0)- A28y24>2sin8~0») .

(5.29)

When (5.29) is multiplied by '1'l(Z) and depth integrated, its RHS is proportional to

6tn • It is precisely for l = n that we need these extra terms. We want to eliminate

the secular terms from the RHS of (5.14) plus the depth integral of '1'l times the

RHS of (5.29). First note that the terms proportional to cos 8~0), i = 1,2 do not

have a "partner" and to remove them we simply require that

(5.30)

which immediately implies using the b.c.'s that A1 = A2 = A [a constant at this

order of approximation, but in general A{Y;, .. .)], so that the wave amplitudes are
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not functions of 1'2. The other secular terms are removed by demanding that

(2wl1 + sin Q)A8y3~ - ~AkB12Cn = 0

-(2wl2 +sin Q)A8y3~ + ~AkB12Cn = 0

(5.31)

(5.32)

(recall that resonance occurs if l = n). These last two equations are pleasingly

simple; their solution satisfying the b.c.'s is

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

Therefore, second order nonlinear interactions change the pha,e of the waves but

not their amplitude, in contrast to resonant interactions at first order, which change

the amplitude but not the phase of the waves. Note that the linear growth in ~2y of

the phases 4>1,2 could also be interpreted as an D(t;2) correction to the wavenumber

components perpendicular to the walll1,2 , respectively. The corrections would be:

l~2) = (_1)i-l kB12Cn . = 1 2
I 2w(II - l2)' I ,.

The correction would correspond to a Doppler shift in the frequency of the waves

(see below); however since we are assuming homogeneity in time, i.e. we assume

the process we are studying to be periodic in time from eternity, the shift is in

the wavenumber component corresponding to the inhomogeneous coordinate in the

reflection problem (the offshore coordinate y).

In Figure 37 I plot the wavenumber component normal to the wall ofthe incident

wave, lh and its correction, ~2l~2), as a function of the "true" ~-Rossby number,

defined as e = max(~inc,~pcJ), for two different periods of the RW pair. For large

~'s the correction is large (as expected). Note the strong dependence on the wave

period: as T increases 142
)Iincreases. Although the perturbative solution is, strictly

speaking, valid only for ~ < 1, I just want to illustrate the point that for strongly

nonlinear waves, the correction would be large. Actually, Figure 37 also shows that
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for free surface barotropic annual waves, and for the amplitude (a = 2 cm) and

other parameters chosen, the effective e is larger than one. The relative change in

wavenumber is always larger in the long RW for all boundaries.

It can easily be shown that if we had introduced a new slow time scale T2 = e2t ,

i.e. replacing 12 by T2 above, then to satisfy the b.e, at the wall the amplitudes

and phases had to be the same and the equations (two) for the phase (one) would

be inconsistent.

Also note that tPI + tP2 = 2tP(Y3, ..•) but tPI - tP2 = ~r,::~:)Y2j this implies that

only the steady part of the first order solution needs to be modified (at second

order). Interestingly enough, the correction for II is of different sign than that for

12 but of the same magnitude.

Next I will show that when the uniformly valid solution to O(e2
) is approximated

for "small" e'y, or in loose terms, close to the boundary, it reduces to the pedestrian

perturbation expansion solution (which grows linearly in y). Start with

(5.36)

where NRT means the forced solution (not yet computed) due to the non-resonant

forcing terms. For the purpose of this discussion, e.,p(l) is irrelevant and it will be

omitted (although it is modified due to the phase dependence on 12) as well as

e2NRT . Then

.,p - Alpn(z) (cos8~O) - cos8~O») (5.37)

[ (

L IeB 12c; , )
- Alpn cos "'z + llY - wt + 2w(11 _12)e y + tP

cos (leZ +12Y - wt + :'~;2~~1) e
2
y + tP) ]

~ Alpn {COS9~O) [1+O(e4y2)] - sin~O) [~~:2~~2) e2y - O(t:6y3)]

cos 9~O) [1+O(e4~)] + sin 1J~O) [~g;2~~I) e2y - O(e6y3)] }

where 1J~O) = lez + liY - wt + tP, i = 1,2 are the wave phases at leading order. The
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last equation (with ~) was obtained by doing a Taylor expansion of cos(... ~2y) and

sin(.. . !2 y). Therefore, to O(~2) and for !2y < 1

./. ,.." A'1' (z) [cos 0<0) - cos 9<0) - kB 12Cn !2y (sin 6(0) + sin 6(0»)]
Y' "" n 1 2 2w(1

1
-1

2
) 1 2

= 1/J(0) +~2'i'n .~) . (5.38)
'-v-' ~

UllCorrec\ed (US)

In the next section, the result found here about the change in the phase of

the waves will be shown to be a general result for nonlinear interactions at D(!2).

For example, in the laterally unbounded case, these interactions lead to an D(!2)

correction in the frequ.ency proportional to the square of the wave amplitudes.

5.4 Second order nonlinear interactions

We will show that whenever the leading order solution 1/J(0) is any superposition of

RWs then the second order perturbation equation for 1/J(2) will always have resonant

forcing. There is nothing peculiar about having a reflecting wall.

Let's take the case where the ocean is laterally unbounded, and for simplicity,

let's restrict the waves to be barotropic. Then, let 1/J(0) be the superposition of any

two barotropic RWs:

(5.39)

where Wi =U(ki) == -ki • iE/lki I2 , i = 1,2. The nonlinear interaction of these two

waves will produce a forcing in the problem for .,p{l) which oscillates with the sum

and difference of their two phases, i.e.

( - 2 ... 2) A - ...- -AlA:: sin 0 1 sin f)2 Ik::1 - Ikll k . kl X k2

- -A1A::r'l~ [cos(el - e::) - cos(01 + O2 )] ,
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where we used the definitionof the coupling coefficient r'I'2 given by (4.6) (omitting

the superscripts nln2)'

If we now imilt that wave-I, wave-2 and either of the two forcing terms do not

form a resonant triad (as it is usua.lly the case since for a given wave the area of

wavenumber spacefor the two other waves to complete a resonant triad is a curve),

then a particular forced solution for ..p(I) is

(5.41)

where

B(l) -AIA 2r'l '.a (5.42)Ii - -. .... -. --2
[u(k1 - k2) - (WI - w2)]Ikl - k21

B(l) AIA2r'l~ (5.43)• -
[u(k1 + k2) - (WI + w2)J1kl + k2 1

2
.

The second order problem for ..p(2) has now the following forcing, produced by

the nonlinear interaction of t/J(O) and ..p(I):

where

J (t/J(O) , V2t/J(I») +J (t/J(I) , V 2..p(O») =

It sin0 1 + 12 sin O2 + fa sin (201 - O2 ) +

14 sin(202 - 0 1 ) + 15 sin (281 + 8 2 ) + Is sin (202 +0 1 ) ,

(5.44)

(5.45)

(5.46)

We can see that the nonlinear interaction of ..p(O) and ..p(l) has produced two resonant

forcing terms (unless their coefficients 117 12 vanish; in general they will not). The

terms are resonant because they are themselves free RWSj in fact are, except for

their amplitude and a phase shift of 1r/2 (from cosine to sine), precisely the two

waves we had started with (t/J(O»).
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A particular solution to the resonant forcing terms would be growing linearly

in time. A uniformly valid solution (in time) to O(~2) is sought using the method

of multiple time scales. A new (slow) time scale is introduced: T2 = ~2t. There

is no need to introduce T1 = et, since it was assumed that there were no resonant

interactions at first order. The QGPVE at O(~2) has the additional term on its

RHS:

-8r2V
2t/J(O) - IkI12(8r2Alcos81-AI8r24>lsin81)+

Ik212 (8r2A2 cos 8 2 - A28r24>2sin 8 2) . (5.47)

The elimination of secular terms is achieved by setting:

8t-:a Al = 8r2 A2 - 0

- 2 0A11k11 8r:a4>1 + it -
- 2 0,A21k21 8r:a4>2 + 12 -

(5.48)

(5.49)

(5.50)

whose solution is

(5.51)

(5.53)

(5.54)

(5.52)

Al - A1(t = 0) = A IO

A 2 - A 2(t = 0) = A20

11 ~ +,J..
4>1 - A11k112 2 Y'10

4>2 - A
2
ff

2
12T2 +4>20 ,

where 4>io =4>i(t =0), i = 1,2 are the initial values of the phases.

We conclude that the amplitudes (at this order) are constants; second order

nonlinear interactions, in general, change the phase of the waves. One can realize

that /1 '" AIA~ and /2 '" A~A2' implying that

(5.55)

The wave phase changes on a time scale of O(1/~2). Another interpretation to the

change in the wave phase is to say that second order nonlinear interactions lead
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to an O(e:2
) correction in the frequency in wave-1 proportional to the square of the

wave-2 amplitude, and vice versa, for we can write:

.,p(0) = A10cos [k1• i - (Wl + e:2w12») t + 4>10] +A20cos [k2• i - (W2 + e:2w~2») t + 4>20] •
(5.56)

As an application of the results obtained, suppose that wave-1 has a much larger

amplitude than wave-2 but both have similar wavenumber vectors; the theory says

that the frequency of wave-2 is the one that will have a major change, whereas the

frequency ofthe primary wave (wave-1) will undergo almost no change.

This shift in the frequency of the waves is a Doppler shift that comes about

because of the advections (nonlinear terms) that take place. The same effect is seen

in nonlinear surface gravity waves where the phase speed (or frequency) depends

on the square of the wave amplitude. In a more general framework, the Doppler

shift has to do with the broadening of the dispersion relation caused by nonlinear

wave-wave interactions (Dr. Peter Muller, personal communication).

There is something here that I don't understand: why is it that this Doppler

shift does not appear at first order, where the vorticity of wave-1 is being advected

by the velocity field ofwave-2 and vice versa? The Doppler shift does not imply that

there is an instability. Thus, in principle we could conceive a field of RWs weakly

interacting with each other, such that at O(e:) there are no resonant interactions;

however the Doppler shift in their frequencies will always be present.

After this detour, let's go back to our second order problem. The resonant

forcing has been handled via multiple scales. However,to have the complete solution

up to second order, we need to find particular forced solutions (the response) to each

forcing term on the RHS of (5.1). In the next section we will do this.

5.5 Second order solution

To minimize the amount of algebra, which certainly increases from one order to the

next in a nonlinear fashion, I will restrict the foregoing analysis to the barotropic
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rigid lid case. I already illustrated how one would go about to solve the second order

problem for baroclinic (n > 0) waves and for arbitrary stratification: the equation

to solve is (5.14).

In Chapter 4 we saw that although the infinite series in the first order solution

.,p(1) disappeared by setting n = 0, the form of the homogeneous solution .,p~

depended on the interval in which k lay [see (4.75)]. This simply means that we have

to consider two different cases: one in which the homogeneous solution is oscillatory

in y, i.e. a reflected RW; the other in which .,p~ is exponentially decaying or

trapped against the wall.

5.5.1 1P~ oscillatory: k E [k_, k+]

First, to remind the reader:

1
k:l: =-(- cos a ± 1) •

8w
(5.57)

I have calculated the forcing for .,p(2) for the general baroclinic case; it is given

by (5.6). Thus, we can put n equals zero and get the following forcing:

J (1/1(0), V2.,p(1») + J (.,p(1), V 2.,p(0») =

1 L { • (0) (0») C' (6(0) 6(0»)2A"'B12 03 sm 261 - 62 + -t sm 2 2 - 1 +
0 6 [sin (6~0) + 8~1») + sin (6~0) _ 6~1»)] +
o, [sin (6~0) + 8~1») + sin (6~O) _ 6~1»)] +
07 sin (26~O) + 8~O») + c, sin (28~O) + 6~0»)} ,

where the coefficients 0 3 through Os are

OHi = (-1f5il1~ + c5i21~ - 21112 - k
2

, i = 1,2
SIna

OHi ( )i sin a ( I )2' 2= -1 4w2A 112 - 2 i , ~ = 1,

OSH = (11 -12 ) [(_1)i-l sin a (l1 _ 1
2

) _ A] , i = 1,2 .
2wA 2w
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Some parenthetical remarks: the secular terms with coefficient Co do not appear in

(5.58), since they have been eliminated using multiple scales; we have omitted the

subscript 0 (coming from m = 0) in 0~1) and "12. Just for future reference, we write

down the coefficient 00 (obtained from Cn with n = 0):

Note that Co = 0 4 - Os = 0 7 - 0 3 •

The PDE to be solvedis

M [1/1(2)] = -RHS of (5.58) ,

where

M == 8tV
2 +cos cx.8:6 + sin cx.8J/

(5.62)

(5.63)

(5.64)

is the linear operator of the QGPVE in the barotropic rigid lid case. The procedure

is the same as in Chapter 4; a particular solution to each forcing term is sought,

then if a homogeneous solution must be supplemented to satisfy (5.2), we take a)

the reflected RW (from the analysis done in Appendix 3 it is easy to choose the

reflected RW) if the roots giving the wavenumber component normal to the wall

are real, or b) the RW trapped against the wall should the roots be complex.

The final solution to the second order problem is:

(5.65)

",,(2) = A~2) [cos (28~0) _ O~o») _ cos O~o)] + A~2) [cos (28~0) _ O~o») _ cos O~o)] +

A(2) [cos (0(0) +0(1») _ { cos(~kz + P,2Y - 3wt + 34» }] +A(2) *
5,. 1 2 e-"(')J/ cos(3kz + p,(r)y _ 3wt +34» 5,d

[COS (0(0) - 8(1») _cos0(0)] + A (2) [cos (8(0) + 0(1») - { cos(...) }]
1 2 2 .116,. 2 2 e'" cos(...)

+ A~~ [cos (8~0) - 0~1») _ cos O~o)] + A~2) [cos (28~0) + O~O») -

{
COS(•••) }] +A~2) [cos (20(0) 0(0») - { COS(••• ) }]
e'" cos(...) 0 2 + 1 e'" cos(...) ,

where the upper (lower) term within the large braces is taken if k E ~[k_,k+]
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(k E [k_,k+] n H[k_,k+]}e), where {~[k_,k+]}eis the complement of ~[k_,k+], and

(1£+ S~Q)2+ (3k+~)2 =~ (5.66)

sin Q ./ 1 ( cos Q ) 2
===> 1£1,2 = - Gw ± V3Gw2 - 3A: +---a;-' (5.67)

The roots 1£1,2 are real iff k E ~[k_,k+]; outside this interval the roots are complex

and then we have 1£1,2 = 1£("') ± iJL(i) where

1£("') = - sinQ/(Gw) and JL(i) = J[3k +COSQ/(Gw)]2 - 1/(36w2) • (5.68)

(5.69)

(5.70)

(5.71)

5.5.2 1P~ exponentially decaying: k (j. [k_,k+] but k E (k2, kt)

The PDE to be solved is

M [1/1(2)] = -iAkB12 { 0 3 sin (26~0) - 6~0») +0 4 sin (26~0) - 8~0») + (5.73)

e-y/(i)., ( C6 [sin (8~0) + 6£1») + sin (6~0) - 6i1»)] + 0 6 [sin (6~0) + 6£1») +

sin (6~0) - 8£1»)]) + C7sin (26~0) +6~0») +Casin (26~0) + 6~0») +

e-~i)JI(C9 [cos (6~0) - 6£1») - cos (610) +6!1»)] + 0 10 [cos (6~0) - 6i1»)

- cos (6~0) + 6i1»)])} ,
where 0 3,4,7,8 are given exactly as in (5.59) and (5.61) and 0 6,6 ,9,10 are given by

CHi - (-1)i:2~ [(17("')-2Ii )2_17(i)2] , i=1,2 (5.74)

C8+i - (-I)i;:2~ 17(i) (21i -17("')) , i = 1,2. (5.15)
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We have omitted the subscript 0 (coming from m =0) in (J!1), 71(1') and 71(i).

Note that if we try a particular solution to

(5.76)

of the form a~~i,±e-'l(ill/ cos (8!0) ± 851»), i = 1,2, we will get on the LHS of the

last equation, terms proportional to cos( ...) and sin(...). The vanishing of the sine

coefficient would give us a~~i,±; but the vanishing of the cosine coefficient cannot

be assured a priori since there is no free parameter involved, unless it vanishes by

chance (but it doesn't). The way out of this problem is to consider the following

forcing

and then seek a particular solution of the form

1/1;~l+i,8+i,. = e-'l(ill/ [A~~i,. sin (8!0) + 8~1») + A~~i,. cos (8!0) + 8~1»)] , i = 1,2 .

(5.78)

Plugging the trial solution into the PDE yields two algebraic inhomogeneous equa

tions in the two unknowns AWi,. and A~~i,., which we can solve easily.

The final solution to the second order problem for k E [k_,k+]C n (k2,kd is

1/1(2) = A~2) cos (20~0) _ 8~0») + Ai2) cos (20~0) _ O~O») +

e-'l(illl [A(2) sin (8(0) + 8(1») + A(2) sin (0(0) _ 0(1») + A(2) sin (0(0) + 8(1») +
5,. 1 ,. 5,cl 1 I' 6,. 2 I'

A(2) sin (0(0) _ 8(1») + A(2) cos (8(0) + 8(1») + A(2) cos (0(0) _ 8(1») +
6,cl 2 I' 9,' 1 I' 9,d 1 I'

A(2) cos (0(0) + 8(1») + A(2) cos (8(0) _ 0(1»)] + A(2) cos (28(0) + 8(0») +10,. 2 ,. 10,d 2 I' 7 1 2

A(2) cos (20(0) + 8(0») (A(2) + A (2) + A(2) + A(2) ) cos 8(0)
8 2 1 - 3 4 ~,d 10,d 2-

(A~~~ + A~~n e-~(ill/ sin(3kz + p.(p)y - 3wt +34» + (A~~ +4~) sin8~0)-

(A~2) + A~2) + 4~~ + A~~.) e-~(ily cos(3kz +p.(I')y - 3wi + 34» (5.79)

where A~2), A~2), A~~) and A~2) are given exactly as in the previous subsection and
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the rest of the amplitudes is given by

(2) jAkB12(CS+,t4 - CHd,)
i = 1,2A'H',. =

if+fl

(2) lAkB12(C4+it4 + CS+di)
i = 1,2AS+i,. - if + f,2

(2) -~AkB12(CS+i9, + CH,h.)
i = 1,2AH"d -

91 +h?
,

(2) jAkB12(C4+,9, - Cs+,h,)
i = 1,2AS+i.d =

91+ h?
,

(5.80)

(5.81)

(5.82)

(5.83)

where in tum

~ -

I, -

g, -

h. -

[3w-er(3k,li+71(r»)][(3k)2+(I,+71(r»2]-3w77(,)2, i=1,2 (5.84)

71(') [-&1(1,+71(r» - sina] , i = 1,2 (5.85)

-[w - er(k, 71(r) - 'i)][k2 +(71(r) - 1,)2] + w71(,)2 , i = 1,2 (5.86)

71(') [2w(I, - 71(r» - sina] , i = 1,2 . (5.87)

5.6 Maps of the solution up to second order

In this section, we plot instantaneous maps of '!/J(G), .,p(G) + ~.,p(1), .,p(G) + ~'!/J(l) +!2.,p(2).

Since the correction to .,p(G) affects .,p(l) through the steady part, after calculating

.,p(2) it is necessary to go back and recalculate '!/J(l). After this is done, the correct

solution up to O(~2) can be computed. Again, as in Chapter 4, the pertinent wave

parameters are in the figure's caption. All maps shown are for non-dimensional

streamfunctions. The corresponding dimensional steady mean flow 'U~~)(y, Z = 0)

(uncorrected and corrected) as function of y is also plotted.

I will not discuss the maps but I want to leave them with the following question:

Which of these fields do you think is closer to the real ocean? I hope the answer is

the more "messy", irregular, i,e. the solution up to second order!
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Figure 38: Instantaneous map of: a) 1/1(0); b) .,p(0) +E.,p(l). The parameters are as in
Figure 18.
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Figure 39: Instantaneous map of: a) corrected .,p(O); b) corrected .,p(O)+!.,p(1)+!2.,p(2).

The parameters are as in Figure 18.
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Figure 40: The steady flow as a function of Y.: a) uncorrected; b) corrected, due to
the O{t:2) correction 1~2) on the driving RWs. The parameters are as in Figure 18.
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Figure 41: Instantaneous map of: a) "p(0); b) "p(0) + EVP). Parameters: (Jo = 25°,
a = 25°, n = 0, T = 0.5 yrs, k; = -0.01 km-\ (Jinc = 106.8°, Uinc = 5
em/sec, Uf'e/ = 11.5 em/sec, /l-inc = 418 km, Af'el = 181 km, ~inc = 213.5°,
E = max( Einc, Ef'eJ) =6.69.
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Figure 42: Instantaneous map of: a) corrected 1/1(0); b) corrected 1/1(0)+t:1/1(1) + t:21/1(2)•

The parameters are as in Figure 41.
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Figure 43: The steady flow 88 a function of Y.: a) uncorrected; b}corrected, due to
the O(t2) correction Q2) on the driving RWs. The parameters are 88 in Figure 41.
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5.7 Final remarks

I must point out that I implicitly assumed that the amplitudes in (5.65) remain

finite or that their denominators do not vanish. There exists the possibility that

they do vanish, rendering our solution invalid. These would correspond to second

order resonances, of the type that one has to look for, as in first order.

The "effect" of the steady flow plus transients on the incident-reflected RW field

is to change the wavenumber vector components normal to the wall of the wave

pair, i.e, to change 11,2 .

The O(~2) correction on the zeroth order solution influences the first, second,

etc. order solutions. I showed that the modification of the RWs only affects the

steady flow and not the transients. The correction in the wavenumbers of the

RWs changes the wavenumber (or its wavelength) of the steady flow and not the

magnitude. Thus, the widths of the steady currents in MM flow are modified.

Therefore, except for the modification to U~1), there is no steady forcing at all.

It is then necessary to go one order higher if we want to see e.g, the steady flow

driven by the modified waves.

It was shown, in general, that if .,p(O) is a superposition of RWs, then the forcing

at ,econd order is always resonant. The resonant forcing is like .,p(O), but the waves

have different amplitudes and a phase shift of 1r/2. In contrast to first order non

linear interactions, where one has to search for resonant triads, at O(~2) there is

always resonant forcing, unless the coupling coefficient vanishes (in general it will

not). A uniformly valid solution is found using the method of multiple scales. The

wave amplitudes are constants, as far as the dependence on T2 = e2t is concerned;

the wave phases are a linear function of T2 , which can be interpreted as a small

correction of O(E2) in the wave frequencies: a Doppler shift. This in tum changes

their propagation (phase) speed and group velocity. I conclude that the frequency

correction is a more robust result (as compared to resonant interactions at first

order), based on the fact that it will always (almost) take place.
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Chapter 6

Third order problem

The main reason why I wanted to go to third order is the realization that the forcing

at 0(~3) contains steady and e-independent terms, whose response contributes to

the steady flow found at first order. It was precisely one of the main goals of my

research to find new contributions to the steady flow brought about by higher order

nonlinearities.

We saw in the previous chapter the important result that when second order

nonlinear interactions are taken into account, the wavenumber vectors of the inci

dent and reflected RW have to be corrected. Perhaps we find something similar at

this order.

Although one may argue with reason that if ~ « 1 then an O(e3
) correction

is too tiny to really care for, this might not be true in the reflection problem. If

~ '" 0(1) then higher order corrections are not that small (~ = 0.9 ::} ~3 = 0.729).

I shall restrict the third order problem to the barotropic rigid lid case, to keep

at the minimum (1) the amount of algebra. Also, as in the second order problem,

only the first order non-resonant solution will be considered. Finally, anticipating

that we will have forcing functions that will produce secular terms in .,p(3), from the

beginning I will include the additional terms in the forcing that arise because of the

multiple space scales introduced in Section 5.3.
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6.1 Third order perturbation equations

The third order barotropic rigid lid problem is obtained by putting n = 3 in (2.76)

(2.78), forgetting about any a-dependence, and adding those terms coming from the

introduction of multiple scales; it results in

M [1/1(3)] = -J (1/1(0), V2.,p(2») _ J (.,p(l), V2.,p(l») _ J (.,p(2), V2.,p(O»)

- (8•.,p(O») By, V:.,p(O) + (8r21/1(O»)8.V2.,p(O)

- 2 [(8c .,p(O») 8,,8"Y2.,p(O) - (8".,p(O») 8c8"y;tP(O)]

- 28, (8"ys.,p(O) + 8"Y2.,p(l») - sin a (8rs.,p(O) + By2.,p(l») (6.1)

8c .,p(3)= 0 at y = 0 (6.2)

.,p(3) bounded as z --+ ±oo, y ---. 00 • (6.3)

In (6.1), the Jacobians indicated by J, the V operator and the spatial derivatives

in the M operator imply differentiation with respect to z and y. The derivatives

with respect to the longer space scales }2, 1'3 are explicitly indicated.

6.1.1 Forcing for 1/;(3)

The next formidable task is to compute the Jacobians on the RHS of (6.1). These

Jacobians are known functions of .,p(O), .,p(l) and .,p(2) and act as a forcing function

for 1/1(3).

Since .,p(l) (because of .,p~) and .,p(2) depend on where k lies, the forcing for .,p(3)

will also depend on k, In principle, there should be two basic cases: 1) k E [k_,k+l

and 2) k E [k_,k+lc n (k2,kl ) . I will only present case 1) here.

We then have .,p(l) as given by (4.75) with

.1.(1) B 12 • (J(l) (6.4)
'Yhom = 2w,\ sm 2

and .,p(2) given by (5.65). To save some writing, I will use the summation symbol

whenever possible. Then note that 1/;(0) and .,p(2) can be written as
2

.,p(G) = A L(-1)'-1 cos (J~O) (6.5)
,=1
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.,p(2)

(6.6)

where recall that the upper (lower) term within the large braces is taken if k E

~[k_,k+] (1: E [1:_,k+] n {~[k_,k+]}c), and where the following abbreviations have

been introduced:

9~2) =3kz + 1J.2Y - 3wt + 34J

9~2) =3kz + lJ.(r)y - 3wt + 34> •

The three Jacobians on the RHS of (6.1) give

(6.7)

(6.8)

J (.,p(0), V21/1(2») +J (.,p(l), V2.,p(l») + J (1/1(2), V 2.,p(0») =

iAk t,t, [CHi'; [cos (9~0) - 29~O) + Di29~0) + Di19~0») - cos (9~0) + 29~0) 

Di291°) - 6il9~0»)] + CHi,.,; [cos (9)°) - 9~0) - 9~l») - cos (8)°) + 8~0) + 8~l»)] +
CHi,d'; [cos (8}0) _ 8~0) + 8~1») _ cos (8}O) + 8!0) _ 8~l»)] +

CsH,; [cos (9}0) - 28~0) - Di28~O) - Di18~0») - cos (8}0) + 28~0) + Di28~0) + Di18~0»)]

+ Hi; [cos (8}0) - 8~0») - cos (8}O) + 8~O»)] + (6.9)

{

HHi,; [cos (8~0) - 8~2») -

e-p (i)1I(Pi; [sin (8}0) + 8~2») + sin (8}O) _ 8~2»)] +

cos (8}0) +8~2»)] }I B2 k 2 {
Qi; [cos (8}0) _ 8~2») _ cos (8}0) + 8~2»)]) + ~\ tr G1cos (28!O») +

G2cos [8~1) +(_1)i (8~0) - 81°»)] + Gs cos [81°) + 8~0) +(-1)i8~1)n

where the coefficients in (6.9) are, for i, j = 1,2:

CHi'; = (-1);A~~i [(21i - Dill: - Di211)2 -1:] (21i - Dill: - Di211)

CHi,.,; = (-1);A~~i,. [(3k)2 + (Ii + 112)2 - v -1;] (li +112 - 31i)
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CHi,d,; - (_l)i A~~i,cI [(li - 772)2 -I:] (Ii - '12 + 'i) (6.12)

C"+iJ - (_l)i~~i [(3k)2 + (21i + 6i211+6i112)2 _1c2-I:] *
(21i + 6i211 +6i112 - 31i) (6.13)

Hii - (_l)i (A~~i + A~~i,cI) (I; -e) (12 -Ii) (6.14)

H2+iJ - _(_I)i (A~~i,.+ ~~i) [(31c)2 + p~ _1c2-I;] (P2 - 31i) (6.15)

l'ti - -(-I)i (A~~i,.+ ~~i) {[(31c)2 + p(r)2 _ p(i)2 _1c2-I;] p(i)+

2p(i)p(r) (p(r) - 31i)} (6.16)

Qii - _(-1)i (A~~i,.+ ~~i) {[(31c)2 + p(r)2 _ p(i)2 - k2 - I;] *
(p(r) _ 31i) _ 2p(i)2per)} • (6.17)

The remaining coefficients are

Gs -

(2k)2 + (l1 + ,2)2- (11 -12)2
sin e

(11 - ,2)2 - (21c)2 -77:
sin o

[77~ - (11 + 12)2] [772 - (11 +'2 ) ]

2w~

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

The second row on the RHS of (6.1) is nothing but -JzY2 (",(0), V2",(0») , where

JzYa is the Jacobian operator with respect to z and Y2. Analogously, the third row

is - 2J (",(0), 81/Y2""(0»). Then

where

-JZY2 (",,(0), V 2",,(0») - 2J (",(0), 8I/Ya"'(0») =

-Bg) [cos (8~0) _ 8~0») - cos (8~0) + 8~0»)] , (6.21)

(6.22)

The higher order contribution to the steady flow on the RHS of (6.21) arise from

the O(t2) correction to ",,(0). Again, as in first order, the nonlinear interaction of
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the now modified incident and reflected RW produces a steady flow parallel to the

wall.

The next forcing terms are, upon recalling that A = A(l'3, ...) and q,= q,(Y3' ...)

(see Section 5.3):

Finally,

-28e8,YJ",,(0) _ sin a8yJ ,p(O) =

- (2wl1+ sin a) (8yJ A cos 8~O) - A8yJq, sin 8~0»)

+ (2w12+ sin a) (8yJAcos8~O)- A8yJq,sin8~0») .

(6.23)

-28e8'Y2.,p(I) - sin Q8y2",,(I) = (6.24)

- (4w'12 +sinQ)~~ 8y2q,(1) cos 8~1) + (lIB~212) 8y2(4)1 - 4>2) cos (8~0) - 8~0») ,

where we have used that l}y2 (8~O) + 8~0») = 0; also 8y2B12 =0, since Bu '" A 2 is not

a function of 1'2. One more remark to explain the origin of 4>(1): at O(e), when ""CL
was introduced, had we anticipated its appearance (at higher orders) as a forcing

leading to secular terms, we would have written

~/,(1) _ Bu . [8(1) + ,J.(I)(y: )]
~hom - 2w~ sm 2 ~ 2,··· (6.25)

with 4>(1)(0, ...) = O. In other words, this is the same thing we did at second order

with .,p(0); now it is done with ""~, one order higher.

6.1.2 Elimination of secular terms

The complete forcing for .,p(3) is given hy the sum of (6.9), (6.21), (6.23) and (6.24).

The next step is to collect the forcing terms on the RHS of (6.1) that have the same

trigonometric function. We then identify the forcing that would produce secular

terms in .,p(3). On the RHS of (6.9), the only trigonometric function which is a

solution to the homogeneous equation associated with (6.1) is cos 8~1) [recall that

this is a RW or homogeneous solution, first introduced at O(e) to satisfy the b.c.
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at the wall]. The annihilation of terms that would produce secularities in .,p(3) is

accomplished by setting to zero the coefficients of an, forcing that is a homogeneous

solution of the linear QGPVE. We obtain:

(6.26)

(6.27)

- (4"1'12 +sinQ)~~ 8y24>(1) - ~Ak (05,. ,1 + 0 8,.,2 + OS,d,l +Oe,d,2) =0 (6.28)

which immediately implies that A = A(l'4, .. .), q, = q,(Y4, ...) and 4>(1) '" 1'2. As

far as their dependence on Y3 is concerned, A and q, can be considered constants.

That 4>(1) depends linearly on Y2 we can interpret as a correction in the wavenumber

component '12, i.e. we now see a modification (two orders higher) in the RW.,pCL.

Perhaps for future reference, let's write down the governing equation for .,p(3):

[
(3)] [1 (2) kB~200] ( (0) (0»)

M.,p = -2Ak(C31 +042 +H ll +Hu ) - B12 + ",(11 -1
2
)2 cos 81 - 82

- ~Ak(C32 +0 41 ) cos [2 (81°) - 9~0»)] + [~Ak(OS,d'2 + Oe,d,l)-

B:2k ] 1 [ ]2w~ G3 cos[(11 + 12 - '12)Y] + '2Ak {06,d,l cos (211 - '12)Y +

OS,d,2 cos[(212 - '12)Y]) + [iAk(-C71 - CS2 + Hll +Hu ) +Bg)] *

(
(0) (0») [1 ) B~2k ]cos 81 +82 - '2 Ak(Os,. ,2+ Ce,d ,l + 2w~ G2 *

(
(0) (0) (1») [1 ) B~2k ]cos 81 - 82 + 82 - '2 Ak(Ce,.,l + OS,d,2 + 2w~ G2 *

cos (8~0) - 8~0) + 8~1») + [~Ak(C32 - C72) - ~~Gl] cos28~0) +

[
1 B~2k] (0) 1 [ (0) (0»)2Ak(C41 - OSl) - 2w~ G1 cos292 + 2Ak 0 31 cos 391 - 92 +

042cos (38~0) - oiO»)] + iAk [C71 cos (30iO) + (J~O») +
0 82 cos (38~0) +8~0») + (072+ CS1) cos (29~0) + 29~0»)] +

[
1 B~2k] (0) (0) (1»)'2Ak(C6,. ,2 +Ce•••tl- 2w~ G3 COS 91 + 82 +82 +
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The first five trigonometric functions on the RHS of (6.29) are z and time in

dependent. I have finally reached one of the main goals in my dissertation: first,

the fact that indeed, there are new contributions to the steady flow found by MM.

Secondly, their structure in the offshore coordinate is established. These contribu

tions can be viewed as a modification to the MM steady flow due to higher order

nonlinearities. I have explained the origin of some of these contributions, namely

those that come about because of the modification to the incident-reflected RW

pair. In principle, it is possible to pin down the origin of every one of the steady

forcing terms. I shall not do that here.

It remains to check the magnitude of the correction to the steady flow. Also

I would like to make a comparison between the steady flow with and without the

corrections for different values of wave parameters. In the next two sections we do

these comparisons.

6.2 The corrections to the steady flow

To get the steady response at O(E3 ) , we only consider the steady (and z indepen

dent) forcing in (6.29). If we are interested only in the steady current U~3) and not

in the corresponding streamfunction, we don't have to solve anything, since (6.29)

is a diagnostic relation for the steady flow. In other words, we have

sinaa~",,~3) = steady forcing on the RHS oC(6.29).
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From U~3) = _811""13) , we simply get that the correction to the steady flow parallel

to the wall is

U~3) = - Si~ Q { [-~Ak(0 31 + 0 42 + H ll +Hn ) - BW + W~I~~~:)21 *

cos (6~O) _ 6~O») - ~Ak(032 + C41 )cos [2 (6~O) _ 6~O»)] +

[
1 B~2k 1 [(2Ak(C6,d,2+ CS,d,l ) - 2w~ Gs cos 11 + 12 - '12)Y] +

~Ak {C6,d,l cos[(211 - '72)y] + CS,d,2cos[(212 - '12)Y]}} • (6.31)

This is the modification to the steady flow found by MM (in the absence of

dissipation) due to higher order nonlinearities. Note that U~3) is not, in general, a

periodic function of y.

The complete solution to the third order problem is obtained in exactly the same

fashion as it was done for ",,(2), and it will not be presented here.

There remains to see the magnitude of U~3). How large (or small) it is, as

compared to U~l)?

In Figures 44 to 45 I plot the correction U~3) as a function of y and then I compare

the steady flow found at O( e) (MM flow or U~l») with u~l) +e3u~3) by plotting both

on the same graph. It is interesting to note that in Figure 44, in which the reflected

RW is strongly nonlinear (e = 28), the correction and the steady flow are of the

same order of magnitude. In contrast, the case in Figure 45 has a true e of 6.69,

but the correction is completely unrealistic: of the order of 10 m/sec!

6.3 A numerical excursion

I shall finish up by giving a "complete" tour of the pieces of the whole solution, with

the associated steady flow. I will show two similar examples, with all the parameters

identical, ezceptfor the wave amplitude. The first example has an effective or "true"

e of 0.81, and we can be confident on the resulting numbers as far as the validity
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Figure 44: a) The O(~3) correction (in em/sec) to the steady flow, i.e, u~~), versus
distance from the wall. b) A comparison between the steady flow at O(E), U~l), and
the steady flow up to O(E3), U~l) + E3U~3), as a function of distance from the wall.
The parameters are as in Figure 18.
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of our perturbative solution is concerned. The example illustrates clearly that for

moderately nonlinear RWs with E;5 1 but E~ 1:

• the O(E) steady flow is by no means negligible, in this case of the same order

of magnitude as Uine and U,.c/;

• the transients at O(E) are very important, of the same order of magnitude of

the steady flow;

• the third order correction is not negligible and substantially changes the MM

flow, so that the steady flowup to O(E3) is quite different from the O(E) steady

flow.

The second example has a true E of 1.08, thus the results are marginally valid.

The computational process involved in obtaining a solution once all the param

eters have been chosen, is not trivial. By the way, for those interested, I did all

the calculations using MATLAB on the PC and on the Sun Workstation. Now I

explain the steps involved in this process:

1. Select all the parameters, namely: 80 , a, n, T, either (Jine or k, and the wave

amplitude A. (by either of the two methods described in Subsection 4.3.2).

The above parameters can be chosen independently, although strictly speaking

T is a function of n, since we have to choose T > Te,n. For the baroclinic

calculations (n > 0) we also have to select H and TN to compute No. The

rest of the parameters, e.g, 11,2, are determined as a function of the selected

parameters.

2. Compute .,p(O), draw its map at t = 0, as all maps drawn here.

3. Compute .,p(l), draw its map; then compute .,p(0) +E.,p(l), draw map. Compute

tL~~)(y, z = 0) and velocity component along the wall of the 2w transients (at

z = z = t = 0), plot them together.
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4. Compute and draw map of ,p(2); recalculate and draw map of corrected ,p(0)

and of ,p(0) + e,p(l) + e2,p(2) •

5. Compute corrected uW, plot it (versus y) and compare it with original uW.

6. Compute u~:) = Ue3u~3) and plot it; compute the steady flow up to third

d . (1) (3) d ·t ith (1)or er, i.e. u.. + u•• ,an compare I WI u••.

7. Go back and recalculate ,p(l), which has been modified through the corrections

Z!2) and the correction q,(l) '" 12 in ,p£l,.. Draw corrected .,p(l) and .,p(0)+ t.,p(l).

8. Recalculate and draw map of .,p(2), which is modified due to modification in

,pel); recalculate and draw map of corrected .,p(O) +E"p(I) + t 2.,p(2) .
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Figure 46: Instantaneous map of: a.) ,,(0); b) 1/1(1); c) ,,(0) + E.,p(l). The parameters
are as in Figure 23, except that the wa.ve amplitude is a bit larger: Uinc = 15 cm/sec,
Upc/ = 34.6 cm/sec, giving an E = ma.x(Einc,Epc/) = 0.81.
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Steady flow and transient flow at x=t=O vs y
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Figure 47: As in Figure 18, but with the parameters of Figure 46.
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Figure 48: Instantaneous map of: a) 1/1(2); b) corrected 1/1(0); c) .,p(0) + E1/1(l) + E21/1(2)

(without correcting ,,(I»). Parameters as in Figure 46.
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Figure 49: The steady flow as a function of Y.: a) uncorrected; b) corrected, due to
the 0(t2) correction ~2) on the driving RWs. The parameters are as in Figure 46.
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Figure 50: a) The O(~3) correction (in ~m/sec) to the steady flow, i.e. 'U~~), versus
distance from the wall. b) A comparison between the steady flow at O(e), 'U~1), and
the steady flow up to O(~3), 'U~1) + ~3u~3), as a function of distance from the wall.
The parameters are as in Figure 46.
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corrected tP(2); d) corrected .,p(O) + E,p(l) + E2tP(2). Parameters as in Figure 46.
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Steady flow and transientflow at x=t=O vs y
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Figure 53: As in Figure 18, but with the parameters of Figure 52.
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Figure 54: Instantaneous map of: a) 1/J(2); b) corrected .,p(G); c) .,p(O) + e.,p(l) + e2.,p(2)

(without correcting .,p(l». Parameters as in Figure 52.
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Figure 55: The steady flow as a function ofy.: a) uncorrected; b) corrected, due to
the O(e2) correction ~2) on the driving RWs. The parameters are as in Figure 52.
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) correction (in em/sec) to the steady flow, i.e. u~~), versus
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The parameters are as in Figure 52.
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Chapter 7

Summary and conclusions

• I have reviewed the reflection of linear RWs from a straight boundary. The

classical solution consists of a superposition of an incident and a reflected RW,

whichis the leading order solution .,p(0). Vertical mode number n, frequency w,

and wavenumber component along the wall le, are invariant under reflection.

For givenn, w and Ie the RW dispersion relation yields two roots 11,2' When 11,2

are real and 11 =1= 12 , it is shown (Appendix C) that regardless of the boundary

orientation the root with the positive (negative) radicand corresponds to the

incident (reflected) wave. In this sense, the coordinate system with z parallel

and y perpendicular to the wall is a natural coordinate system to study the

reflection problem.

• The case when the waves have their wavenumber vectors perpendicular to

the wall, making any superposition of such waves an exact nonlinear solution,

needs special consideration. In my opinion this case has not been addressed.

The requirement of an additional b.c., namely, that the integral along the

boundary of the normal component of the energy flux must vanish, would

prohibit, for example, a single incident RW as a solution. If no additional

condition is imposed, then a single incident or a single reflected or 1000 in

cident RWs are all good solutions from the mathematical point of view. I

conclude that the additional integral constraint must be imposed.
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• The weak nonlinear interaction of an incident and a reflected RW has been

studied. Their interaction at first order produces

- a steady forcing that leads to an Eulerian steady mean ft.ow parallel to

the wall; and

- a transient forcing oscillating in time with a frequency of two times that

of the incident-reflected RW pair, Le, 2"1.

The steady ft.ow parallel to the wall found by Mysak and Magaard (1983)

(MM) in the absence of friction is recovered. The steady forcing, whose re

sponse is the steady ft.ow, cannot be re,onant. This fact has the following

important consequence: there cannot be energy exchange between the steady

ft.ow and the incoming and reft.ected RW; the deady flow i, neutrally stable

to the RW, that generated it in the jir,t place! The above is true for any

number of incident-reflected RW pairs. However, this doesn't imply that the

RW driven steady ft.ow is stable; it could very well be unstable to other per

turbations.

The response to the transient or 2w forcing is complicated; it consists of two

parts:

1. Physically the 2w forcing forces a ft.ow that does not satisfy the physical

constraints on the motion. This is a direct response. The phase of this

response is 90° out of phase with the phase of the forcing.

2. The fluid adjusts by generating free RWs to balance out the forced ft.ow

normal to the wall; these waves must have outgoing energy ft.ux, i.e. must

be reft.ected RWs, or exponentially decaying (away from the boundary)

RWs-see below. This is the indirect response.

The z-dependence of the 2w forcing is '1i;(z). The number of modes that get

excited depends on the interaction matrix between them, {nrlm (or projection
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of the forcing on each vertical mode), which in turn depends on n and the

background stratification. There are three cases:

1. For nth mode baroclinic (n > 0) incident-reflected RWs and arbitrary

stratification, all vertical modes (m < n and m > n) get excited. The

response is barotropic (m = 0) and baroclinic (m > 0). The indirect

response is an infinite series of Rossby wave modes. Each RW mode has

parameters m, 2w and 2k; the dispersion relation then yields two offshore

wavenumbers 71ml,2 of which only one is chosen as follows:

(a) if 71ml,2 are real, then we take the reflected RW (using the radiation

condition); or

(b) if 71ml,2 are complex we choose the exponentially decaying RW and

reject the exponentially growing solution (use the boundedness of

1/1(1) ).

The high baroclinic modes (m large) are exponentially decaying and have

very small amplitude [amplitudes r- 11m2 ) .

2. For n > 0 and constant Brunt-Vaisala frequency only the barotropic

(m =0) and 2nth mode (m = 2n) get excited.

3. For a barotropic (n = 0) incident-reflected RW pair no baroclinic modes

are excited: the response is barotropic.

• What if the 2w forcing happens to be a free RW? The transient forcing can

be resonant, but only if 0 < Isin al ~ 1/3, i.e. for more zonally oriented walls.

What about a solution in this case? The straightforward (called pedestrian)

perturbation expansion leads to a non-uniform solution: it grows linearly in

y. It would have been valid only near the wall (such that Ey < 1). There is

a particular solution that grows linearly in time (the usual case when there is

resonance), but then it is impossible to satisfy the b.c, at the wall.
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A uniformly valid solution in y to order ~ was found using multiple space scale

analysis. When there is resonance, the amplitudes of the incident, reflected

and "forced" wave are slowly varying periodic functions of the offshore coor

dinate (functions 'of Y1 = ~y, a longer space scale). The amplitudes obey the

well known Euler equations of Classical Mechanics for a rigid top. The vac

illation of the amplitudes in space is such that the total energy flux through

any plane parallel to the wall is zero, as required by energy conservation in a

volume periodic in e.

In Chapter 4 I mentioned that the resonant case would be the most important

one at first order, because of all forced solutions, the resonant response would

be the largest. There I presented a thought lab experiment to test such idea.

The fact that the wave amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves are not

constant implies that the amplitude of the steady flow ("" A1A2 ) is modulated

also in space.

Whether the wave amplitudes of the triad are also functions of T1 = ei; is

ignored. If it is so, then having one pair or wave mode is in principle more

difficult than having more: the amplitudes now obey nonlinear PDE's in Yi

and T1•

• I speculate that if a triad of incident-reflected wave pairs is taken (instead of

a single pair) then there will be resonant interactions among the triad of wave

pairs [Plumb (1977) found resonant triads of wave pairs in a zonal channel];

I also anticipate that the existence of resonant wave pair triads will depend

on the orientation of the wall. In this resonant case, the amplitudes must

vary slowly on the interaction time scale of O{l/E) (the classical example

of the three wave resonant problem). This implies that the amplitudes of

the e-independent flows produced by the self-interaction of these wave pairs

(proportional to the square of the amplitude of the wave pair) will also be
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varying in time: no steady flow is produced! This does not mean that the

steady flow is unstable! The energy exchange, which can be viewed as an

instability [see e.g, Gill (1974), Pedlosky GFD], would be occurring among

the wave modes or pairs.

• Thus, at O(e) weobtainedthe MM steady flow and the 2w transient flow. The

latter was not studied by MMj they were interested only in the steady part.

The more "complete" first order solution does not add any new knowledge

to what was known about the steady flow. However, it turns out that the

transients are very important when comparisons between theory and observa

tions are to be made and one would like to draw conclusions about explaining

something that has been observed-seebelow. In order to study the anticipated

modification to the incoming and outgoing RW fields due to the steady flow

(and note: due &.1so to the 2w transient flow) it is necessary to go to higher

orders in the perturbation scheme. By definition, the nonlinear interaction

between the incoming-reflected RW pair and the steady mean flow occurs at

second order. It is for this veryobvious reason that I had to go to at least the

next order.

• The nonlinear interaction between the incident-reflected RW pair .,p(G) and

the forced first order non-resonant solution (.,p(l) -""~) produces, in general,

resonant forcing, i.e. the forcing itself is a solution to the homogeneous linear

QGPVE. Except for the amplitude and a phase shift of 1r/2, the resonant

forcing is .,p(G).

Using again the methodofmultiplescales, it is found that second order nonlin

ear interactions do not change the wave amplitudes (of the incident-reflected

RW pair) but their phases; the phases are a very slow linear function of y (a

function of 1'2 = !2y). The main result found at second order (for .,p(l) non

resonant) is: The effect of the steady flow plus 2w transients on the
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incident-re8eded RW pair (1/1(0» is to change the waves' wavenum

ber component normal to the wall. One would perhaps be tempted to

think in terms of refraction of the waves by the steady mean flow; however,

any result inherited from ray theory should be taken with a grain of salt,

simply because the fundamental assumption behind ray theory, that the scale

over which the mean flow (more generally, the scale of inhomogeneities in

the medium) changes is much larger than the wavelengths of the waves, is

certainly not true in our case.

The O(e2) correction on the zeroth order solution will, of course, influence

the first, second, etc. order solutions. The influence on .,p(l) only affects the

steady flow U~l). Qualitatively, the correction in the wavenumbers of the RWs

changes the wavenumber (or its wavelength) of the steady flow and not the

magnitude. Thus, the widths of the steady currents in MM flow are modified.

For large e's the correction is, in general, large (as expected). There is a strong

dependence on the wave period: as T increases II~2)I increases. The relative

change in wavenumber is always larger in the long RW for all boundaries.

Except for the modification to U~l), there is no steady forcing at all. It is then

necessary to go one order higher if we want to see e.g. the steady flow driven

by the modified waves.

• The fact that resonant forcing occurs at O(e2) is a particular case of a more

general result in second order weak nonlinear wave-wave interactions: When

ever the leading order solution .,p(0) is any superposition of RWs, the

second order perturbation equation for .,p(2) will (almost) always

have resonant forcing. There is nothing peculiar about having a reflecting

wall, The (resonant) forcing is the same superposition of RWs as .,p(0), except

for their amplitude and a phase change of 900
• This result is important: in

contrast to first order nonlinear interactions where one has to search for res

onant triads, at O(e2 ) , unless the coupling coefficient vanishes (in general it
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will not), there is always resonant forcing. To avoid secular terms, one could

use the method of multiple scales, which in tum leads to a change in the phase

of the waves.

For example, in the laterally unbounded ocean and if t/J(O) is the superposition

of two arbitrary RWs, it is very unlikely that there would be resonant forcing

at first order. At second order, multiple time scales tell us that there is a

small correction of O(~2) in the waves' frequency: a Doppler shift caused by

all the advections that are taking place (broadening of the dispersion relation).

The frequency shift of wave-! being proportional to the amplitude squared of

wave-2 and vice versa. This in turn changes the waves' propagation (phase)

speed and group velocity. The Doppler shift does not imply instability.

• The third order problem involves a lot of tedious algebra. No wonder people

stop at first order!

The forcing for t/J(3) has several terms that are 2: and t independent. Thus,

there are several O(t:3 ) corrections or contributions to the steady flow found at

O(t:), i.e. to MM flow. We can think ofthe contributions as a modification of

the steady flow due to higher order nonlinearities. Among the steady forcing

terms, one is due to the nonlinear interaction of the modified incident and

reflected RW which, as in first order, now produce a "new" steady flow.

I have calculated only the steady and z-iadependent particular forced solution,

i.e, U~3). The steady flow occurring at O(t:3 ) is driven by the modified RWs

as well as through interactions of several components of the solution up to

second order. The third order correction to 1L~1) can be negligible, or of the

order of U~l), or unrealistically large.

• Comparing with observations: the importance of the transients.

To make a fair comparison between the theoretically predicted mean current

and observations, it is necessary to have data that would allow an z or time
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averaging to eliminate the transients and the incident-reflected RW pair (of

which the reflected RW has larger particle speeds for western boundaries). The

transients that appear at orders one to three have been disregarded in previous

studies. The 2w transient flow at O(e) is of the same order of magnitude of

the steady flow U~l) and could very well be the reason why the agreement

between the predicted mean current and the observations is sometimes not

good (for the Hawaiian Ridge). It is contended that the comparisons made so

far are inconclusive.

7.1 Final remarks

By a systematic use of perturbation expansion and multiple scales, the following

picture emerges:

steady flow +
200 transient

CD
waves

What could I then say regarding the driving ofsecondary Eulerian mean flows by

the nonlinear interaction of incoming and reflected RWs at a non-zonal boundary?
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The steady mean flow is neutrally stable to the Rossby waves that produced it.

The effect of the steady flow and 2w transients back on the RWs ("refraction") is

to change their wavenumber vectors. The modification of the waves in tum leads

to a correction in the mean flow. The modified waves drive a "new" steady flow at

O( t:3 ) . (There are other contributions to the steady flow at third order that have

nothing to do with the modification of the incident-reflected RW pair.) There is a

clear feedback between the waves and the steady flow: in a very simplistic way, the

waves produce the mean current, the mean current afFects the waves, the affected

waves change the current, ... and so on.

It is clear (see e.g, Figure 37) that the reflection problem of RWs can be strongly

nonlinear. In many cases, and using more or less realistic wave parameters [obtained

from the observed RWs, e.g. from Kang and Magaard (1980)], the /1-Rossby number,

chosen to be the maximum between that of the incident and reflected RW, is larger

than one. For RWs with periods larger than a year or so, t: is larger than one.

There is a question as to the value, in general, of perturbation expansion solu

tions to nonlinear problems when the small parameter, t: say, is larger than one.

According to Dr. Lorenz Magaard (personal communication), it is sometimes re

markably surprising how useful these expansions are, even for cases t: > l.

This hopefully improved theory of the steady current driven by the nonlinear

interaction of an incoming and a reflected RW has a flat bottom. The topography of

the real Hawaiian Ridge is complex and can probably not be considered in analytical

calculations. Also, the stability of the steady current would have to be addressed

(perhaps). The obvious next step towards an explanation of the observations is not

more analytical calculations to higher order perturbations but a numerical modeling

effort. This however, would lie outside the scope of this dissertation.
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1.2 Future work?

• The stability of the non-zonal steady flow. One disregards the origin of such

flow! and studies its stability. A forced QGPVE is necessary to undertake such

study. The non-zonal steady flow is an exact nonlinear solution to a forced

QGPVE. However, when the steady flow plus the perturbation is plugged

into the forced QGPVE, the forcing drops out. One is left with a PDE having

coefficients that are periodic functions of y and z, Non-zonal flows are in

general more unstable than pure zonal flows (Pedlosky GFD).

• Adding some kind of dissipation to the model. The theory developed here

assumes an inviscidfluid. Dissipation effects are expected to play an important

role near solid boundaries and there is no doubt that adding friction to the

model will makeit more realistic. On the other hand, it will make the algebra

even more cumbersome. For western boundaries, the reflected RWs are short

and thus more susceptible to dissipation. MM incorporated Rayleigh friction

(acting only on the short reflected wave) in their model; as a consequence, the

steady flow had an exponentially decaying (in y) amplitude (see Section 4.3.1),

thus being a truly boundary current.

• Carry out a wave expansion using as a (complete) basis the eigenfunctions

of the linear reflection problem. By this is meant to expand the prognostic

variable(s), in our case the QG streamfunction "p, in terms of such basis and

having time dependent amplitudes. The evolution equation of the amplitudes

is obtained by substituting the expansion into the QGPVE and then using

orthogonality properties of the spatial eigenfunctions. For the QGPVE there

results an infinitesystem of first order nonlinear ODE's for the time dependent

amplitudes. The representation of.,p in this way is exact (Ripa, 1981).

1 Whether this is conceptually correct is not a trivi&l question. Keep in mind that the very
existence ofthe steadycurrent is due to the nonlinear interaction ofincoming and outgoing RWs.
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Appendix A

Quasigeostrophic energetics

In this appendix I will use non-dimen,ional variables, except for Section A.2, and

unless stated otherwise.

A recapitulation of what is included in this appendix follows: I first derive

an energy equation directly from the QGPVE. Then a kinetic energy equation is

derived from a set of primitive equations to show the presence of a term pressure

times velocity in the energy :flux in contrast to the apparent absence of such term

in the energy :flux directly derived from the QGPVE. A summary of an alternative

derivation of the QG energy equation given in a paper by Pinardi and Robinson

(1986) is presented in the third section and then I compare the two energy equations.

It is shown that the two energy :fluxes (one obtained from the QG PVE and the other

from the derivation by Pinardi and Robinson) differ by a non-divergent vector.

What happens to the energy :flux definition if we have a solid lateral boundary? Is

the ambiguity in its definition reduced? I touch upon these questions at the end of

the appendix.

There are basically two reasons why I am including this appendix:

1. Sometimes I will be referring to the energy and/or energy :flux of a solution.

It is therefore important to have a place for reference where the expressions

for these quantities are found.

2. There are still fundamental gaps in our understanding of the QG energetics,
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most notably in the calculation of an energy flux and in connection to bound

ary conditions on solid wa.lls (Dr. Peter Rhines; personal communication). A

simple example is given in Section 3.4 after which one starts (at least I did)

to wonder about the validity or physical meaning of the energy flux directly

derived from the QGPVE.

What I write here about these problems is by no means the final word. I just

hope it will motivate me and others to pursue the clarification of such gaps.

A.l Derivation of the energy equation from the
QGPVE

The governing equation in QG dynamics is the QGPVE, which in our rotated

coordinate system [see equation (2.56») is

[8e+~J(?/J, .») {V2?/J + 8. [s~z)8.,p]} + COS Dt 8.?/J +sin o 8,,?/J = 0 . (A.I)

To derive an energy equation, we multiply (A.I) by?/J. The resulting equation has

to be manipulated quite a bit. Working with individual terms of (A.I) times ?/J, we

have

?/J8e [V
2?/J + 8. ~8z?/J] - V· ?/J8eV?/J - V?/J. 8eV?/J +

az [?/J8e (~a.?/J)] - (8z?/J)8e(~8z?/J)

- V 3' [?/Jae (V?/J +k~8z?/J)] -

i8e [IV?/J1
2 + ~(8l:?/J)2] , (A.2)

where V3' is the three-dimensional divergence operator and k is the unit vertical

vector. Recalling that J(?/J,') = it· V, where it is the geostrophic velocity field, we

get for the nonlinear terms
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since the vector t/Jil is trivially non-divergent, which is the well known result that

the pressure energy flux by completely geostrophic motions is non-divergent and

thus does not change the kinetic energy. Finally,

t/J(cosa a.t/J +sin a 811.,p) = V . [~(i cos a + jsin a)'f/12] , (A.4)

where i and j are the unit vectors in the e-direetion (parallel to the wall) and

y-direction (perpendicular to the wall), respectively.

Using now (A.2)-(A.4), we can write for the equation (A.I) times .,p,

i8e [IVt/J12+ ](8.'f/1)2] + Va' {-,p8e(V.,p + k~8.'f/1) -

~(icosa +jsina)'f/12 - e.,pu [V2.,p + 8. (~a.'f/1)]} = 0, (A.S)

or, in the more compact form

(A.6)

where

(A.7)

is the total energy composed of the kinetic energy density (per unit mass) of the

geostrophic field (= j V'f/1 . V'f/1 = ju. 11) plus the available potential energy density

[= ~(8.'f/1)2/S]; and

S= -'f/18e (V'f/1 +k~a.'f/1) -~(icosa+ jsin a).,p2- e.,p11 [V2'f/1 +8. (~8.'f/1)] (A.S)

is the 3-D total energyflux vector.

We shall refer to equation (A.6) as the "energy equation". It is a statement

of local energy conservation and it simply says that the total energy at a point

will only change in time if there is a divergence in the energy flux. If we integrate

(A.6) over a fixed volume V and use Gauss' theorem to express the volume integral

IvVa·SdV as a surface integral (with the surface enclosing the volume), we obtain

a statement about globalenergy conservation saying that the total energy inside V

can only be changed if there is a net energy flux through the surface enclosing V.
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An energy flux vector is always defined up to an arbitrary non-divergent vector.

In other words, we could add to § any divergence-less vector, and the energy equa

tion would remain unchanged. That is, the energy flux vector can always be altered

by adding to it a non-divergent vector without atfecting any observable variable.

We must keep in mind that the derivation of the QG equations is done by an

asymptotic expansionof the equations ofmotion for small non-dimensional numbers,

most notably the Rossby number. The energy is a quadratic functional of the

"original" physical fields and therefore one should always be cautious about the

order in the expansion of a quadratic quantity. The QGPVE is derived from the

O(Ro) equations; thus, even though it is the equation for the evolution of the 0(1)

pressure, it is an O(Ro) equation. When the QGPVE is multiplied by.,p, which is

in non-dimensional terms the 0(1) pressure, an equation of O(Ro) results so that

the energy equation must be O(Ro).

Despite the fact that an energy flux is not uniquely determined, one is more

used to see an energyflux having terms such as pressure times velocity. The energy
... ~

flux S defined above doesnot look as pressure times velocity. A valid question then

arises: in what senseis S an energy flux?

First, to see the pressure times velocity terms, let's detour for a while and

derive in the next section an energy equation for a system of governing equations

of a primitive type.

A.2 An energy equation from a primitive system

In this section, all variables are dimensional.

Consider an inviscid, incompressible, non-diffusive fluid for which the dimen

liona' momentum, continuity and thermodynamic equations are

1 -
8tl!. +.!l.. Vl!+ 2!l x 3l.= --Vp - gk ,

p
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8,p +!t . VP = 0 , (A.H)

where!t is the 3-D velocity, V is the 3-D gradient operator, 0 is the earth's angular

velocity, p is the density field, p is the total pressure and 9 is the magnitude of

the acceleration of gravity. The above system of equations is called adiabatic since

it does not include friction nor heat or salt diffusion or sources (see LeBlond and

Mysak, 1978).

In the momentum equation (A.9) the dominant terms for large scale motions in

the ocean are by far the acceleration of gravity and the vertical pressure gradient.

Thus, it is convenient to introduce a perturbation pressure and a perturbation

density as departures from the equilibrium solution of (A.9) in the absence of motion

(!t =Q), which is Po(z) and Po(z) satisfying the hydrostatic equation

dPo
dz =-gpo·

The perturbation pressure p' and perturbation density p' are defined by

p = Po(z) + p', p = poez) + p' ,

so that the momentum balance becomes

p(B,!+!t. V!t +20 x z) = -vv - gp'k . (A.12)

The term -gp'k is the buoyancy force per unit volume, since a fluid element

having p' < 0 is lighter than its surroundings and therefore is subject to an upward

Archimedian force due to the presence of gravity.

Multiplying 3! scalarly with (A.12) and using the vector identity

(A.13)

we obtain

(A.14)
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(A.IS)

where w =.£ •k is the vertical velocity component. Since the flow is non-divergent

it follows that .£. Vp' =V . (llP'). Using (A.H) we can write (A.14) as

1
(at+.£ • V) i PIE,12 + V . (p'E,) + gp'w = 0 .

The last equation could be written in the compact form

dE (') ,dt + V· p'll = -gp w ,

or

where
1

E =i P1E.12

is the total kinetic energy per unit volume, The vector

(A.16)

(A,17)

(A.IS)

(A.19)

will be called energy flux density because it gives a rate of flow of energy per unit

area. It is not uniquely defined since we can add to it any non-divergent vector

without changing (A.17).

Equation (A.16) says that the time rate of change of E following the motion is

due to

1. The rate of doing work by the fluid against the pressure force (i,e. .!!. Vp '"

distance x force / time = work / time), called pressure working rate;

2. The term -gp'w, This represents a rate of energy conversion between kinetic

and potential energies. It is the product of the buoyancy force per unit volume

-gp' and the vertical velocity w (rate of movement in the direction of the

buoyancy force) and it is called the buoyancy working rate. Physically, we

can understand this conversion as follows: when p' and w are of the same

sign it means that we either bring relatively heavy fluid particles upwards or
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relatively light particles downwards, which physically should mean that the

potential energy increases and therefore the kinetic energy E must decrease

(assuming only the term in question is active). Let's check now the math: in

this case -gp'w < 0 =} atE < 0, which is what we reasoned. H p' and w

have different signs the reverse occurs.

Equation (A.17) states that the local time rate of change of E is due to advection

of E in and out ofthe region (advective working rate) plus 1. and 2. above.

We have shown that the kinetic energy equation derived from a set of primitive

equations gives rise to an energy flux that has the pressure work flux n.
Finally note that at a fixed solid boundary there should be no fluid flow across

it. In other words, the component of the mass flux P1l normal to the boundary must

vanish, or Vn = 0 on the boundary where Vn is the normal component of velocity.

As a con,equence of this condition the normal component Fn of the energy flux as

defined in (A.19) must also vanish on the boundary.

A.3 Another version of the QG energy equation;
•a comparison

In Section A.l, we derived an energy equation directly from the QGPVE, which

is the governing equation of motion in QG dynamics. The energy flux derived

there (called S) was entirely given in terms of .,p, so once we find a solution to the

QGPVE, we can readily compute the energy flux divergence. Also, this energy flux

has the property that for a Rossby wave, which is an exact nonlinear solution to the

QGPVE, its time average (over a wave period) is equal to the average wave energy

times the group velocity. This is shown e.g, in Pedlosky GFD. For baroclinie RWs

in a horizontally bounded ocean, an additional depth average must be done on g
and E to get this relationship (see Appendix D). The main disadvantage of g is

its physical interpretation, specifically the apparei)t absence of pressure work flux

terms.
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Pinardi and Robinson (1986), henceforth referred to as PR, have derived an

energy equation for flow governed by QG dynamics via an alternative approach. The

main advantage of their approachis that it reveals naturally the relation between the

QG terms to their more generalCorm. In the next subsection I present a summary

of the derivation by PRo

A.3.1 A summary of the energy equation derivation

I will now try to explain how PR arrive at their energy equations. They start with

an ideal hydrostatic, Boussinesq incompressible fluid on a ,8-plane. From their set

of five governing equations, they derive two equations: one for the total kinetic

energy and one for the available potential energy. Then, they non-dimensionalize

the two energy equations by introducing time, velocity and length scales. The

vertical velocity is scaled using the continuity equation, the scale for the pressure is

obtained geostrophically and the density scale is gotten via the hydrostatic balance.

The two energy equations written in non-dimensional form exhibit the following

non-dimensional numbers:

• Ratio oflocal rotation period (= 1110) to time scale; this they choose as the

Rossby number, which is assumed to be much less than one. In my scaling

I have chosen the time scale to be the Rossby wave period (,8L)-I, so the

Rossby number would be {JLllo = L cot 801Re.

• Ratio of time scaleto advectivetime scale, i.e. t(·>UI L. Since I have chosen the

time scale to be ({JL)-t, this ratio is our ,8-Rossby number, ~ (see Section 2.6).

They assumed this ratio to be 0(1).

• L2/~/H2N2(z) equals our 115(z), which they assume (as I did) to be 0(1).

• Ratio of planetary Rossby wave time scale to time scale. They assume this to

be 0(1) and I have set this to be 1.
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Thereafter, PR expand all the non-dimensional fields in the Rossby number,

called Ro, and substitute the expanded variables into the two energy equations.

Henceforth the subscripts indicate the order in the expansion. The 0(1) vertical

velocity, Wo, is takento be zero (this is a consequence of the expansion in Ro for the

equations of motionand cannot be obtained from the energy equations themselves).

The 'del' operator, V, is henceforth two-dimensional.

The zeroth order Rossby number expansion of the kinetic energy equation is

simply

v . (PoUo) = 0 , (A.20)

which has already been discussed in Section A.I. An additional comment that PR

make is that the zerothorder kinetic energy equation is degenerate in the sense that

it does not provideuseful information beyond the constraint of geostrophy.

The first order expansion of the two equations gives prognostic equations for

the kinetic energy density of the geostrophic field, called Ko = ~uo . uo, and the

available potential energy density of the zeroth order field Ao = H8zPo)2/ S( z).

They are (being adapted to my notation):

8t Ao = -EV, (itoAo) +POWI'

(A.21)

(A.22)

The summary about how PR derived the two energy equations (A.21) and

(A.22) ends here. The crucial point to keep in mind about their energy equa

tions is that they were obtained without making any reference whatsoever to the

QGPVE. Rather, the equations were obtained from a Rossby number expansion of

the energy equationsdirectly derived from the original equations of motion that PR

started with.

In the next subsection I compare the total energy equation derived in Section A.1

to the corresponding equation obtained by PRo
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A.3.2 Comparing the energy equations

My starting point is the two energy equations derived by PRo By adding them, and

calling E == Ko+Ao I construct a total energy equation, which reads

(A.23)

noting that the buoyancy work term drops out. The last equation, which can be

rewritten 88

(A.24)

with

(A.25)

being the O(Ro) energy flux, is to be compared to equation (A.6). The subscript

'PR' in SPR is to indicate that it comes from PRo Some parenthetical remarks are

in order. The total energy E in (A.6) and (A.24) is exactly the same because

1/J =Po [this can be seen from my scaling in Section 2.6 and PR's scaling]. Also, in

Section A.I I have used it for the geostrophic, i,e. O(1), velocity field, whereas here

it is denoted by 110 to distinguish it from the ageostrophic O(Ro) velocity field itl •

Thus, IV1j112 = 110 ·110, since

ito = k x VPo = ic x V1j1 • (A.26)

Because the total energy in both equations is the same, we tum our attention

to the energy fluxes. Before attempting a comparison of the two energy fluxes, we

must first try to express $pR in terms of 0(1) quantities, as far as we can. To this

end, we have to make use of the O( Ro) horizontal momentum and thermodynamic

equations, which are (on a f3-plane)

(A.27)

(A.28)
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In equation (A.27), recall that Y is the northward coordinate. To solve for the

O(Ro) horizontal velocity field Uh we realize that

Thus, performing the vector product (A.27) x k, we obtain:

(A.29)

We can now substitute (A.28) and (A.29) into (A.25) to get

S~R = EitoE +Ptito +Po [k x 8eUo - !:(uo' Vito) x k - Yuo +k x VPt]
A 1

- /cPo S(ae+€ito· V) 8zpo . (A.30)

To help the reader in making the comparison, I now write down the total energy

flux vector derived in Section A.l, with the minor modifications in notation that I

talked about before (i.e. replacing.,p by Po and U by ito):

g = -Poae (VPo +k~azPo) - ~(iCOSQ + jsinQ)p~ - €Pouo [V2Po +az(~azpo)] .
(A.31)

It should be pretty obvious that the two fluxes are different. However, in prin

ciple what is of physical relevance is the energy flux divergence and not the energy

flux vector itself, because it is only the divergence of an energy flux which can

change the energy. In order for the two energy equations, namely (A.6) and (A.24)

to be physically equivalent, it is necessary and sufficient that

(A.32)

or, put it in other words, the difference between the two energy flux vectors (A.30)

and (A.31) must be non-divergent. Next I will show that this is the case, i.e. I will

show that SPR - S is a non-divergent vector.

First, we note that k x aeito = -aeVPo. Second, the presence of the wall as far as

this calculation is concerned, is irrelevant; then I will use, wherever it is necessary,
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the coordinates X (eastward) and Y (northward) and the corresponding velocity

components U and V. Noting the cancellation of four terms in total, the difference

of the two energy ftux vectors is,

.... A _ 1 2

SPR - S = P1Uo +Pok x VPt - PoYUo + iiEpo +

E {itoE - Po(ito . Vito) x k - k10 ~uo. V8zPo+

1oUo[V2Po+8a(~811Po)]}' (A.33)

where iE is the unit vector in the X -direction.

We want to take the divergence of (A.33). In order to do so, we will need some

vector identities, which I now list:

V·cpa - cpV· a+ Vcp . a. (A.34)

V.(axb) - (V x a) .b- (V x b) .a (A.35)

V x cpa - cpV x a+ Vcp x a. (A.36)

In the above vector identities V, aand bare of course not restricted to be 2-D.

Working with individual terms, the first thing we note is that the terms involving

the O( Ro) correction to the pressure, PI' form. a non-divergent vector by itself, i.e.

V . (P1Uo +Pole x Vpl) - ito· VPl + (V x Pole) . VPl

- ito· VPl +V10 X le •VPl

- ito· VPl - ito . VPl

- 0

since V· ito =0 and V X VPl == O. Next, we have that

V· ( -PoYilo + ~iEP~) - -YV· (PotIo) - Potio• VY +8x~p~

- -PoVO + 108x1o = 0 ,

having used the relation between ito and Po in the X, Y coordinate system, namely

(Uo,VOl = (-OyPo,8x1o). Therefore, the first four terms on the RHS of (A.33) form

a non-divergent vector.
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Finally we work out the terms in (A.33) coming from the nonlinear terms, i.e.

those that have the e factor. We first elucidate the term

V· (Po(ito· Vito) x 1:] = VPo· [(ito· Vito) x 1:] +PoV. [(uo·Vuo) x k] j

using the vector identity (A.13) we establish that

(Uo·Vito)xk

In (A.37) we used that

1 A A

= V
ilitol

2
X k + [(V x ito) x uo] x k

1 '" A A= iVIitol2 X k + (kCo x ito) x Ie

= ~Vlitol2 X 1: + Coito • (A.37)

(terms where V is operating on k are zero) and Co =V2Po is the relative vorticity

of the geostrophic velocity field. It then follows that

(A.38)

V· [(uo·Vuo) x k] = V· [~VlitoI2 X i:] + ito· VCo

= (V X ~VIUoI2) . i: - (V x k). ~Vluol2 +110· VCo

= 110· V(o . (A.39)

Therefore,

The term V· 110E = ito· VE is

V ·uoE = ito·Vi [litol2 + ~(azPo)2]

- ito· [vilitol2 + ~(azPo)vazPo]
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The vertical vector term yields

V3 • (-kPo ~ 110 •V8.Po) - -8. (Po~ 110· V8.Po) (A.42)

- -(8.Pa) ~110' V8.Po- Po8. (~110' V8.po)

It can be shown (the proof is almost trivial) that

(A,43)

where F(Po) is an arbitrary well behaved function of Po and Po is the 0(1) density

field in the Rossby number expansion; the vertical momentum balance at 0(1)

is 0 = -8.Po - Po so that 8.Pa/S is indeed a function of Po. Also, since S is a

function of z only and V is the horizontal gradient operator 1/SV = VI!S. Then,

equation (A.42) becomes

(A,44)

The last term to be considered is

(A,45)

Adding (A,40), (A.4I), (A.44) and (A,45) we conclude that

(A.46)

Again, we stress the fact that (A,46) does not mean that S~R = S. According to

Dr. Peter Muller (personal communication) the result (A,46) is not to be expected

a priori although there are reasons for which one might think the two fluxes differ

by a non-divergent vector implying that the two energy equations are physically

equivalent.

The derivation of (A,46) was done independently of whether or not there are

solid boundaries in our model ocean. Of course, in reality the world's oceans are

bounded. Nevertheless we can think of an open ocean region (a chunk of ocean)
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with no solid boundaries whatsoever. The Harvard open ocean QG model is an

example of this, except that it has a bottom and a top.

The problem I am attacking in this thesis is that of reflection of horizontally

propagating RWs, so I do have a lateral boundary. It is then relevant to ask ourselves

the following question; Is it really true that the definition of the energy flux remains

ambiguous even in the presence of a solid boundary?

According to Dr. Peter Rhines (personal communication), in the presence of

a solid boundary the arbitrariness of the energy flux definition is reduced because

one cannot add to the energy :flux (but which energy :flux?) a non-divergent vector

whose normal component does not vanish on the boundary, even though, of course,

it does not contribute to a change in the energy. In fact, Dr. Rhines told me that

more than 40 years have passed after the pioneer papers by Rossby in the late 1930's

came out and we still do not know how to compute energy fluxes in QG dynamics!

This brings us directly to the problem or question I raise in Section 2.4 about

whether or not we have an additional b.e, to satisfy at the wall and if so where does

it come from. Is it by demanding that the energy :flux normal to the boundary be

zero there? And if so, which flux? Or is it by demanding that the O(Ro) normal

velocity vanishes at the wall? And could we impose such a condition without over

determining the QG problem?

We might already have a clue as regards to partially answering the last set of

questions. At the end of Section A.2 I pointed out that the vanishing of the energy

flux normal to the boundary was a consequence of the condition that the mass flux

normal to the boundary must vanish there. This result, at the primitive equation

level, tells us that the vanishing of the energy flux normal to the boundary is a

necessary condition for the vanishing of the normal velocity (i.e. normal mass flux)

on the boundary.

I shall not go further in this appendix. In the next one I try to answer some of

the questions raised above.
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Appendix B

Implementation of a boundary
condition

In this appendix I will use non-dimensional variables, unless stated otherwise.

As I mentioned in Section 2.4, there are open questions regarding the existence of

an additional condition to be satisfied in the presence of a solid lateral boundary in

order to completely determine (up to an additive constant) the QG streamfunction

"p in a partially open domain.

In the first section, starting from the expression for the O( Ro) horizontal ve

locity, I derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the vanishing of its normal

component on the boundary; the results are then applied to a closed basin and to

a half space domain with a straight boundary (as in our reflection problem). In

the latter case it is seen that in general the conditions involve O(Ro) quantities: a

condition written in terms of the QG streamfunction only cannot be obtained.

In Section B.2, starting from the QGPVE, an "integrability condition" is ob

tained. In my view, from this condition it is easier and clearer to see the need for

an additional integral constraint to properly pose the QG boundary value problem

in a closed domain.

Two different answers to the question, do we need an additional constraint for

a half plane, are put forward in Section 2.8 of Chapter 2. One of them has to do

with the vanishing of the integral along the boundary of the normal component of
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the energy flux derived from the QGPVE. The motivation behind this b.c, and its

derivation are the subject of the last section of this appendix.

B.I Requirements for ill · it on the boundary

The equation for the non-dimensional O(Ro) [i.e, ageostrophic) horizontal velocity

on a ,B-plane has been derived in Appendix A [cf. (A.29)]:

(B.l)

We use the vector invariant form for ito . Vito to rewrite (B.l) as

Let the model ocean have a lateral solid boundary given by a curve C in the

horizontal plane. Let nand f be the unit vector normal (pointing out of the fluid)

and tangential to C, respectively; the unit vertical vector is k. The unit vectors

ii, f and k form a right-handed orthonormal coordinate basis on the side boundary

(see Figure 58). The model ocean is confined vertically by a flat bottom and by a

rigid lid at the top, where WI vanishes.

Nowfor any vector Ii

A A A

k x Ii . n= n .k x it = n x k . Ii = -f . it .

Forming the scalar product of ill and n we get, upon using (B.2) and (B.3)

- A A 8. - A V 11_ 12 I' - A Y - A A VUI • n = -T· eUo - ~T • 2' Uo - e~oUo • n - Uo· n - T • Pl.

(B.3)

(BA)

On the boundary,i.e, on C, the leading order [0(1)] normal velocity must vanish,

i.e.

ito . n= 0 on C.

Thus, from equations (B.4) and (B.5) we get

ill· n =-f· (8eUo + ~V~IUoI2 +VPI) on C.
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Y (north)

z,k
o

x (east)

c.
1

Figure 58: Schematic boundary configuration. Unit tangent (f) and normal (n)
vectors are indicated; the boundary curve 0, the differential arc element d& and
the direction of integration along 0 are also shown, as well as its starting (Oi) and
ending point (CI).
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Equation (B.6) gives the O(Ro) normal component of the velocity field on the

boundary.

What do we require for itl . n on the boundary? We may require two different

things which are analyzed in the next two subsections.

B.l.l Requiring ill' n = 0 on the boundary (pointwise)

The O(Ro) normal velocity must vanish on C, i.e.

Then, using (B.7) into (B.6) yields

8eUo. + E8.~u~. + 8.PI = 0 on C ,

(B.7)

(B.8)

where $ is the tangential coordinate to the boundary and Uo. = ito· T is the 0(1)

tangential velocity component. We have used that 11to12 = u~. +u~, where UOn =
ito' n is the 0(1) normal velocity component and then

by (B.5). The physical interpretation of (B.8) is that at each point on C the balance

of forces (per unit mass) in the T direction is: total tangential acceleration >- minus

tangential pressure gradient. We can understand this balance as follows: due to

the fact that the tangential Coriolis acceleration (jou,,) is zero on C, ii there is

any tangential pressure gradient on C it will accelerate the flow parallel to C. The

balance is like in the absence of rotation where the fluid will be accelerated from

high to low pressure.

We can write (B.8) in terms of the QG streamfunetion t/J =po by using

aeUo' f = ae(k x V.,p). T = T x k. atvt/J = n· aeVy

thus,

(B.9)
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where n is the normal coordinate to the boundary. Equation (B.8) or (B.9) is a

necessary and sufficient condition to have itl • n = 0 on O. Note that it has 0(1)

and O(Ro) terms. As it stands, (B.a) is a b.c. for the O(Ro) pressure, PI; i.e, we

think of having the leading order fields Po, ito and Po (WI can be calculated because

it is written entirely in terms of Po); then no matter what these fields are, we can

plug them into (B.8) and make it a b.e. for Pt. This way, the b.c, (B.8) or (B.9)

can alwa~" be satisfied.

At the primitive equation level the impermeable wall b.c, is it· n = O. The

Rossby number expansion of it then yields ito . n = 0, RoUI •n = 0, Ro2it2 . n = 0,

... ; i.e. the normal velocity must vanish at all orders in Ro. However, according

to Pinardi and MillifF (1989), henceforth referred to as PM, the consistent wall b.c.

specification for the dynamical balance at a specific order in Ro, say O(Roi), does

not correspond to it;. n=O. The result expressed by (B.9) is consistent with PM's

statement.

Note that we are requiring here to have 'Uln = 0 at all points on the boundary,

whatever the boundary may be.

B.1.2 Requiring lc ill . nds = 0

In view of the fact that we cannot express the condition 'Uln = 0 on C entirely in

terms of "known" 0(1) quantities, we might want to be less demanding and derive

a necessary condition (but not suflicient) for 'Uln to vanish on the boundary. To this

end, we reason that if 'Ul n = 0 on C then lc 'Uln ds = 0, where d.s is the differential

arc element along O. This imposes an integral constraint on the surviving terms.

Then, integrating (BA) along the boundary and requiring that the integral of 'Uln

be zero, we obtain

I 8e'Uo. ds + ~ !.'U~.ICI + Pll~~ =0 , (B.10)
lo 2 c, •

where C, and Of are the starting and ending points oi the boundary curve a,
respectively.
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(B.12)

Again, note that here we are requiring that the integral of Uln along the boundary

vanishes. Obviously the requirement in Subsection B.1.1 implies the requirement

in Subsection B.1.2. But have we gained something? In principle, no; (B.IO) still

has PI involved.

Let's summarize what we have found in the last two subsections:

1.

2.

fc Ul •nd, = 0 <=> Ie 8eUo. d, + E ~u~.I:~ +Pllg: = 0 •

Noting that 1. => 2. but 2. ::fr 1. .

I already pointed out after equation (B.9) that if the PI term is present in the

b.c., then the b.c, is or appears like a b.c. for Pl' As we shall see later, if we require

the integral condition and we have a closed basin, then the PI term disappears by

Stokes theorem.

A point worth remarking: in the above b.c.ts like (B.B) and (B.IO) the appear

ance of our small parameter E (the ,8-Rossby number) is important. If we are going

to check or play with these b.c.'s using the leading order solution to the QGPVE

in the E expansion, .,p(0), then the E terms in the b.c.'s should be disregarded in

order to be consistent with the ordering of the expansion. Also if the solution 'r/J

is a nonlinear solution that makes the nonlinear advective terms vanish then the E

terms are zero anyway. For example, for a single RW ito· Vito == 0; this result is

not trivial since all we know is that for a single RW the curl of ito . V ito, namely

(ito' V(o)k, is zero.

Thus the E in front of terms is like a tag for all nonlinear terms: any term with E

has its origin in the nonlinear terms. The nonlinear terms in the O(Ro) horizontal

momentum equations [i.e. the E terms in (B.I)] are precisely the ones that lead to

part of the nonlinear terms in the QGPVE, namely J('r/J, V2'r/J). For higher order
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(in ~) solutions, the safest way to play this game is to expand all the leading order

fields in the Rossby number expansion (having the subscript 0) in the ,B-Rossby

number, e.g,

Uo = t40
) + ~U~l) + ~2u~2) +...

Or if we write all fields with subscript 0 in terms of tP == Po, as in (B.9), then we

just expand ..p as usual:

So far, our resultsare valid for any boundary. Next I apply the formulae obtained

above, specifically (B.8) or (B.9) and (B.lO), to two different types of boundary:

one is when C is a closed curve, i.e, when we have a closed ocean basin; in such case

we could compare our results with those of other people. The second type is when

o is a straight line and it is therefore directly applicable to our reflection problem.

B.1.3 A closed basin

Let 0 be a closed curve. Then the b.c, (B.8) or (B.9) remains unchanged; and again

it could be interpreted as a b.e. for Pt. However, (B.lO) simplifies (since OJ = OJ)

to

£8tuo. d& = Ie 8t8n tP d& = 0 <===> Ie 'Uln d& = 0 , (B.l3)

which is the familiar integral b.c. derived e.g. in Pedlosky GFD. The 1'1 term drops

out of the picture by simply applying Stokes theorem:

where nA is the unit vector normal to the surface A enclosed by 0 and dA is the

differential area element.

I have solvedfor the (linear) Rossby normal modes in a rectangular basin with

a free surface in the barotropic case. The b.c. (B.l3) is not easy to apply; its effect

is to slightly (no more than 5% in the runs that I made) change the frequency of
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the modes that would otherwise easily be obtained if (B.13) is disregarded. The

major differences between the correct [i.e, using (B.13)] and the incorrect solution

(requiring only'" =0 on C) occur near the boundaries.

Now suppose one thinks that since 1'1 does not appear in (B.13) one could per

haps forget about the PI term. To test this idea, I calculated 8tuo. for a rectangular

basin mode (i.e a Rossby mode) and evaluate it at the side walls. It is not zero (as

expected, since all what the 8t does is to put an w factor in the tangential velocity

component), thereby indicating that the satisfaction o£(B.13) does not assure that

Uln = 0 on the boundary; for this to happen we use (B.8) or (B.9) but that imposes

a b.c. on Pl'

B.l.4 One straight line boundary

Let C be a straight line. Our reflecting wall is an example of this. Then let us

use our set of new or rotated coordinates z, y which are parallel and perpendicular

to the wall, respectively. The corresponding velocity components are u and v. We

have in this case n= -j and f = i where i and j are the unit vectors in the z and

y positive directions, respectively. The boundary is at y = 0 with y > 0 being the

domain of the fluid. Then (B.8) becomes

I 2
8tUo+ e:8~2uo + 8~1'1 = 0 at y = 0 , (B.14)

noting that 8z~v~ = vo8~vo = 0 at y = O.

Equation (B.IO) becomes

or equivalently

100 1 1
00

8t uodz + e: -u~ + P11~00 = 0 at y = 0
-00 2 -00

(B.IS)

i:Vl dz = 0 at y =0 (B.16)

In this case, in contrast to the dosed domain case, no closure can be achieved:

both the strong pointwise constraint (VI = 0 at y = 0) and the weak integral

constraint COO VI tk =0 at y = 0 involve the unknown O(Ro) pressure, Pl'
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Again, I refer the reader to PM. They claim that the stronger pointwise con

straint on itl •n is imposed in the closure of the next higher order dynamical balance

at O(Ro2).

B.2 Integrability condition

Here we will omit the subscript 0 for the 0(1) fields in the Rossby number expansion.

We start with the (non-dimensional) QGPVE:

[8& +~J(f/7,')] {V2f/7 +8. [stZ) 8.1/11 }+ cos a 8•.,p + sin a 811.,p = 0 . (B.17)

Using the expression for the O(Ro) vertical velocity:

(B.lS)

the O(Ro) continuity equation (on a .a-plane), viz.:

(B.19)

J("",.) = it· V and V . it =0, the QGPVE can be rewritten as

(B.20)

Integrating (B.20) over any horizontal area AH and at any depth in the domain

of the fluid yields, upon using Gauss' theorem:

(B.2l)

where C is the curve bounding Ag, & is arclength along C and n is the outward

unit vector normal to C. Recall that iE = icosa + jsina is the unit vector in

the east direction. The name "integrability condition" to (B.21) originated irom a

discussion with Dr. Peter Muller. It is important to realize that (B.21) must be

satisfied for an, clo,ed curve C.
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Consider now an ocean basin whose perimeter is the curve C at all depths. The

curve C is solid (also called material) and then

it· n = 0 on C Vz (B.22)

or equivalently, at each %, .,p = r(t) on C. Equation (B.21) becomes

Ie (8tV.,p + itl) . nd~ = 0 . (B.23)

If we require additionallJl that there be no net mass flow through the boundary

Ie itl . nd$ = 0 , (B.24)

which is obviously a necessary condition for the vanishing of the O(Ro) normal

velocity on the solid boundary, then and only then

Ie 8t V.,p •nds = 0 • (B.25)

This is (B.13). This derivation of (B.25) is perhaps the one that illustrates more

vividly the need for an additional condition, besides (B.22). Even though any

solution .,p must satisfy (B.21) for any closed curve C, when C is a solid curve then

(B.24) must be imposed and there results (B.25). On the contrary, if C is a curve

that is partly solid and partly open (i.e. part of C is within the fluid) then there

is more "freedom" since (B.24) is not required (see below). PM explanation is that

in a closed domain, where the boundaries are rigid walls, the QG equations cannot

modulate inflow vorticity or predict vorticity at outflow to conserve mass, so the

constraint (B.25) must be imposed.

It should be clear that (B.24) or (B.25) will (in general) not be satisfied for

a solution .,p of (B.17) fulfilling (B.22). In other words, (B.25) is independent of

(B.22).

If C is not a solid curve, so that we wouldn't require (B.24), itl is normally

unknown (at least if one is dealing with solving the QGPVE) and then one should

use -8;swI instead so that (B.21) becomes

£(atvt/J + ~UV2.,p + iEtP) .nds - fiN 8z:wIdzdy = o. (B.26)
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(B.27)

'When 1/J is a RW or a sum of RWs (if the solution is linear, omit the term

tiIV21/J ) then (B.26) is identically satisfied; the dispersion relation(s) makes the

LHS of (B.26) vanish, independent of what curve C one chooses (for partially open

domains). Whether part of C belongs to the boundary or not is irrelevant. Even in

the troublesome case k = 0 [see Section 3.4)], .,p satisfies (B.26). Therefore, based

on the integrability condition (B.26), the solution of the reflection problem with

k =0 and having one single RW is fine.

Mass budget

An equivalent condition to (B.25) may be obtained by considering the mass budget

for the closed basin. An area integral over Ag of (B.19) at any level z results in

JiN a~Wl dz dy =0 ,

having uled (B.24). Integrating (B.27) from z = -1 to z and using that Wl(% =
-1) = 0, we get

or, using (B.1S) and (B.22)

JiN WI dz dy = 0 Vz , (B.28)

(B.29)

This is the condition derived by PM (with no diffusion).

For the barotropic rigid lid case, we have WI == 0, i.e, V· it1 == O. Then (B.24)

is automatically satisfied. There is no additional b.c. to be satisfied.

B.3 Energy budget

B.3.1 Closed basin

Now let's consider the energy budget for the closed basin. Two reasons to include

such calculation: the first is that I consider energy conservation the most appealing
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physically, and it is easier to visualize than for example the integrability condi

tion. Secondly, it will provide us with the opportunity to (perhaps) generalize the

expression of an additional integral b.c. for a half plane problem.

Let the closedbasin have a volume (finite) V, bounded by the area A. Consider a

basin whose perimeter is the curve C at all depths. This is schematically illustrated

in Figure 59. In the absence of external forcing and dissipation, the total energy in

V must not change or must be conserved, i.e.

(B.30)

The b.c.'s are (B.22) and WI = 0 at z = -1,0 at the moment.

In Appendix A two energy equations in QG were presented: one was directly

derived from the QGPVE, the other was by PRo The energies were the same but

the energy fluxes were not, although they differ by a non-divergent vector. Using

(A.6), i.e. the equation derived directly from the QGPVE, it follows that (B.30)

requires

ll;g.nAdA= O.

On the side walls, nA = n, the total area is J~l Jc ds dz and

S. nA = -.,p8eV.,p . n - ~iE . n.,p2 on C 'Vz.
2

On the basin's bottom and top nA '" ic and

Thus, (B.31) is

L:£.,p8tV.,p. ndsdz + fiN .,p8t (~8z.,p)[1 dAB = O.

The integrand of the second integral on the LHS of (B.34) is

.,p8t (~8~.,p) - -.,p (WI + ~ ~e-V8z1P)

- -1PWl - e ~V.(u.,p8z.,p) .
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c~

v

ds

1\

n

Figure 59: Schematic basin configuration with volume V. The horizontal areas
AB at the top and bottom, the unit tangent (t) and normal (n) vectors are indi
cated. The boundary curve C, the differential arc element d~ and the direction or
integration along C are also shown.
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Using the b.c.'s for WI and that the integral of the remaining term vanishes (using

Gauss' theorem) in view of (B.22), (B.31) yields

10 1 ,p8tv.,p .ndtJ dz = 0 , (B.36)
-110

which is simply

10 1 S. ndtJdz = 0 . (B.37)
-110

Energy conservation (using the equation derived by PR) requires that

fL§PR . nA dA = 0 • (B.3S)

Recalling that the PR energy flux was

(B.39)

we obtain

10 1 .,pUl' ndtJdz = 0 . (BAO)
-110

Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition to have total energy conservation

in a closed basin bounded by a flat bottom, a rigid lid at the top and solid side walls,

is (B.40) or (B.36). A lufficient condition to have energy conservation is (B.24),

which is equivalent to (B.25).

The following array summarizes part of our findings:

CLOSED BASIN

U· n=0 on C
WI = 0 at z = -1, 0

Energy conservation:
8t JJJvEdV = 0

Integrability condition:
Ie 8tV.,p •nd8 = 0 {=:} Jc Ul •nds =0
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B.3.2 Half plane

Let's compute the normal component of the two energy fluxes on C with the re

quirement that it· n= 0 on O. Then, from (A.25) it follows that

(B,4I)

We can see nicely from (B,4I) that ifuI·n =0 on C then SPR·n = 0 on 0, indicating

us that the vanishing of the normal PR energy flux is a necessary condition for the

vanishing of the normal velocity [up to O(Ro)] on C [i.e, as in the case of the

primitive equations). However, we already saw that it is not possible to express

itl · n=0 on C in terms or.,p.

The fact that we could have.,p = 0 on C yielding SPR' n = 0 on C gives us a

warning: it is not sufficient to haveno normal PR energy flux on C for the vanishing

of the O(Ro) normal velocity on O.

On the other hand, the normal component of S on C is, from (A.S)

S· n = -.,patv.,p . n- !.iE .n.,p2 on C (B,42)
2

= -ro(atV.,p.n+~iE.nrO) on C,

where the value of.,p on 0 has been called I'o(z, t). If we demanded that S.n=0

on the boundary we would over determine the half plane problem; (B,42) shows

that in general it· n= 0 on 0 does not imply S. n= 0 on C.

Is it possible to find a weaker constraint on S. n such that allows the determi

nation of.,p on 01 As a I mentioned it in Chapter 1, the motivation behind this

question lies in the fact that in the reflection problem of RWs, a single RW having

its wavenumber vector normal to the reflecting wall is a (nonlinear) solution of the

QGPVE plus the b.c, (B.22), regardless of whether the wave is incident or reflected!

Mathematically we can see that S.n= 0 on the boundary if

• .,p = 0 on the boundary; the value of.,p on C has been determined: r 0 = 0

(aside from an arbitrary additive constant which is impossible to determine

anyway).
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• Ufo '# 0 then

from where

atv.,p .n+ iroiE .n = 0 on the boundary,

-2atv .,p .n
I'0 = A A on the boundary.

IE· n

(B.43)

(B.44)

Let's analyze (B.44). In general .,p = .,p(z, y, z, t). The curve C in the horizontal

plane can be described as g(z,y) = o. Thus aev.,p. ii on C will be, in general, a

function of one horizontal coordinate and of z and t. But this contradicts the fact

that r 0 is, at most, a function of z, t. Then we see, in general, the need to carry

out an integration over the curve OJ. this way we obtain an acceptable fo. Thus,

we don't require S. ii =0 on C but require the weaker constraint: fe S. ii ds = o.
Since (B.42) must hold at all levels z, we can integrate (B.42) along C and require

that

Ie S. iid" = -r, (£ atv.,p .nd" + ~fo Ie iE . iids) = 0 \:fz. (B.45)

This is the additional b.e. for a half plane. I cannot prove that it is the right

additional condition. But, at least in the reflection problem, in the case k = 0 in

which the RWs wavenumber vectors are normal to the wall, (B.45) makes sense

physically!

I will finish this appendix with the following remarks:

1. We have seen examples for which 110 •n = 0 on C and g. n does not vanish

on C (the case k =0). But then why do I require (B.4S)? The "true" energy

flux, no doubt, should be such that its normal component vanishes at every

point on the boundary. Unfortunately I don't know the "true" flux (although

SPR seems like a good candidate) and also, as I indicate above, imposing that

the normal component of S vanishes on C over determines the problem. If

S is to give us some useful information regarding energy flux (recall the nice

property for RWs: ~1 g dz = J~l E dz Cg) then we might think of demanding

(B.45).
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2. I have chosen the weaker constraint on S and Dot on S~R for a very simple

reason: it is the former the one that can be expressed in terms of 'I/J.

3. Other, though less physical, justification to require (B.4S) is that it reduces

to the well known integral b,c, in cases such as a zonal channel, closed basin,

island, etc.
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Appendix C

Properties of an incident-reflected
Rossby wave pair

In this chapter I will use dimen.sional variables, unless stated otherwise.

e.l On the dispersion relation

The dimensional version of equation (3.22) is

-f3(1e cosa +Ii sin a)
w = le2 + 11 + fJ ).n ,i = 1, 2 ,

from where

(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(
Ie + f3 cosQ) 2 (I ,8sin a) 2 = ,82 _./2). == R2 •

2w + + 2w 4w2 J 0" n

Let '5 remind us that Ie and I are components of the wavenumber vector parallel and

perpendicular to the wall, respectively. In the first equation, 11,2 are the roots of

the quadratic that follow when n, w and Ie are given, i.e,

I" = P~ .. ± R; - (k+ p~: ..)'
We see from (C.2) that for given n and ta the loci of possible wavenumber vectors

for the incident and reflected waves lie on a circle of radius Rn and centered at

(
,8cos a _,8 sina) .

2w' 2w
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The group velocity is defined as C, = V, w, where V, is the horizontal gradient

in wavenumber space. For a given vertical mode number n, w is a function of two

variables Ie and I. Thus, cg must be normal to the level curve w = constant, i.e,

must be normal to the circle. Also cg must point in the direction of maximum

increase in w. This direction is easily found from the fact that if w increases the

radius Rn decreases so the circle shrinks: thus the gradient of w points towards the

center of the circle.

It is now easy to mark on the (n,w) circle the loci of wavenumbers of incident

waves and of reflected waves. We draw a straight line parallel to the reflecting wall

and passing through the center of the circle. This straight line will intersect the

circle at the points P1,2 whose coordinates in the "old" system leE, leN (where kE

is the eastward coordinate and leN is the northward coordinate in the horizontal

wavenumber space) are

PI = (-~ +s; cos a, -n; sin a ) (C.S)

P2 = (-~ - s; cosa,Rn sin a ) (C.6)

(see Figure 60). These two points are the same points that we obtained in Sub

section 3.2.2, part ii); except that there we expressed the coordinates of P1,2 in

the rotated coordinate system and the variables were non-dimensional. The group

velocity for these two waves (note that each point on the circle defines a RW) is

parallel to the wall. The points P1,2 divide the circle into two semi-circles: one semi

circle being the loci of all the incident waves, the other containing all the reflected

waves (foe the given n and w). For the particular wall depicted in Figure 60, the

"upper" semi-circle has the incident waves and the "lower" has the reflected waves.

As an illustrative example, let's find the coordinates of Pl,2 in the rotated coor

dinate system. Graphically it is very easy (again, see Figure 60): both points share

the same coordinate perpendicular to the wall as that of the center of the circle,

2S0



!
o
~*-

4

2

-4

0=1

91=-113.6°

92=170.4°

-6 -4 -2

k *1/(50Ian)

o 2

Figure 60: The points on the (n, w) circle with group velocity parallel to the wall
are indicated by PI and P2. n =1, T =1 year, Q = 20°, 80 = 25°.
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i.e. -fJsin a/2w. The coordinate of PI parallel to the wall is -fJcos a/2w + Rn and

that of P2 is -fJcosa/2w - Rn. We could also have found them analytically via the

coordinate transformation, which gives the new or rotated coordinates of a point

(Ie, I) as functions of the old coordinates (leE, leN), viz.

Ie - leE cos a - leN sin a

l - leE sino. + leN cos a.

For example, for PI'

(-~ + Rncosa) coso. - (-Rnsina)sina

fJcos a D- - +.u.n
2w

lpl - (-1: + Rncosa) sino. + (-Rnsina) coso.

fJsina
2w

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.9)

A useful relation for the group velocity vector can be obtained for the barotropic

rigid lid case, in which the dispersion relation is simply

-{3leE
W = lek + le1 '

where leE and leN are the eastward and northward components of the wavenumber

vector, respectively. For given w,

(C.10)

The circle now passes through the origin. See Figure 61. From the figure it follows

that:

(c.n)

where we is the vector going from the tip ofthe wavenumber vector k to the center

of the (n = 0, w) circle and DC is the vector starting at the origin and ending at
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k *1/(50 Ian). 0=0

Figure 61: The circle passing through the origin is the curve w = constant for the
barotropic rigid lid case. A wave vector k and the vectors we in the direction
of the group velocity and 75lJ from the origin to the circle's center are shown:
k +we =OC. n =0, T = 1 year, ex = 0°, So =25°.

the center of the circle. Then

we - 75lJ-k

- (-~ - kE, -kN)

From (C.9) we get the group velocity:

(C.12)
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We know that CO, is parallel to WO. Thus C, = 1c,lee, where ee, = we /IWC\ is the

unit vector in the direction of c,. Therefore

1c,1

A -(fJ/2w + leE' leN) -(fJ/2w + leE, leN)
ee, = J(fJ/2w + leE)2+ 1e'N = {J/2w '

where we have used (0.10). Now from (0.12) we obtain

_ ~ -I(Ie); - 1e'N)2 + (2leEleN)2
Ilel4 V

_ ~ -I(p + le2 )2
Ilel4 V E N

fJ
- Ikl2

so that finally

(C.13)

(0.14)

... fJ (fJ/2w + leE, leN) 2wwe (C )
C, = -lkl2 fJ /2w = Ik12 • .15

The point k = 0= (0,0) in the wavenumber plane satisfies (C.10). A "wave"

corresponding to such wavenumber vector has infinite wavelength. What about

its group velocity? We must be very careful here. We can jump to erroneous

conclusions if we just blindly try to substitute leE =°and leN =°into either (C.12)

or (0.15). The vector C, can be thought of as a vector function of two variables k»

and leN. We write, from (C.12)

I will now show that

C,E is actually badly discontinuous at the origin for C,E has limit °if (leE, leN)

approaches the origin on the line leE = leN, has limit 00 if (leE, leN) approaches (0,0)

on the leE axis and has limit -00 if (leE, leN) approaches (0,0) on the leN axis. On
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the other hand, CgN has limit °if (kE , kN ) -+ (0,0) on either axis and has limit 00

if (kE,kN ) ~ (0,0) on the line kE = kN •

Therefore, the group velocity is undefined at the origin and then it is meaningless

to talk about the group velocity at that point. In fact, from (0.9) it is easy to show

that the function w has no limiting value as k~ o.

C.2 On the relative magnitudes of 11,2

For definitiveness, I shall choose 11 to be the root with the positive radicand and ' 2

to be the root with the negative radicand in equation (0.3), i.e.

Clearly,

,8 sin a
2w +

,8 sin a
2w

R2 _ (k (3 cosa) 2

n + 2w '

R2 _ (k ,8 cosa) 2
n + 2w

,8 sin a
w

(C.16)

(C.17)

(C.18)

irrespective of our choice. This is a result that follows from a theorem in the theory

of algebraic equations which says that the sum of the two roots of an equation of

second degree is equal to the coefficient of the linear term in the equation [see (C.2)].

Since f3 >°and I have chosen w > 0, the sign of 11 +12 will be determined by the

sign of sin a. The sign of 11 -12 will be positive due to our choice about 11,2 because

( )

2,8 cos a
11 - 12 = 2 R~ - k + 2w (C.19)

We consider here only the case 11,2 real and '1 # 12• In order to find out the

relative magnitudes of 11,2 we distinguish three cases, according to the sign of 11 +'2 :

1. Western boundary, i.e. Q E (0, 1\")
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Because Ie is the same for both the incident and the reflected wave, the mag

nitude of the wavenumber vector k1 = (1e,11 ) is smaller than the magnitude

of k2 = (1e,12 ) . Le., the wave with 11 Ic longer than the wave with 12 , so the

II-wave must be the incident wave (western boundary: incoming long waves,

outgoing short waves). Also, we note that 11 +12 < 0 and 11 - 12 > 0 imply

that 212 < 0, i.e. ' 2 < 0 [this can be inferred directly from (C.l7)].

2. Eastern boundary, i.e. Q E (71',271')

¢:=:> 11 +12 > 0

¢:=:> (11 + ,2 )(11 -12) > 0

¢:=:> I~ -I~ > 0

<=> 111 1 > 1121.

Thus, in this case Ik11 > Ik21 and the wave with 11 is shorter than the wave with

12 , Again, theil-wave must be the incident wave (eastern boundary: incoming

short waves, outgoing long waves). Note that 11 +12 > 0 and 11 - 12 > 0 imply

that 211> 0, i.e. 11 > 0 [this can be inferred directly from (C.l6)].

3. Zonal boundary, i.e. a = 0,71'

¢:=:>
'1+'2 - 0

¢:=:> (11 + ,2 )(11-12 ) - 0

¢:=:> 12 _12 - 01 2

<=> 1111 - 1121.

In this case Ik11 = Ik21 so that the wavelengths of both the incident and the

reflected wave are the same. To distinguish between incident and reflected

wave, one uses the first two cases above, yielding that the II-wave is the

incident wave for both Q = 0 or Q = 71'.
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C.3 Unambiguous determination of the incident
and the reflected wave

C.3.1 Group velocity

In the last section we compared the wavelengths ofthe two waves with wavenumbers

ki = (k, 'i), i = 1,2. Then we used general knowledge about reflection of RWs to

help us determine which of the two waves is the incident and which is the reflected.

We know (see Appendix D) that the time and depth averaged wave energy flux,

J~l Sdz, is in the direction of the group velocity. Then we can physically distinguish

the incident RW from the reflected RW based upon the following considerations.

By definition of our rotated coordinate system, in which y = 0 is the equation

of the reflecting wall and y > 0 is the domain of the fluid, any vector that points

towards the wall has its y-component negative.

The y-component or component perpendicular to the wall of the group velocity,

cl11l , must be negative for the incident RW, i.e. for a (incident) RW to be truly

approaching the boundary its group velocity must be directed towards the bound

ary. Conversely, cl11l > 0 for the reflected RW. This is the radiation condition (see

Pedlosky GFD): the reflected wave must have outgoing energy flux. Therefore,

irrespective of the orientation of the boundary

C(inc) < 0
gil

c~eJ) > O.

(C.20)

(C.21)

(C.22)

Let's now compute the group velocity, cg • It is defined by

cg=v,w=(:,:).
From the dispersion relation (C.1) and using of course I as a variable instead of the

roots 11,2 , we obtain:

8w f3 cos a(k2 - P - fJAn) +2f3klsin a
Cgz = 8k = (P +12+fJ~n)2
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and
= lJw = {3 sin a(l2 - k2 - fJ~n) +2{3kl cos Q (C 24)

cn lJl (k2+l2+fJ~n)2 • .

The incident and the reflected wave both have the same wavenumber component

parallel to the wall, k, the same frequency w and the same vertical mode number

n. The only parameter that truly distinguishes the incident from the reflected

wave is the wavenumber component perpendicular to the wall, l, We sort of know

already both from Figure 60 and from the results established in Section C.2, that

11 corresponds to the incident and l2 to the reflected Rossby wave. A much more

elegant and physically convincing proof about this correspondence would be to

simply take the expressions for ll,2 as chosen in Section C.2, plug them into the

equation C.24 for Cn and show that C",,(ll) < 0 and Cn (l2) > 0 for all boundary

orientation". If this is the case, we will be sure that II and l2 correspond to the

incident and reflected wave, respectively. In the next subsection I undertake this

proof.

C.3.2 Proving that the root h = 1+ corresponds to the inci
dent wave and 12 = 1_ to the reflected

I want to prove that

c",,(lt} < 0

Cn(l2) > 0

(C.25)

(C.26)

for all boundary orientation".

Since we are only interested here in the sign of CglI, then by inspecting (0.24),

it suffices to investigate the sign of

If we now substitute l1,2 given by (0.16), (C.17), respectively, into & and define

&(ld == &1 and &(12) == &2, we obtain
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· [ {32 . 2 2 2 2 {3k COS Q {3 sin Q ]
(3SlnQ 4w2(Sln 0: - cos 0: + 1) - 2/0>'n- 2k - w =F w A-

{32k
- cos Qsin Q ± 2f3kcos o:.A.
w

(
f3 2

• 2 2 2 (3kCOSQ)
E1,2 - 2f3 sin 0: 4w2 sm 0: - lo>'n - k - w

1= (~ sin2
0: - 2f3kcos 0: ) A,

where E1 is the expression with the upper signs and £2 with the lower signs, the

definition R~ == {32/4w2 - /~>'n has been used and

(C.27)

Now,

A ./ f32 _ ~02>'n _ k2 _ {3kcOSQ _ {32 COS2Q- V4w2 J~ W 4w2

./ f32 • 2 ~2>. k2 {3k cos 0:- V4w2 sIn Q - JO n - - W '

so that E1,2 can be written in the compact form

£1,2 = 2f3 sin o:.A.2 ~ (~ sin2
0: - 2{3k cos 0: ) A .

Vie note that A has lower and upper bounds, namely

(C.28)

o<.A.~
f32 • 2 {3k cos Q _ A

--2 sIn 0: - = ""'maz
4w w

(C.29)

since IJAn +v ~ o. It follows that

f32 • 2 f3k coso: 0
-sm 0:- >
4w2 W

f32 sin2o: - 2{3k cos Q > 0
2w
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=>
p2 p2
:; sin2a - 2fJk cos a > 2w sin2a ~ 0 .

For further analysis, we define

a == 2fJsina
fJ2

b _ -sin2a - 2fJ1ccosa > 0 j
w

(C.30)

(C.3!)

a can be positive or negative, depending on the sign of sin a. With the definitions

of a and b, £1,2 becomes

(C.32)

Can £1,2 = 0 for the values that A can take? Since A> 0, we need to find out

whether A can take the values ±bla, which would make £1,2 vanish. In other words,

is b2/a2 ::5 ~GZ ? Let's see:

b2

=
a2

=

=

(
f32sin2alw - 2fJ1c cos a) 2 (fJ. Ie t ) 2= -Slna- co a

2psina 2w

f32. fJle cos a
-sm2a - + 1c2cot2a
4w2 w
~+le2cot2a .

Thus, b2Ia2 ~ ~z. Note that the only case in which A2 = b2Ia2 is when An = 0,

i.e. n = 0, and Ie = 0 (this case is discussed in Section 3.4 and it is ruled out here).

Therefore we take here the strict inequality

A < Am- <bllal,

which will be used later on. It follows that £1 and £2 do not change sign in the

interval 0 < A ::5 Amaz.
In this appendix we are working with dimensional quantities. It will be conve

nient, in wha.t follows, to introduce some non-dimensional variables. We will denote

the dimension of a quantity q as [q]. Then, from equation (C.32)

[aA2
] = [bA] => [A] = [~I
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=> [e1,2] = [~l·
Now we non-dimensionalize (0.32). Define non-dimensional variables eL2' A' as

follows:

E' t:' lal A' - AM .
1,2 = "-l,2bi" ; ~ - s :

note that sign(E~,2) = sign(E1,2) and sign(A') = sign(A) = 1.

tion (0.32) by lal/b2 yields

E' alal..4.2 MA1,2 - b2 1= b

- sign(a)A12 =fA',

(0.33)

}'{ultiplying equa-

(0.34)

since a = sign(a)lal. We multiply the strict inequality for A, namely 0 < A <

Amaz :5 b/lal, by lal/b ~ 0, and use the definition of A' to get

i.e,

o< A' < 1 <=> 0 < ..4.12 < A' .

(0.35)

(0.36)

Finally we are ready to complete the proof. Using equation (0.34) and remem

bering that E~ is the expression with the upper sign and e; that with the lower sign,

we distinguish three cases:

• a> 0, i.e. a western boundary. Then

E' _ A 12 - A' < 01

• a < 0, i.e. an eastern boundary. Then

E~ _ _.A12 - A' < 0

E~ _ _..4.12 + A' > 0 .
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• a = 0, i.e. a zonal boundary. Then

E~ - -A' < 0

E~ - +A' > o.

In summary, I have proved that regardless of the orientation of the boundary

Cg.,(ll = '+) < 0

cg.,(12 = L) > 0,

(C.37)

(0.38)

which means that the root with the positive radicand is always the incident Rossby

wave and the root with the negative one is always the reflected Rossby wave.
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Appendix D

Energy and energy flux for some
examples of wave fields

We have been mentioningthat for a single RW there is a relation between the time

average (over a wave period) of the energy flux g and the group velocity. The

relation is average org =average of E times eg. It is derived e.g. in Pedlosky GFD

in the case of a barotropic Rossby wave and for a baroclinic one in an unbounded

stratified fluid; presumably in our stratified ocean with horizontal boundaries such

relation should exist. I showthat the relation holds provided a depth average of the

time averaged energy and energy flux is taken. Furthermore, Pedlosky states that

it is the time average or the wave energy and the energy flux the one that gives a

stable definition of these quantities.

The main purpose of this appendix is to provide a place where the expressions

for the QG energy E and energy flux g of some simple wave fields can be found. For

example, I have calculated E and g for a single RW, for a superposition of any two

RW5, etc. The calculationof these expressions involves a lot of tedious algebra; the

expressions themselves are lengthy (see S for the superposition!). This is another

reason to include such appendix.

As special cases of the general superposition of two RWs, I computed E and S
for our zeroth order solution .,p(G). A very simple global energy budget using .,p(e)

is discussed for both the k #- 0 and k = 0 cases. An interesting result is that in
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the Ie = 0 case with two waves (such that SSI = 0 at y = 0), if 11/12 is an irrational

number then it is not possible to find a volume V in which the total energy be time

independent (in contrast to the case Ie =1= 0).

D.I Definition of averages and notation

We define an average over the wave period (if one is thinking in waves) like e.g. in

Pedlosky GFD as follows
1 /to+T

q == T lto qdt,

where T is the wave period.

When considering the energy conservation equation, viz.

atE +V 3 • S = 0 ,

(D.1)

(D.2)

[see (A.6)] in a globalsense we will be integrating (D.2) over the volume of interest.

For applications to the reflection problem, the volumes that we will be using are

parallelepipeds whose faces are oriented with the z, y and z axes. When the volume

is infinite it will be better to take averages. For example, if the volume is the whole

domain of the fluid (in the reflection problem), i.e, -00 < z < 00, 0 < Y < 00,

-1 < z < 0 then by average energy we mean

1 /0 LC.jC.(E) = lim "2 E dz dy dz .
c.....00 21.. -1 0 -I:.

(D.3)

For convenience, we introduce the following notation for averages with respect

to the horizontal coordinates:

( )
SI _ t qdy

q -J."d'
G y

(DA)

where a, b finite or extending to 00, with the limiting operation being understood

for infinite intervals. In every caseit should be clear (by having defined the volume)

wha.t the interval of integration is.
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D.2 Examples

D.2.1 A single Rossby wave

As a first example, we take & single RW whose QG streamfunetion is

(D.5)

The expression for the energy flux S was derived in Appendix Aj to remind us

(D.G)

The energy ft.ux Sfor the single RW is found by substituting 1/J into the last equation.

The result is

g = 2 [(... 1 ) 2 2 ~ 1 d\l1n • ]-A wk+ 2iE \lfneos 8+wk
S

\lfn dz sID0eos0 -

EA3 (lk12 +L 2f:>'n) \If: sin 8 cos2 0 k x k (D.7)

If g is averaged over a wave period, the nonlinear term (with the E factor)

vanishes since

cos' 0 sin 0 = ~(l + cos 28) sin 0 = ~(sin 0 +sin 30) = 0
2 4

and then

g = _ ~2 (wk + ~iE) \If~ . (D.8)

The expression for the total energy (kinetic plus available potential) is given also

in Appendix A and it is

(D.9)

whose average over a wave period is

(D.lO)
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The last equation for the averaged total wave energy can be rewritten by using the

following equation

.!!. (.!. \If d'lfn) _ .!. d'lfmd\lfn L 2 ~2x \If \If = 0
dz S m dz S dz dz + Jon m n ,

(D.ll)

which results when the mth mode eigenfunction \lfm(z) is multiplied by the S-L

equation that \lfn(z) satisfies. Then, upon setting m =n in (0.11), we get for E

(D.12)

We can now ask ourselves: is S = 1!fcg? The answer is "no"; we can see this

because if we calculate S(1!J the z-dependence does not drop out but c;, is indepen

dent of the coordinates (and of time). Therefore, in the baroelinic case we must

also average over the whole water depth, i.e.

(D.13)

When we average in z the total energy, the d/dz term drops out because of the

b.c.ts (2.63) that the eigenfunction satisfles. Thus,

Now we have
o-=. -- 11-1 S dz _ -2 wk + jiE
~1 E dz - Ikl2 + L2fJ>'n

Using the dispersion relation (2.68), the numerator of (0.15) becomes

( k
-- 1 A ) 2(k cos a + lsina)k - (lkl2 + L2f~>'n)iE-2 w + -~E - -.:...-----=-.:.--..:.:-.:...--=..:::........;.;.::~

2 - Ikl2 +L2fJ>'n '

and in tum, the numerator on the RHS of the last expression is

(D.14)

(D.1S)

2(k cosa + I sin a)(k, I) - (k 2+ 12 + L 2f~>'n)(cos a, sin a) =

[(k2_/2
_ L2f~>'n) cos a + 2kl sin a, (/2

- k2
- L2f~>'n) sin a +2kl cos a] .
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Therefore

r: Sdz
Of. "Ed = (D.16)
-1 z

[(k2 _12 - £2f~An)COS a + 2klsin a, (12 - k2 - £2f~An) sin a + 2kl cos a]

(lkl2+ L2fJAn )2

Comparison of the RHS of (D.16) and the non-dimensional version of the z and y

components of the group velocity [see equations (C.23) and (C.24)] shows that

10- 10Sdz = Edz c,.
-1 -1

(D.17)

If the RW happens to be barotropic, we just set n = 0 and there is no need to

average in z, Then the familiar result follows:

(D.18)

I should point out that we would have obtained exactly the same relation had we

averaged over a wavelength, or over an z (y) distance equals to 21r/k (21r/l) or over

the whole horizontal space. For any of these spatial averages, the resulting averaged

energy of the single RW is time independent. This is a global (but averaged)

statement of energy conservation over the region in question, which must be true

since there is nothing (neither forcing nor dissipation) that can possibly change the

averaged energy. IT we did an integration say over the whole horizontal space rather

than a corresponding averaging, we would get an infinite amount of energy.

D.2.2 A superposition of any two Rossby waves

In the next example we take the superposition of two arbitrary RWs, whose stream

function is

.,p = Al 'li'na(z) cos(k1. Z - "'It + tPl) + A2Q;n:a(z) cos(k2. i - "'2t + tP2)

- A1'li'na(z) cos0 1 + A2Q;n:a(z) cos e 2 • (D.19)

In general the superposition will not be an exact nonlinear solution of the QGPVE.

Thus we should restrict the foregoing analysis to the linear case, in which one simply
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(0.21)

ignores any term that has an ~ factor. However, for completeness and for future

reference I shall include the nonlinear terms in S.
The algebra is lengthy so I will only write down here the results. The total

energy of the superposition is

E [
... ... .. 1 d~n, d~n2 ]

E = 1+E2 +A1A2 k1 • k2~nl '11n2sin 9 1 SID O2+ S ----;[;"----;[;" cos 9 1cos 9 2 ,

(0.20)

where

A~ [.. 2 2 2 1 ( d'11no ) 2 2 ] .E, = -t Ik,1 ~no sin 9i + S -;[;"' cos 0, , 1=1,2.

Using (0.11) with n =m = n" we rewrite E i as

A~ [( .. 2 . 2 2 2 2) 2 d (1 d~ni) 2 ]E, =2" Ik,1 sm e,+L 10 >"no cos e, ~ni + dz S ~ni-;[;'" cos (3, .

(0.22)

Clearly E =F E1 +E2 • The energy of the sum is not the sum of the energies.

This fact is not surprising since the energy is a quadratic functional of .,p.
On the other hand, the energy flux is

g = S,. +S~ - A1A2(W1k1 + W2k2 + iE) '11nl ~n2 cos0 1cos9 2-

A kd ( d~nl . d~n2 . t::.\ a. )
1A2 S W1~n2d?SID(31cos92+W2~nl-a:;-smCl2coso1 -

~~A1A2~nl ~n2 (k X k1{(lk11
2 + L2/:>"nl +Ik21

2 +L2/:>"n2) A1'11nl *
[sin(201+O2) + sin(291 - (32)] + (0.23)

(lk212+L2/;>"n2) A2'11n2[2sin 9 1 + sin(91 +2(2)+sin(01 - 2(2)l} +

A ... {( ... 2 2 2 ... 2 2 2 )
k X k2 Ik11 +L lo>"ni + Ik21 + L 10>"n2 A2~n2 *
[sin(202+0 1) + sin(292 - 9 1)] +

.(lk11
2+L2/~>"nl) A1 '11n1 [2sin 9 2 + sin(92+2(1 ) +sin(02 - 29d]}) ,

where
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Again, as in the case of the energy, the energy flux of the superposition is not

the superposition of the energy fluxes: 8 =1= 81 +82 ,

What happens to the "cross terms" when we average? First, let me clarify what

I mean by cross terms: they are those that prevent E and S to be additive; e.g, we

write (0.23) as

8 =81 +~ + cross terms .

Second, we must realize that some of the averages we have talked about in Subsec

tion 0.2.1 have lost their meaning. For instance, an average over a period could

be meaningless because in fact, "" will be periodic in time iff WdW2 is a rational

number.

As we will see in Subsection 0.2.3, even in the case that"" is periodic in time,

when E and S are averaged over the period, the cross terms do not necessarily

vanish.

Averaging over the whole horizontal space

If we had a laterally unbounded ocean we could try averaging over the whole hor

izontal space. The average is as in (0.3), with the minor modification that now

both integrals are from -£ to £ and the denominator is 4£2.

I would like to answer the following question: what are the conditions imposed

on the wavenumber vector" in order for the horizontal space averaging to fail in

eliminating the cross terms?

From the expressions above for E and $, the arguments of the trigonometric

functions in the cross terms have a dependence on the horizontal coordinates of the

form

where mit m2 E Z ={... ,-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...}. The average operator will annihilate

all the trigonometric functions that have any dependence on i. Thus, a sufficient
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condition for a cross term to survive the averaging is that

(D.25)

, (D.26)

which implies (for k1,2 =f:. 0) that the wavenumber vectors must be parallel with the

constant of proportionality being a rational number. This is interesting because if

k1 and k2 are parallel then the sum of the two RWs is an exact nonlinear solution,

the e terms (cross and non-cross) in 8 must be kept and there is a chance that when

averaged some cross term(s) contribute to (8).

Assume without loosing generality that m2 =1= O. Then k2 = -(m1/m2)k1. By

inspecting the expressions for E and 8 we see that Im1,21 ::; 2. Thus, the only

possibilities for Im1/m21 are ~, 1 and 2.

D.2.3 A sum of two RWs with W2/Wl = M, M an integer

In this example everything is the same as in the previous subsection, ezcept that

we now let the frequencies of the waves be related such that one is a multiple of the

other, i.e.

W2 -M- ,
WI

where M is a positive integer number. In this case .,p is periodic in time, the period

being T1 = 21r/W1'

Defining a time average over T1 exactly as in (D.I), we get

- - - 1 (- - 1 dWnl dWn2)E = E1 +E2 +2c5MIA1A2 cos(01 - O2 ) kI • k2 '1fn1'ltn2+S-;r;-~

where c5M 1 is Kronecker's delta. The time averaged energy flux is

S = St +~ - ic5M1AIA~ [(W l kl + W2k2 + iE) 'ltn1Wn2cos(01 - O2 ) +

k1 (dWnl d'1!"2) . (1:\ 0 )]S WI Wn2 ----;I;: - W2 '1!"1 -a:;- sin 01 - - 2 -

1 2 2 [A - (- 2 2 2 I'" 12 2 2 )e'4 15M2A1A2 'ltn1'1!"2 k X k! Ik!1 + L fo>'nl + k2 + L fo>'n2 -

A ... ( ... 2 2 2 )]k X k2 Ik11 + L f o>'nl sin(281 - O2) • (D.27)
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From the above calculations we conclude that if M > 2 all the cross terms vanish

when averaged over the period T1•

In our reflection problem (zeroth order) we have M = 1, since the frequencies

are the same. Averaging over the wave period will not get rid of the cross terms.

If the averaging operation does eliminate the cross terms, it is said that the

averaging "diagonalizes".

For instance, for the last two examples with two RWs, averaging over the whole

horizontal space would eliminate all the cross terms, provided i. is not equal to rk2 ,

with r rational.

D.2.4 A sum of of an incident and a reflected RW

As an immediate application of the results obtained above, we take .,p = .,p(O), our

zeroth order solution in the reflection problem. This.,p is a special case of (D.19)

with
Al - -A2 = A,

'1'nl - '1'n2 = '1'n ,
k1,2 - (k,ll,2) , (0.28)

WI - W2 = W,

tPl - tP2 = tP •
In Chapter 3 we distinguished three cases, according to the nature of the roots

11,2 . Here we shall restrict ourselves to the case 11,2 real. However we will include

both the k =f. 0 and k = 0 cases, the reason being that in the latter we have an

exact nonlinear solution and the ~ terms must be kept.

To remind us, the solution was given by the superposition of an incident and a

reflected RW, namely

where

9~O) =kz + 'iY - wt + tP , i =1,2.

211
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The energy for this solution follows from (D.20) and it is:

E = Ed E, - A' [(k' + '11, )'!i: sin 0\0) sin O~O) + ~ (di.'rcos 6\0) cos O~O)] ,

(D.31)

where

E. = A
2

{[(k2 +I?) sin2 6~O) +L2 ./2 x cos2 (J~O)] '11 2 + .!!. (.!. 'It d'lin) cos2 6~O)}• 2 •• Jon , n dz S n dz .,

(D.32)

i = 1,2.

The energy flux S is obtained using (D.23); the result is:

S = ~ +~ + A2(2wk + cos a} i '11~ cos 6~O) cos6~O) +
AH 1 ,T. d'ltn • (L1(0) + 0(0»)

I\; SW'Jln--;I;" sin 171 2 ,

where

(D.33)

(D.34)

(D.35)

The ~ terms have not been included in S because .,p(0) is not a nonlinear solution of

the QGPVE (k =f; 0). Note from the expression for S that the y component of the

energy flux of the sum is simply

S. S... A A
2

( ) 2 ( 2 L1(O) 2 Ll(O))
S! = .} = SIS! +S2S! = -"2w 11 - 12 '11n cos 171 - cos 172 ,

i.e. is equal to the sum of the y component of the fluxes. The y component of S
for each wave is

S S... A A2 (1 1. ) .T.2 2 Ll(O) •is!= i'}=- Wi+'2s1na 'Jl"n COS ui ,~=1,2.

Using the expressions for the roots 11,2 , viz.

sin a J 1 2 ( Cosa)2
11,2 =- 2w ± 4w2 - L2 fo ~n - k +~ ,
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and recalling our convention 11 = '+, etc. we can easily that

Sll/ < 0 Vz,y,z,t

confirming again that the 11 root corresponds to the incident and the 12 to the

reflected.

Now we show that the time average over the period 211" /w does not eliminate the

cross terms. The time average of E is

"E = T, +"E; - ~A' [(k' +l,l,)'k~ + ~ (d:;, )2] C08[(I. -I,)yJ ,

where

(0.38)

"'P.r' A
2

[( 2 12 2 2 ) 2 d (1 d'if!n ) 1
.l:Ji = 4"" Ie + i +L fo>'n 'lin+ dz s'if!n dz

Thus, 1!J i= 1!J; +E;.

The time average of Sis

, i = 1,2. (0.39)

where

~ = - ~2 [(wk +icosa) i + (Wli + i sin a ) i] 'if!~ .

(0.40)

(D.41)

We see that S i= St +$". There is nothing wrong that the time averages of E and

S have cross terms. We nicely see that the time averaged version of the energy

equation (D.2) is satisfied since V3 • S = OJ the cross term in S is a vector parallel

to the wall and only y-dependent, thus being trivially non-divergent.

Consider now energy conservation in the following volume V: -1l'/lkl < z <

1I"/11e1, 0 < y < Ys and -1 < z < o. Integrating (D.2) over any volume V yields

8tfffv E dV+fLS. nA dA = 0 ,
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where A is the surface enclosing V and nA is the unit vector normal to A. By

inspecting the expression for E one realizes that IIIv E dV is time independent. It

then must be true that IIAS.nA dA = O. Let's check that the net energy flux through

A is zero: the energy flux through the horizontal areas at the bottom (z = -1) and

top (z = 0) is zero since d'lln/dz vanishes there (note that S~ '" d'lln/dz). The

contribution to the total flux through A from the vertical areas perpendicular to

the solid wall, i.e. at z =-1I'/lkl, 1I"/lkl is

1°1 J:B ($zl.=1I'/IIII - 8zlz=_1I'/11I1) dy dz =0 , (D.43)

since for k i:- 0, Sis periodic in z with period 21r/lkl (actually 1r/lkl is the smallest

period) and the integrand in the above integral vanishes. Finally, the remaining

areas of A are the solid wall (part) at y = 0 and part of the plane Y = YB. Now

$" = 0 at y = 0 and SIJ '¢ 0 at Y = YB; but because of the e-periodicity of $" it

follows that t.1 (SIJIIJ=IJB)Z dz = O.

Note the following points:

• The average over the period of the Y component of S (perpendicular to the

wall) is zero:

(D.44)

• The average over the period of the z component of S (parallel to the wall) is:

s; = Sz,inc + Sz,f'e/ + ~A2 (2wk + cos a) 'll~ cos[(11 -12)Y] (D.45)

= _A2 (wk + ~ cos a) q;~ + A 2 (Wk +~ cosa) 'll~ COS[(11 -12)Y]

Disregarding the Y dependent part of s., if (k +cosa/2w) > 0 « 0) then k

is to the right (left) of the center of the (n,w) circle looking in the positive

k-direction parallel to the wall and Cgz < 0 (> 0), i.e. Sz < 0 (> 0), in perfect

agreement with (D.45).

• According to Pedlosky GFD (pp. 124) the magnitude of the average energy

flux is the same for all waves with the same amplitude and frequency. Thus the
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magnitude of the average energy flux is the same for incoming and outgoing

waves. This can be easily confirmed in our case from (D.4I).

• Only when the z-integration is done over a period 27r/lkl (or over 7r/lkl) it is

true that fffy E dV is time independent.

• If V is infinite, with -00 < z < 00, 0 < Y < 00, then the total energy in V is

infinite if no averaging is taken.

• If the z-interval is -7rIlkl < z < 7rIlkl then {SII)2 = 0 for all y.

• If we don't take the z-interval to be of length mlr'/lkl, m a positive integer,

then the total energy in V is time dependent and ffA g. nA dA =F 0 according

to (D.42).

A heuristic explanation about total energy conservation in an infinite region

goes like this: integrate the local energy equation (D.2) over the volume (infinite)

of the fluid. Using Gauss' theorem for the integral of the divergence and provided

.,p is bounded at 00, we can see that fffy E dV '" £,3, whereas ffA g. ndA '" £,2. As

£, -. 00 we get Bt fffy E dV -. O.

Case k ¥= 0 and 11 = 12

The solution was given by

.,p(G} = Awn(z)ycos(kz + Iy - wt + 4J) == Awn(z)ycoslJ(O} • (D.46)

Energy:

E = ~' { 9: [cos' 9<0) + (k' +/' )y' sin' 0(0) - ly sin20(0)] + ~ (d1"ry' 000' 0(0) } •

(D.47)

Energy flux:

g = -A2W~ [±wRn i y 2 cos2lJ(O} + ~w .1ysin2lJ(O}] +~A2w k ~Wn d1n y2 sin2lJ(O} ,

(DAB)
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where we have used that for this case k + cosa/2w = ±Rn and wi +~ sin a = 0 [see

Subsection 3.2.2, part ii)].

The time average of E is

The average of E over the whole fluid domain (half volume) is

(E) = 00.

The time average of Sis:

(D.49)

(D.50)

(D.5!)
- A2

- 2 A 2
S = =F2'1'nwRn lY ,

so the y component of g is identically zero.

The energy in the finite volume V defined in the case 11 =1= 12 is also time

independent. The energy flux through any e-z plane is zero: (S,J~ = 0 for all

y.

As YB -+ 00 there is an infinite average and net energy flux along the wall

through any y-z plane.

Thus, the solution that grows linearly away from the wall has an infinite averaged

(over the :fluid domain) energy. This is certainly an undesirable property from the

physical point of view.

Casek=O

In the case k =0 we found that when we put two RWs, the solution obtained by

applying SIJ = 0 at Y = 0 was

(D.52)

where (Ji == 'iY - wt +<p, i = 1,2.

The energy,energy flux and their time and half space averages of this (nonlinear)

solution follow.
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Energy:

E= E, +E, ±A' [l'l'.p~ sin', sin', + ~ (d:',)' cos,, cos,,] ,

where

(D.S3)

A
2

[( 2 • 2 2 2 2) 2 d (1 .T. dwn ) 2 IE, = 2" I, sin 6, + L foAn cos 6, 'lin + dz S or n dz cos 6,

Energy flux 8:

, i = 1,2.

(D.S4)

... ...... [ ~ 1 dWn I8 = 8 1 +8 2 =F A2 i cos Q'li~ cos 61 cos 62 +Ie SWWn dz sin (61 +(2 ) ±

!~A3W~ i(11{(I~ + I: + 2L2f~An) [sin(261 + (2) + sin(261 - 92) ] =F

(I~ +L2f~An) [2sin 61 + sin( 61 + 2(2) + sin(61 - 2(2) ] } =F

12{ (I~ +I~ +2L2f~An) [sin(262 +(1) +sin(262 - ( 1)] +

(I~ +L2f~An) [2sin 62 + sin(62 + 2(1 ) +sin(62 - 2(1) ] } ) , (D.SS)

where we have used that k x ka = ic x (0, I,) = -I, i and where

~ = _A2
{ [~iCOSQ+ (wI, +4sin Q) i] q;~ cos26, +wi: ~Wnd~n ~ sin 26,} +

!A~'P~lii(l~ +L2f~An) sin6icos26
i , i =1,2. (D.S6)

The! terms have been included in S because (D.52) is a nonlinear solution. The y

component of the energy flux Sis

8fJ - S· i = s., + S2fJ

- _~A2q;~w(11 - 12) (cos2 61 - cos2
( 2)

The total flux through any plane Y = YB > 0 is
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if 11/12 is not a rational number. This means that at fffv E dV :/= 0 for all possible

volumes V defined by: 0 < :z: < 1,0 < Y < Ys and -1 < z < O. The total energy

inside V is a periodic function of time. In contrast to the case k :/= 0, where it was

possible to find volumes for which the total energy in them was conserved, here we

cannot have such volumes.

Is 11 / ' 2 a rational number? From (3.51)

the answer is not obvious but I don't think 11/12 is rational (in general).

Averages: the time average of E is

where

(D.60)

The time average of S is

, i = 1,2. (D.61)

where
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